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1

Chapter One

Introduction

§1 A WARMING WORLD

The science has been rather clear for decades—the world is warming, rapid-
ly, and we’re the cause. Our everyday activities, seemingly innocuous in
isolation, are combining to have profound effects on the planet. Despite
having known about these profound effects for decades, we as a global com-
munity have been rather lethargic in responding to the problem of climate
change through the two most appropriate measures available: mitigation and
adaptation. With this lethargy around mitigation and adaptation in mind, the
previously-considered taboo subject of geoengineering has emerged as a
prospective policy response to climate change.

Defined as the “deliberate, large-scale manipulation of the planetary envi-
ronment in order to counteract anthropogenic climate change,”1 geoengineer-
ing—or climate engineering—is an umbrella term encapsulating a wide array
of technological proposals. One of these proposals in particular—one that
goes by the name of stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI)—has received quite
a bit of attention from natural scientists and engineers who tend to recognize
its potential to allay some of the harms associated with climate change. 2

However, many normative theorists have tended to view the technology sus-
piciously, highlighting unethical aspects of research and deployment 3 and the
technology’s inherently troubling political implications.4 The purpose of this
book is to evaluate certain ethical and political aspects of intentionally ma-
nipulating the climate by means of SAI.

While SAI is not currently being used to offset climate change, there are
active research programs around the world investigating the technology.
Does engaging in such research perhaps lead us down a slippery slope to-
ward inexorable deployment? Could it be that even researching such a tech-
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nology will draw us away from the more important tasks of mitigation and
adaptation? Should we err on the side of caution and avoid risky interven-
tions in the climate system altogether? Surely, if we were to engage in re-
search and potential deployment of a climate engineering technology,
governance would be a must. But what would count as legitimate govern-
ance? Moreover, research and deployment of the technology will most likely
create a novel distribution of benefits and burdens. What should we consider
a just distribution of these benefits and burdens? And, perhaps most impor-
tantly, who ought to be included in the decision-making process surrounding
geoengineering and what should that process look like? These are some of
the questions this book attempts to address.

§2 THE TRAGEDY OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Now, one might be tempted to ask: How did we even get to the point of
considering the intentional manipulation of the planetary environment?
Since at least 1990, we’ve known about the threat of global climate change.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s First Assessment Report
told us (with certainty) that emissions resulting from human activities are
substantially increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases, and
that “these increases will enhance the greenhouse effect, resulting on average
in an additional warming of the Earth’s surface.”5 This warming of the
Earth’s surface—which has already hit nearly 1°C (compared to pre-industri-
al averages) and could reach up to 4.8°C by the end of the century6 —carries
with it significant negative corollaries. For example, we have already begun
and will continue to lose certain species that are simply unable to cope with
the rate at which average temperatures are increasing, both on land and in the
oceans.7 This loss of biodiversity will threaten the health of many of our
natural ecosystems. But the threats of climate change are not confined to
natural ecosystems—human systems are at risk as well. From agriculture to
infrastructure, climate change will have significant negative aggregate ef-
fects, with those negative effects hitting underdeveloped nations and the least
well-off members of all nations the hardest.8

Recognition of the threats posed by climate change notwithstanding,
emissions have continued to rise nearly every year for the past century. And
this is not because people doubt the imminent threat posed by a rapidly
changing climate. Given our current stage of technological development,
burning fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas is one of the cheapest
ways of producing energy. And energy is necessary for bringing people out
of crippling poverty and for maintaining the comfortable lifestyles of many
around the globe. This is one of the features that makes climate change such
a pernicious problem. While everyone may recognize the need for global
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action on climate change, no one wants to give up their access to cheap
energy.

This explanation of climate change has led many to consider the problem
a kind of “tragedy of the commons.”9 The idea of the tragedy of the com-
mons was first introduced by William Foster Lloyd,10 but was made popular
by Garrett Hardin in his essay by the same name.11 A tragedy of the com-
mons occurs when a shared resource is destroyed or depleted through a
process whereby the individual actors sharing the resource rationally pursue
their own self-interest to the detriment of the group as a whole. In the classic
formulation, a common pasture is shared by a group of herdsman. It is in the
self-interest of each herdsman to add a head of cattle to his herd since he
receives the entire benefit of doing so, while the cost of the extra cattle is
shared by all. The benefit is conceived as the price the herdsman will get for
the head of cattle at the market and the cost is the additional negative impact
on the shared pasture. Eventually, with each herdsman acting rationally on
his own self-interest, the pasture’s carrying capacity is surpassed and the land
is no longer able to support any of the cattle, bringing about devastation for
all.

The parallel to climate change and greenhouse gas emissions should be
clear. We all share the atmosphere in common and rely upon it for a stable
climate. We can think of the herdsman as individuals or small collectives of
current people. It is in the interest of each individual or small collective to
increase their emissions and reap the associated benefits (while exporting the
costs to humanity—and the planet—as a whole). That is, absent some collec-
tive agreement, it is rational for each individual or collective to continue
emitting. The tragedy, which has already begun, is the overloading of the
atmosphere with heat-trapping gasses, bringing with it unprecedented warm-
ing and potentially catastrophic climatic effects.

Fortunately for us—and even more fortunate for future generations—we
have a collective agreement to address this structural problem. In December
2015, 195 signatories representing every person on the globe12 committed to
collectively limiting warming to no more than 2°C.13 In November 2016,
after the required minimum number of signatories had ratified the text, the
agreement went into effect. Contrary to its predecessor the Kyoto Protocol—
which was designed top-down with each state receiving its emission allot-
ment after determining an appropriate upper limit—the Paris Agreement was
an example of bottom-up international cooperation. Each party, with the
overall goal of limiting warming to 2°C in mind, individually and indepen-
dently determined what it was willing to contribute—or, more accurately,
how much it was willing to limit future emissions. While the Paris Agree-
ment is a monumental achievement of international collaboration and repre-
sents a significant first step toward avoiding dangerous interference with the
planetary environment, it is widely recognized to be too little and too late.
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Under the agreement, parties pledge initial mitigation goals and then re-
vise these goals every five years. Unfortunately, the pledges are going to
have to get significantly more ambitious if they are to have any hope of
limiting climate change to 2°C. For instance, if all parties were to fully
satisfy their current Paris commitments and do nothing more, the world
would experience a warming of roughly 3°C.14 And this, of course, is assum-
ing that all parties actually meet their commitments—a rather dubious as-
sumption, especially after President Trump’s announcement of his intention
to withdraw the United States from participation in the agreement. 15 It is this
bleak prognosis regarding mitigation and adaptation that has resparked the
academic discussion on geoengineering.

§3 GEOENGINEERING: CDR AND SRM

Of course, the idea of manipulating weather is not a new one. The ancient
Greeks made sacrifices to Zeus, the Romans pleaded with Jupiter for precipi-
tation, and the Mojave tribe of the Southwestern United States adorned head-
dresses and turquois during ceremonial dances performed to induce rain for
their crops. Given our long-standing interest in controlling the weather,
present-day proposals of climate engineering aimed at alleviating the effects
of global warming should come as no surprise.

What may come as a surprise to some is that no one is currently engineer-
ing the climate. According to an international survey, roughly one in six
people believe it to be true or partly true that chemicals are currently being
sprayed from passenger jets as part of a sinister plot by governments.16 These
dangerous “chemtrails,” the conspiracy theorists claim, are released with the
goal of population control or even the psychological manipulation of the
masses. Still others think that such chemtrails—which are actually just con-
densation trails, or “contrails,” left by regular passenger jets flying through
the right atmospheric conditions—are being used for weather or climate
modification. This conspiracy theory is just that: a conspiracy theory roundly
rejected by atmospheric scientists and aviation experts.17 It is unfortunate
that many people think of chemtrails when they think of the term “geoengi-
neering,” but the focus of this book lies elsewhere.

If it isn’t chemtrails that we are talking about when we say “geoengineer-
ing,” what is it? Definitions of geoengineering vary slightly. But, in general,
when people speak of geoengineering they have something like the previous-
ly-quoted Royal Society definition in mind. Geoengineering refers to a num-
ber of different specific technologies that all aim at “deliberate, large-scale
manipulation of the planetary environment in order to counteract anthropo-
genic climate change.”18 These technologies are often grouped into two cate-
gories: (1) carbon dioxide removal (CDR) projects, which aim to remove
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CO2 from the atmosphere; and (2) solar radiation management (SRM) pro-
jects, which aim to reflect a small percentage of incoming solar radiation
back out into space.

Carbon dioxide removal projects can range from the seemingly mundane
to the grandiose. Afforestation, or the large-scale, intentional planting of
trees, lies somewhere toward the mundane end of the spectrum. Planting
trees is a project familiar to just about everyone, and this familiarity condi-
tions our initial response to its use as a solution to climate change. However,
there are risks that accompany even afforestation. The major risks arise pri-
marily due to the immense amount of land it would take to meaningfully
affect climate change through tree-planting alone. We need our arable land
for agriculture, one, and, two, covering the earth’s surface with forests could
negatively impact biodiversity.19 Not only that, but given the time it takes
trees to sequester carbon dioxide, afforestation may not be able to help in the
short-term.20 Still, afforestation is gradual and is considered to be less risky
(though, of course, less efficient) than other forms of CDR.

A proposal that lies somewhere closer to the grandiose end of the spec-
trum would be massive fertilization of the oceans with iron. There is a natural
cycle within our oceans in which photosynthesizers at the surface transfer
carbon to the deep sea. Algae, for instance, takes in substantial amounts of
CO2 and, when its remnants sink to the deep sea, it is consumed by bacteria
and other organisms. These organisms convert the algal remnants back into
CO2, thus completing the transfer of atmospheric CO2 into “deep ocean
CO2.” By introducing large amounts of iron into the open ocean, we could
create large algal blooms, enhancing this natural biological pump that “bur-
ies” atmospheric CO2 into the deep ocean. Of course, there are significant
risks associated with ocean fertilization. Due to the significant uncertainty
surrounding the workings of various marine ecosystems, the exact side-ef-
fects of large-scale ocean fertilization are unknown. For billions of people
around the world—especially the least well-off members of the global com-
munity—the oceans are a lifeline, which makes experimenting with them
dangerous.21

The associated risks notwithstanding, some CDR projects will almost
certainly have to be part of the “toolkit” we use to respond to climate change.
In fact, almost every IPCC scenario that limits warming to below 2°C re-
quires some negative emissions technology.22 And while some prefer CDR
methods to SRM since the former are seen as addressing the cause of climate
change as opposed to merely its effects, there are still significant ethical and
political issues associated with most forms of CDR. Carbon dioxide removal,
however, is not the focus of this book. We will be primarily concerned with
solar radiation management.

Like CDR, Solar Radiation Management proposals range from the mun-
dane to the grandiose. Toward the mundane end of the spectrum lies the
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proposal to enhance the reflectivity of human environments. By, for instance,
painting the roofs of our buildings with lighter colors and changing our
roadways from a heat-trapping black to a heat-reflecting white, we can en-
hance the earth’s albedo effect. With more radiation reflected back into
space, the earth is a little cooler than it otherwise would be. The main prob-
lem with relying upon the enhancement of the albedo of human settlements
for responding to climate change is that it would be (a) expensive, since we
would have to continually re-paint the chosen surfaces, (b) slow-acting, since
it would take us a while to actually convert our roads and rooftops, and (c)
dramatically insufficient, since most of the earth is not covered with roads
and buildings.

If enhancing the reflectivity of human settlements is insufficient, perhaps
we need to think bigger. What is probably the most grandiose of SRM tech-
niques is the proposal to place mirrors in low-earth orbit so as to deflect solar
radiation before it even reaches the lower atmosphere. While such a proposal
has the potential to significantly reduce the amount of radiation reaching
Earth’s surface (and, thus, significantly cool the planet), the costs of launch-
ing the needed number of mirrors into orbit is essentially prohibitive.23

§3.1 Stratospheric Aerosol Injection

Somewhere in between the mundane and the grandiose—though, perhaps
closer to the grandiose—lies the technology that is the focus of this book,
stratospheric aerosol injection. The main idea behind the proposal, as its
name implies, is to inject aerosols into the stratosphere. These aerosols
would create a semi-permeable layer capable of shielding the planet from
some of the incoming solar radiation. Of course, the less radiation that makes
it to Earth’s surface, the less radiation there is to be trapped by the green-
house effect.

There are a number of different delivery systems to release the aerosols in
the stratosphere that are currently being discussed. For instance, we could use
military-grade artillery guns to project the aerosols or weather balloons out-
fitted with long hoses that would reach back down to the earth’s surface.
Perhaps the most popular and one of the most cost-effective of delivery
methods involves the use of regular business jets. A Boeing 747 or fleet of
similar aircraft could continually deploy 1 metric ton (Mt) of aerosols at the
required altitude, enough to offset roughly half of the expected temperature
increase due to anthropogenic global warming.24

Along with the different delivery systems, there are also various kinds of
aerosols that could be used. The most viable option at the moment is some
kind of sulfate aerosol, either sulfur dioxide (SO2) or hydrogen sulfide (H2S).
One of the primary advantages to using sulfate aerosols is our understanding
of their effect. In 1991, Mount Pinatubo released somewhere between 10–20
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million tons of sulfur into the atmosphere that resulted in an average global
cooling of 0.5°C for the year.25 The injection of sulfate aerosols into the
stratosphere would mimic this natural volcanic effect.

Perhaps the two greatest merits of SAI are its rapid efficacy and its
comparative cost.26 First, once introduced into the stratosphere, the aerosols
would start producing the desired cooling effect within weeks. In compari-
son, emissions mitigation will only have a cooling effect across a time span
of decades or centuries due to the inertia of the climate system. This near
immediate efficacy is a significant benefit of the proposal. Second, the annu-
al cost of releasing the aforementioned 1 Mt of aerosols into the stratosphere
with retrofitted business jets could be as little as $1 billion.27 One billion
USD per year may sound like a lot. But, when compared to either the cost of
damages from unchecked climate change or the cost of emissions mitigation
needed to avoid climate change, $1 billion per year is as close to free as it
comes.28 However, it should be stressed that while SAI is comparatively
cheap, it is not by any means a perfect substitute for mitigation. This is for at
least the following four reasons.29

First, while a certain temperature might be equally achievable through
emissions mitigation as through geoengineering, temperature and climate are
different things. Achieving the same temperature target through geoengineer-
ing as would come about by just emitting fewer greenhouse gases will result
in novel climate configurations, most notably affecting perception patterns.
Second, reaching a certain temperature target through geoengineering rather
than via emissions reductions may have significant effects on air pollution
and atmospheric ozone concentrations. Third, achieving a certain tempera-
ture target through emissions mitigation will go a long way toward solving
the problem of ocean acidification. Reaching the same temperature via geo-
engineering will lead to a world with dramatically more acidic oceans. And,
fourth, there are unique risks (“unknown-unknowns”) associated with geoen-
gineering that are not associated with emissions mitigation. Reducing our
emissions will leave us with an atmosphere and a climate similar to the one
of our recent past, whereas implementing a geoengineering scheme will
create novel, perhaps harmful, climatic and atmospheric conditions for some.
So, while it is true that the price tag associated with geoengineering research
and deployment is comparatively modest, it is a mistake to see geoengineer-
ing as a perfect substitute for emissions mitigation.

Before moving on to some thoughts on methodology, I want to offer a
quick note on terminology. As we have just seen, there are significant differ-
ences between the various proposals that all fall under the heading of “geoen-
gineering.” This being the case, it is often important to specify the particular
geoengineering proposal one is discussing when making empirical and nor-
mative statements about it.30 For stylistic purposes, I’ll be loose with
language throughout this project. Thus, whenever reference is made to geo-
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engineering, solar geoengineering, climate engineering, SRM, or SAI, it is
the specific proposal of stratospheric aerosol injection that I have in mind
(unless otherwise specified).

§4 NORMATIVE THEORIZING

Now, with this natural-scientific explanation of geoengineering in mind, you
might be wondering what a philosopher would have to say about such a
technical issue. Isn’t geoengineering something that should be researched by
natural scientists and engineers? What could so-called armchair theorizing
contribute to the debate? The fact of the matter is that, despite seeming rather
complicated from a technical standpoint, the thorniest problems related to
climate engineering are normative, not empirical. An empirical or descriptive
analysis of the ethics of geoengineering might, for example, poll people or
engage public deliberative groups to uncover what people actually think
about the ethics of intentionally manipulating the planet. An empirical or
descriptive analysis of the politics or governance of geoengineering might be
conducted by scholars in the field of international relations, economics, or
public policy who could offer descriptive claims about how the technologies
might actually be governed. In contrast to these kinds of analyses, the analy-
sis of geoengineering conducted in this book will be normative—that is to
say, we will be looking at what people should think about the ethics of
geoengineering and we’ll explore concepts and principles that ought to guide
our thinking about geoengineering governance. So, we can say that the pur-
pose of this project is to offer guidance to our normative thinking about
climate engineering.

§4.1 Reflective Equilibrium

With this purpose of the project in mind, the natural question is: How can one
arrive at sound moral and political judgments about controversial subjects
such as climate engineering? Even further, how can one arrive at sound
moral and political judgments in general? There are various different meth-
ods we can employ when making normative judgments. We may simply rely
upon our intuitions in deciding right from wrong—an approach known aptly
as intuitionism. Or we might derive the answers to moral questions from
religious texts, like the Bible or the Quran. These approaches, however, have
serious difficulties in dealing with moral disagreement. People’s intuitions
about moral issues are notoriously at odds with one another, and the same
goes for those who adhere to different religious traditions.

Perhaps the best normative methodological approach, and the one I adopt
here, is the method championed by John Rawls—that of wide reflective
equilibrium.31 Wide reflective equilibrium can be contrasted with narrow
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reflective equilibrium. Narrow reflective equilibrium can be described as a
situation in which one has reached an equilibrium point between one’s con-
sidered moral judgments and a set of moral principles that account for those
judgments.32 When employing the method of narrow reflective equilibrium,
we start by identifying certain moral judgments, and then select those about
which we are most confident (e.g., the judgment that slavery is wrong).33

Those moral judgments about which we are most confident—our considered
moral judgments—are those made under favorable conditions, that is, the
person judging has adequate information, is calm, etc. We then look for a set
of principles that can best account for our considered moral judgments.
Sometimes there will be discrepancies between principles and considered
moral judgments. Thus, the final step of the method of narrow reflective
equilibrium is to attempt to achieve just that, an equilibrium between the
particular judgments and the set of principles that account for them. Ideally,
we would go back and forth, rejecting particular moral judgments when the
principles they are at odds with enjoy greater support, or revising our princi-
ples when they clash with (strong) enough considered moral judgments. This
point of coherence between our considered moral judgments and our set of
moral principles is narrow reflective equilibrium.

This narrow reflective equilibrium, however, is not enough—what we
want is wide reflective equilibrium. The problem with narrow reflective equi-
librium is twofold. First, even under favorable conditions, our considered
moral judgments may be the product of historical accident, bias, or ideolo-
gy.34 Finding a proper fit between (unjustified) considered judgments and
moral principles would not amount to much of an epistemological justifica-
tion. Second, there may be various different sets of principles that fit our
considered moral judgments. Wide reflective equilibrium addresses these
shortcomings. Wide reflective equilibrium is a method for arriving at an
acceptable coherence between (a) our considered moral judgments, (b) a set
of moral principles, and (c) relevant background theories. This addition of a
third category allows us to dispel certain biased moral judgments and allows
us to justifiably choose between sets of principles that similarly “fit” our
moral judgments. Norman Daniels writes,

we advance philosophical arguments intended to bring out the relative
strengths and weaknesses of the alternative sets of principles. . . . These argu-
ments can be construed as inferences from some set of relevant background
theories. . . . Assume that some particular set of arguments wins and that the
moral agent is persuaded that some set of principles is more acceptable than
the others. . . . We can imagine the agent working back and forth, making
adjustments to his considered judgments, his moral principles, and his back-
ground theories. In this way he arrives at an equilibrium point that consists of
the ordered triple (a), (b), (c).35
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Along these lines, wide reflective equilibrium offers a somewhat indepen-
dent criterion capable of both (1) jettisoning biased moral judgments, and (2)
selecting between competing sets of principles that account for our consid-
ered moral judgments.36 When making moral arguments throughout this pro-
ject, it is this method upon which I am relying.

§4.2 Ideal and Nonideal Theory

Even if we are in agreement about how to do moral theory, we may be in
disagreement about how to do political theory. There are different methodo-
logical approaches one might take. For example, there is significant discus-
sion among political philosophers and theorists as to whether one should
engage in more abstract ideal theorizing about justice and legitimacy, or
whether we should be more realistic and give weight to the constraints of our
nonideal world. The discussion in the literature regarding ideal and non-ideal
theorizing, like the discussion surrounding the method of reflective equilib-
rium, owes its genesis to Rawls. In laying out his conception of liberal
egalitarian justice, Rawls confines his analysis to the domain of what he dubs
“ideal theory,” which sets an ideal or a target of justice for society to aim
at.37 Under the primary assumption of strict compliance—meaning that all
relevant agents fully comply with the principles of justice—the main purpose
of ideal theorizing is to paint the picture of a perfectly just social arrange-
ment. The assumption that everyone will comply with the recognized princi-
ples of justice is, of course, no small assumption. But, by working out what
ideal justice demands, we can then analyze where and how much current
arrangements are falling short of this ideal.38 Rawls contrasts ideal theory
with “nonideal theory,” which, as opposed to assuming full compliance,
assumes only partial compliance (and, thus, partial noncompliance) with the
demands of full justice.39

Today, there are at least three different understandings of the ideal/non-
ideal distinction. The first is the one attributed to Rawls—the distinction
between full compliance and partial compliance. The second is the distinc-
tion between “utopian” or “idealistic” theory, on the one hand, and “realistic”
theory, on the other. The third understanding sees the distinction as one of
“end-state” theory and “transitional” theory.40

In later chapters of this book, I rely upon both ideal and nonideal metho-
dology. For instance, Chapter 4 puts forward a conception of institutional
legitimacy in which an institution can be justifiably considered legitimate if
it satisfies enough normative criteria to a sufficient degree. The fact that an
institution does not have to fully satisfy or strictly comply with any of the
relevant normative criteria in order to be considered legitimate means that we
can understand the conception put forward as an example of nonideal theor-
izing of the Rawlsian variety.41 Though it could also be understood in the
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two other ways nonideal theory is conceived. We could consider this concep-
tion of legitimacy as both more “realistic” since it doesn’t require the oner-
ous complete fulfillment of the identified normative criteria to render the
institution legitimate. And it could be said that, in this sense, it is a “transi-
tional” theorization of the concept of legitimacy since it recognizes that
legitimate (though not fully just) institutions may be necessary to make
progress on justice.42 With this conception of legitimacy in mind, Chapters 5
and 6 then put forward ideal conceptions of two of those normative criteria
that a geoengineering governance institution ought to approximate if it is to
be considered legitimate. Specifically, for an institution overseeing geoengi-
neering to be considered legitimate, it ought to conform to norms of procedu-
ral and distributive justice. Chapters 5 and 6 outline what it would take for
these criteria to be fully realized, without requiring their full realization for a
positive legitimacy assessment. Thus, both methodologies of ideal and non-
ideal theory are relied upon.

§5 STATE OF RESEARCH

It was not until recently that the realistic possibility of intentionally manipu-
lating the climate actually materialized. Thus, compared to many other top-
ics, academic research focusing on geoengineering is still in a fledgling
stage. The contemporary scientific discussion around geoengineering could
perhaps be dated to 1974 with the publication of Kellog and Schneider’s
“Climate Stabilization: For Better or for Worse?”43 However, as is common-
ly referenced, there was somewhat of a taboo around the topic in the final
decades of the twentieth century. It was not until the 2006 publication of
Nobel Prize–winning chemist Paul Crutzen’s article that geoengineering
really became a serious part of the discussion regarding climate policy. 44

Since then, there has been an abundance of literature focusing on the science
and technical feasibility of prospective ways in which we can engineer the
climate.

Following along with the technical literature, there have been a number of
academics within law and economics who have broached the subject. For
example, Daniel Bodansky, Albert Lin, John Virgoe, Edward Parson, and
David Victor have all discussed geoengineering governance from the per-
spective of international law.45 Scott Barret’s influential piece on the “in-
credible” economics of geoengineering spurred others within the discipline
to engage with the topic.46 Juan Moreno-Cruz has analyzed the strategic
interaction of countries on the international stage once geoengineering be-
comes a viable policy option.47 And Elizabeth Burns, Gernot Wagner, and
others have looked at public opinion with respect to the very idea of engi-
neering the climate.48
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There have even been a few commissioned reports by various govern-
ments, nonprofits, and scientific academies.49 The most comprehensive re-
port on the subject to date would probably have to be the Royal Society’s
2009 Geoengineering the Climate: Science, Governance, and Uncertainty.50

Comprising the expertise of physicists, engineers, lawyers, environmental
scientists, and policy experts, the report described several geoengineering
proposals and evaluated them according to standards of effectiveness, timeli-
ness, affordability, and safety. Of course, while not surprising given the
report’s authorship, the two-page discussion on the ethics of geoengineering
left something to be desired. Aiming to fill this ethical gap, the Oxford
Geoengineering Programme published its influential “Oxford Principles”
paper in Climatic Change.51 According to the authors, geoengineering re-
search ought to be guided by five norms: (1) Geoengineering should be
regulated as a global public good; (2) There should be public involvement in
decision-making; (3) There should be disclosure of the results of research;
(4) There should be an independent assessment of the potential impacts of
any research; and (5) There should be robust governance prior to any deploy-
ment. Despite their far-reaching impact, the social scientists at Oxford were
not the first to look at geoengineering from an ethical perspective.

The first philosopher to address the ethical implications of geoengineer-
ing was Dale Jamieson in 1996.52 Despite presenting numerous ethical con-
siderations that seemed to condemn geoengineering, Jamieson ultimately
concluded that research should go forward as long as such research were to
take into account the ethical concerns he presented. Following Jamieson,
philosophers have addressed different ethical aspects related to intentionally
manipulating the climate. Perhaps the most prolific is Stephen Gardiner, who
generally makes ethical arguments concerning the context in which geoengi-
neering is discussed. For instance, Gardiner argues that we should avoid
calling geoengineering either a “public good” or a “plan b,” insisting instead
that it is not a public good (in the canonical sense) and that it represents more
of a “plan z.”53 And, similarly, he argues against the rationale that we should
research geoengineering now in the event that it is ever needed in the fu-
ture.54 He suggests such reasoning may simply be an instance of what he
calls “moral corruption.”55 We’ll look at some of Gardiner’s arguments in
the next chapter.

Many others have advanced philosophical inquiry on geoengineering as
well. For instance, remaining within the realm of the right context for debate,
David Morrow argues (contra Gardiner) that not only does SAI meet the
canonical definition of a global public good, but that it is also useful to look
at the technology within such a framework.56 Looking at the technology as a
global public good, Morrow posits, allows us to draw upon useful literature
in other fields such as economics and political science. Konrad Ott has
brought the discussion on geoengineering to the intergenerational realm. Ott
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argues that if one generation were to deploy SRM, it might be placing future
generations in a moral dilemma. It is not unrealistic, Ott argues, to envision
SRM carrying with it harms of its own, even if it delivers net benefits. If this
turns out to be the case, then we could be placing future generations in a
moral dilemma in which they either (a) have to continue using SRM and thus
continue producing the accompanying harm it entails, or (b) have to make the
decision to halt SRM deployment, which could produce disastrous side ef-
fects as well.57

Of course, our ethical evaluation of geoengineering could very well de-
pend upon our particular conception of morality. Different theories grant
moral standing to different groups of agents. Whether we are anthropocen-
trists, biocentrists, or ecocentrists, for instance, may very well influence our
ethical evaluation of a particular technology. In “The Ethics of Geoengineer-
ing,” Toby Svoboda analyzes SRM from anthropocentric, animal liberation-
ist, and biocentric ethical outlooks, concluding that the technology poses
prima facie problems for all three.58

Perhaps some of the most thoughtful work on the ethics of geoengineer-
ing has come from Clare Heyward and Christopher J. Preston. In her sensible
and sober book chapter titled “Is There Anything New Under the Sun?:
Exceptionalism, Novelty, and Debating Geoengineering Governance,”59

Heyward aims to provide reasonable parameters for a constructive debate
about climate engineering. She advocates not for a particular position with
respect to technological responses to climate change, but rather contends that
the debate ought to be conducted without reference to claims of exceptional-
ism, that is, claims that climate engineering “will lead to unprecedented
situations, either good or bad.”60 Heyward highlights that climate engineer-
ing proponents often rely on the “climate emergency” justification, a justifi-
cation that appeals to an exceptionally bad climate catastrophe in which we
might be willing to engineer the planet as the lesser of the two evils. Like-
wise, opponents of climate engineering often claim that such technologies
are ungovernable or at least incompatible with democratic governance, a
claim Heyward shows as exceptional and doubtful. She concludes that both
sides of the climate engineering debate would do well to avoid such excep-
tional claims.

In addition to having edited two anthologies on climate engineering, 61

Christopher J. Preston is responsible for having written an influential early
article that laid out the ethical landscape for the geoengineering discussion.
In his “Ethics and Geoengineering: Reviewing the Moral Issues Raised by
Solar Radiation Management and Carbon Dioxide Removal,”62 Preston high-
lights a number of ethical issues related to geoengineering according to the
“temporal space” in which they would occur. For instance, some ethical
concerns crop up with respect to research, some with respect to deployment,
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and still others crop up when consideration cessation. Preston’s schematic
provides a rough framework that influenced my thinking on this project.

The words of the previous paragraphs notwithstanding, work on the ethics
and politics of geoengineering has barely begun to scratch the normative
surface. In comparison to the abundance of scientific literature, philosophy
and political theory are lagging far behind; and this on a topic for which
normative theorizing is of the utmost importance. There is currently only one
monograph in moral and political theory that focuses on the ethics, legitima-
cy, and justice of geoengineering specifically.63 This book aims to add a
fresh view to the developing ethical literature on geoengineering, and fill the
gap that exists in political theory.

§6 PROJECT OUTLINE

The project is divided into seven chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to
ethical concerns, analyzing various arguments pertaining to research and
deployment of the technology. In Chapter 2 I look at four arguments related
to researching SAI: the arm the future argument and the economic argument
in favor of research; and the slippery slope argument and the moral hazard
argument against research. The arm the future argument claims that we
should research geoengineering now in case it is ever needed in the future. I
look at Stephen Gardiner’s analysis of the argument and offer both critique
and restrained support. The economic argument claims that we ought to
research geoengineering because of how incredibly cheap it is compared to
climate change damages and mitigation. Despite highlighting the shortcom-
ings of geoengineering as a substitute for mitigation, I claim that the cheap
price tag does, in fact, offer a reason to go forward with research. The
slippery slope argument says (1) that if we engage in research, it will inexor-
ably lead to deployment, (2) we don’t want to deploy the technology, (3)
therefore, we shouldn’t engage in research. I argue that premise one (the
empirical premise) and premise two (the normative premise) are both doubt-
ful, rendering the argument unsound. The moral hazard argument says that
we shouldn’t engage in research because it will weaken our resolve to miti-
gate and adapt to climate change. I offer a number of reasons to doubt this
argument. The two most prominent reasons would be that the link between
geoengineering research and a weakened resolve for mitigation is empirically
lacking, and that even if our resolve to mitigate did weaken, we should want
to know whether that loss in resolve to mitigate is not offset by the potential
benefits that such research would yield. The ultimate conclusion of Chapter 2
is that neither of the arguments surveyed provide us with sufficient reason to
abandon research.
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Next, in Chapter 3, I look at the precautionary argument, the respect for
nature argument, and the playing God argument against the deployment of
the technology. The precautionary argument against deployment builds out
of the precautionary principle, ultimately claiming that we should err on the
side of caution and avoid the risks associated with geoengineering, even if
we are uncertain as to what those effects are and what the probabilities of
them occurring amount to. Drawing upon Sunstein’s analysis of the precau-
tionary principle, I argue that the prudent or cautious decision must be cho-
sen from the risk/risk scenario we currently find ourselves in (the risk of
deploying geoengineering versus the risk of allowing unchecked climate
change to continue). Under this framing, it is unclear which way the precau-
tionary principle cuts with respect to geoengineering research and deploy-
ment. I then examine another decision-rule for situations with uncertain out-
comes—the minimax rule. While minimax reasoning would ground a mora-
torium on geoengineering, I argue that the conditions that make minimax a
reasonable decision-rule don’t hold when it comes to geoengineering and
climate change.

The respect for nature argument claims that even if deployment of geoen-
gineering would prove beneficial for mankind and the planet as a whole, such
intentional intervention in the climate system necessarily shows a contempt
or disrespect for nature. Through an exploration of what exactly it means to
show an attitude of “respect” for nature, I argue that geoengineering may in
fact amount to us dominating nature, which is one way of showing disre-
spect. However, I argue that it is doubtful that such domination is of a
different kind than we have been engaged in for centuries, and that it is
difficult for us to imagine a world in which we don’t dominate nature. Thus,
the deployment of geoengineering may not be as much of an affront to nature
as is imagined, or it may not exemplify an impermissible kind of disrespect.

The playing God argument relies upon the doctrine of doing and allow-
ing, saying that since deployment will save some from climate change but
may condemn others to a premature death due to unavoidable side effects of
the technology, deployment is impermissible since it amounts to deciding
who lives and who dies. I cast doubt upon the absolutist form of the doctrine
of doing and allowing at the state (and international) level, and propose that
the doctrine of double effect could serve as a possible justification for the
decision to deploy. The conclusion of Chapter 3 is that these arguments fail
to show that deployment of geoengineering would necessarily be impermis-
sible. Thus, the ultimate conclusion of the first three chapters of the book is
that the ethical arguments against geoengineering cannot serve to ground a
moratorium and that research should continue. That conclusion notwith-
standing, it is recognized that there is a need for oversight and regulation of
research, development, and any potential deployment in order to assure that
the negative prospects outlined in Chapters 2 and 3 don’t materialize.
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The subsequent chapters of the book take the need for oversight to heart.
The next three chapters focus on political aspects of geoengineering, making
the case in favor of an institution to oversee research and deployment that is
governed by norms of legitimacy, distributive justice, and procedural justice.
Chapter 4 begins with an analysis of the concept of legitimacy. I argue that
conceptions of state legitimacy are ill-suited to assess a geoengineering regu-
latory institution due to significant dissimilarities between the function and
power of the two kinds of institutions. I develop a broad account of institu-
tional legitimacy drawing upon Allen Buchanan’s recent Metacoordination
View, and propose five normative criteria to serve, not as necessary and
sufficient conditions, but as considerations that would speak in favor of a
geoengineering institution’s legitimacy.

Having outlined a conception of legitimacy, Chapters 5 and 6 provide
some content to two specific normative criteria: substantive justice and pro-
cedural justice. Chapter 5 looks at the normative criterion of substantive
justice that ought to guide geoengineering governance. I put forward a con-
vergence thesis. I argue that three common sense considerations of fairness
all point to the same conclusion about how the benefits and burdens of
geoengineering should be distributed. The fact that the least well-off mem-
bers of the global community bear the least causal responsibility for climate
change, bear the least beneficiary responsibility for climate change, and have
the weakest ability to respond to the threats of climate change all point to the
conclusion that they have the strongest claims to the benefits (and against the
burdens) associated with geoengineering. In other words, if geoengineering
is to be researched, developed, and deployed, substantive justice demands
that it should be used primarily to benefit the least well-off members of the
global community.

But that substantive outcome is not all we care about; we also care about
how the decisions surrounding geoengineering are made. Chapter 6 thus
focuses on the normative criterion of procedural justice. Just processes often
have both instrumental and intrinsic value. They have instrumental value in
that they can secure desirable outcomes, and intrinsic value in that they allow
us to both (a) fulfil our natural duties of justice and (b) relate to one another
in a morally valuable way. Having outlined the reasons we are concerned
with procedural justice, the remainder of the chapter is devoted to finding a
suitable general principle for procedural justice as it relates to geoengineer-
ing. After surveying the all-affected principle and the Equal Influence Princi-
ple, I argue that the Proportionality Principle does the best job of justifiably
providing fair terms of participation for an SRM decision-making process.64

The chapter concludes by working out the possible implications the Propor-
tionality Principle has for the real-world decision-making process around
SRM, having outlined a conception of legitimacy and provided some content
to the normative criteria of substantive and procedural justice. Chapter 7
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offers some concluding remarks, with a short discussion on nonideal situa-
tions, intergenerational justice, and anthropocentric ethics.

§7 FINAL REMARKS

For good reason, geoengineering is a controversial subject that seems to
divide scholars. I am often asked whether I am “for” or “against” the idea of
engineering the climate. I genuinely find it unfortunate that geoengineering is
being seriously considered as a policy response to climate change. This is not
because I think there is something reprehensible or hubristic about intention-
ally altering the climate—though, that may be the case. The reason I find it
unfortunate that we are currently considering the merits of geoengineering as
a response to climate change is that it indicates that we have failed in our
primary climate obligations. One thing that almost everyone in the geoengi-
neering debate agrees about is that mitigation and adaptation are the two best
tools in our policy toolkit. Many philosophers agree that we have a collective
duty to respond to climate change. Had we taken our duty seriously by
aggressively pursuing mitigation and more heavily investing in adaptation,
we very well may have found ourselves in a world in which geoengineering
wasn’t even on the table. That, regrettably, is not the world in which we find
ourselves.

The world in which we find ourselves in one beset with ethical predica-
ments. Given our failing with respect to mitigation and adaptation, it is
important that we get the ethics and politics of geoengineering right. This
book is an attempt at doing just that. It is doubtful that you will agree with
every one of my conclusions. While I certainly do hope to convince you, I
would consider this project a success if, at the very least, it advances the
debate. And it is to that debate that we now turn.
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Chapter Two

Research

§1 INTRODUCTION

As mentioned in the introductory chapter, the next two chapters of this book
focus on ethical and moral issues surrounding research into and deployment
of geoengineering.1 This chapter focuses on four arguments related to re-
search into the technology. Most environmental ethicists, myself included,
are not enthused about the idea of engineering the climate. However, despite
their unease, most of those in the environmental ethics community still think
that modest research into geoengineering should continue. That tepid consen-
sus notwithstanding, there are two prominent arguments that are raised
against research: the slippery slope argument and the moral hazard argument.
This chapter analyzes both of these arguments in detail.

But before turning to the arguments raised against research, we’ll first
look at two arguments that speak in favor of research. The idea of “arming
the future” with effective geoengineering technology and the thought that
solar radiation management is too cheap not to investigate are often cited in
support of continued research. Sections 2 and 3 critically look at these argu-
ments and what it is that we should conclude from them. Sections 4 and 5
then address the slippery slope argument and the moral hazard argument,
respectively. Section 6 concludes the chapter.

§2 ARMING THE FUTURE

You might remember the name Paul Crutzen from the introductory chapter.
Crutzen is often credited with bringing the discussion around geoengineering
back out of the shadows. In his 2006 article,2 Crutzen emphatically states
that emissions mitigation is the best policy option for avoiding anthropogenic
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climate change. However, noting the lethargic pace at which policy makers
were taking this route, Crutzen advocates for research into solar geoengineer-
ing in order to have it on the shelf were we to ever experience “drastic
climate heating” sometime in the future.

In essence, Crutzen’s argument—which, following Stephen Gardiner, we
will call the “arm the future argument”3 —goes like this:

1. We are not aggressively reducing our emissions.
2. Given that we are not reducing our emissions, there may come a point

in the future at which we will have to choose between allowing a
climate-related catastrophe, on the one hand, and deploying geoengi-
neering technologies to avoid such harms, on the other.

3. Both allowing a climate-related catastrophe and deploying geoengi-
neering are to be avoided, but geoengineering is the better of the two
options.

4. If we are forced to choose, we should choose the “lesser evil.” But in
order to choose the “lesser evil” of geoengineering in the future, we
need to start researching it now.

5. Therefore, we should start to research geoengineering now.

The reasoning behind the arm the future argument seems rather prudent.
But Gardiner alleges that such reasoning may be an instance of what he calls
“moral corruption.” In his fundamental 2011 book, A Perfect Moral Storm,4

he argues that climate change presents us with an ethical problem like none
we have ever encountered in human history. Climate change constitutes a
tripartite ethical storm that is global, intergenerational, and theoretical. The
global storm arises from the fact that climate change has profound transboun-
dary effects, with emissions from one source contributing to harm and de-
struction elsewhere. The intergenerational storm describes the fact that while
the current generation can act so as to benefit or burden future generations,
there is no such symmetry the other way around; future generations can do
nothing to affect us now. The theoretical storm arises due to the fact that our
existing ethical theories developed prior to gigantic problems like climate
change, and are unable to adequately evaluate issues of intergenerational
justice, international distributive justice, and our relationship to nonhuman
nature. These three storms come together and make the prospect of moral
corruption all too possible. Gardiner explains: “Most prominently, the perfect
storm puts pressure on the very terms in which we discuss the environmental
crisis, tempting us to distort our moral sensibilities in order to facilitate the
exploitation of our global and intergenerational position.”5

The thought is that if we were truly serious about our moral obligations to
the currently destitute and to future generations, we would immediately start
aggressive mitigation and there would be no talk of modifying the climate
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system. While we should fulfill our moral obligations, Gardiner argues that
the perfect moral storm corrupts our moral reasoning and tempts us to look
toward easier solutions. Easier solutions, like geoengineering, fall into the
category of what Alan Weinberg calls a “technological fix.”6 We must be
careful not to simply rationalize our own interests: something that would be
all too easy when fulfilling our moral obligation of mitigation is as onerous
as it is. It is because of our ability to positively explicate those things in our
own interest that we must be wary of the possibility of moral corruption.7

Is reasoning like that found in the arm the future argument merely an
example of us rationalizing what aligns with our own interest, an example of
moral corruption? It is important to reiterate that Crutzen, and others who
propose this kind of “lesser evil” argument, think that mitigation is by far the
best option.8 They are not hungry, so to say, to engage in geoengineering.
Notwithstanding this stipulation in favor of mitigation, Gardiner sees at least
five challenges to the arm the future argument.

§2.1 Against Arming the Future

The first challenge Gardiner raises questions to is the so-called nightmare
scenario alluded to in the second premise. How are we to identify when it is
that we are faced with this dilemma of either allowing climate-related harms
or engaging in geoengineering? Or, furthermore, how can we be certain that
this nightmare scenario will even come about? Gardiner thinks that both of
these challenges to the idea of the nightmare scenario undermine the arm the
future argument, but I’m not so sure. With medium confidence,9 the IPCC
states:

With increasing warming, some physical systems or ecosystems may be at risk
of abrupt and irreversible changes. Risks associated with such tipping points
become moderate between 0–1°C additional warming. . . . Risks increase
disproportionately as temperature increases between 1–2°C additional warm-
ing and become high above 3°C, due to the potential for large and irreversible
sea-level rise from ice sheet loss.10

With the pledges outlined in the Paris Agreement putting us on track for
more than 3°C of warming, it seems as though the risk of a large-scale
singular event, like a nightmare scenario, is immanent unless we change
course dramatically. Now, Gardiner is right to point out that we may have
difficulty in being certain that we are actually in such a situation, but we
should not doubt that such a scenario is looming in the future if we continue
with business as usual. More will be said about the nightmare scenario at the
end of this section.

Gardiner’s second challenge to the arm the future argument asks whether
or not it presents us with a false dilemma. More specifically, Gardiner claims
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that our options are not limited to, on the one hand, allowing climate change
catastrophes or, on the other hand, engaging in risky ventures of manipulat-
ing the planet. Gardiner submits, “Sometimes the best way to plan for an
emergency is to prevent its arising.”11 This seems like something Crutzen
would agree with. Crutzen and others would agree that our best option would
be to prevent the emergency from arising at all. He concludes his 2006 article
by saying, “Finally, I repeat: the very best would be if emissions of the
greenhouse gases could be reduced so much that the stratospheric sulfur
release experiment would not need to take place. Currently, this looks like a
pious wish.”12 And, more than a decade later, this still looks like a pious
wish. The IPCC predicts that we need to stabilize atmospheric GHG concen-
trations at 450 parts per million (ppm) in order to have a 66 percent chance of
limiting warming to 2°C.13 In 2017, the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration measured the atmospheric GHG concentration at 493
ppm. So, unless the political landscape surrounding climate change negotia-
tions changes dramatically in the near future, the possibility of preventing
serious climatic harms through mitigation alone seems very unlikely.

The third challenge to the arm the future argument concerns us owing
more to future generations. This is perhaps the most direct application of
moral corruption that Gardiner addresses. We are reminded that the night-
mare scenario is something that will mostly likely be affecting future genera-
tions of the late twenty-first century or perhaps even the twenty-second or
twenty-third centuries. With this fact in mind, “the role of the argument
becomes to imply that the responsibility of the current generation is (merely)
to aid future generations in choosing the best kind of geoengineering pos-
sible.”14 If merely choosing the best kind of geoengineering possible is what
the proponents of the arm the future argument have in mind, then it would
seem to constitute a kind of moral corruption. But proponents, like Crutzen,
seem to agree that the primary responsibility of the current generation is to
mitigate. Unfortunately, we are failing to fulfil this collective obligation. So,
Gardiner is right to point out that the nightmare scenario will be brought
about (in part) by our own collective moral failing, and he claims that “Ac-
knowledging this matters because there seems to be an important moral
difference between (on the one hand) preparing for an emergency and (on the
other hand) preparing for an emergency that is to be brought about by one’s
own moral failure.”15

Gardiner refers to this as an example of “moral schizophrenia.”16 But one
might question whether the “we” who are preparing for the emergency are
the same group as the “we” who are failing to mitigate. Among currently
existing generations, there seem to be multiple camps. There is the camp of
Senator James Inhoffe, who infamously stands on the floor of the US Senate,
espousing lies about the science of climate change and encouraging the citi-
zenry to continue along a path of high economic growth powered by coal and
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other fossil fuels. This camp is well-represented among current generations,
especially American ones. Then there is the camp of James Hansen, Al Gore,
Bun Saluth, Christiana Figueres, and others who emphatically support miti-
gation efforts and want nothing more than a comprehensive treaty capable of
stabilizing the climate. There are many of us in the current generation who
are urging our governments to meet our collective obligation of protecting
“the climate system for the benefit of present and future generations.”17 And
then there are others of us who are happy to drag our feet, as long as we can
still eat our hamburgers and drive our sport utility vehicles. It is clear that
there are two different first-person plural pronouns being used here. This
distinction should allow those of us who want to meet our obligation of
reducing emissions as well as preparing future generations for a world in
which that obligation is not met to avoid the charge of moral corruption.

The fourth challenge that Gardiner raises for the arm the future argument
is that of political legitimacy. This challenge is somewhat complicated and
Gardiner develops an intricate argument that he labels “the stalking horse
argument” in order to reach two main conclusions. The first is that “any
argument for the permissibility of geoengineering has to explain the political
legitimacy of those institutions charged with making the decision to geoengi-
neer.”18 The second (related) conclusion is that “any successful argument for
the permissibility of geoengineering must invoke appropriate norms of jus-
tice and community.”19 Given that the arm the future argument is (fatally)
silent both on politically legitimate institutions of governance and appropri-
ate norms of justice and community, the argument is incomplete. Here, Gar-
diner seems to have a pertinent concern. Any project with the ability to have
such profound effects throughout humanity and across the globe should be
subject to oversight by legitimate political institutions that are guided by
appropriate norms of justice. But it seems possible to simultaneously advo-
cate for both further geoengineering research and legitimate institutional
regulation. More will be said about governance in later chapters of the book.

The final challenge that Gardiner raises for the arm the future argument is
another allegation of moral corruption. We are reminded that the arm the
future argument is advocating merely for modest research into potential ave-
nues toward engineering the climate. However, Gardiner thinks that even a
proposal of modest research might be a symptom of moral corruption:

In essence, we’d be happy to spend a few million dollars on research that our
generation will probably not have to bear the risks of implementing, and we’d
be even happier to think that in doing so, we were making a morally serious
choice in favor of protecting future generations. . . . What makes us think that
our preference for “modest geoengineering research only” is not just another
manifestation of moral corruption?20
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It is true that research into geoengineering in lieu of serious emissions abate-
ment would be easier for us, but this is not what the arm the future argument
prescribes. The argument and its advocates admit that if our current genera-
tion were to make a “morally serious choice in favor of protecting future
generations,”21 we would aggressively mitigate our global greenhouse gas
emissions.

Notwithstanding this partial acquittal of the arm the future argument, the
reliance upon the idea of a “nightmare scenario” is problematic, as was
alluded to earlier. We can be nearly certain that our inaction on emissions
mitigation will bring about significant climatic harms in the future. But jus-
tifying research into geoengineering through an appeal to an “emergency
situation” is problematic in that the same kinds of justifications are used by
authoritarian governments to justify what would normally be considered un-
just policy. This may be why most advocates of research do not at this point
appeal to geoengineering as a means of avoiding a large-scale singular event,
like rapid ice sheet loss. Rather, most advocates see the role of geoengineer-
ing technologies similar to the role of a tool in a toolkit; a toolkit that
includes mitigation, adaptation, conservation, and innovation.22 The idea is
that we could use geoengineering to shave off some of the peak harms that
are associated with any given level of mitigation and adaptation, as John
Shepherd’s famous “napkin diagram” illustrates.23

Justifying current research by alluding to a “nightmare scenario” may be
problematic. But the arm the future argument need not rely upon a nightmare
scenario. The argument could instead say that we should “arm the future” so
that they can shave off the peak of any temperature trajectory and thus blunt
some of the harmful effects of climate change. Justifying research into geo-
engineering by appealing to it as a silver bullet to be used in an exceptional
emergency situation is a mistake. But the thought of “arming the future” with
a better understanding of the potential benefits and risks of geoengineering
(in the event that “we” may want it as part of a portfolio of responses to
climate change) speaks in favor of continued research.

§3 THE “INCREDIBLE ECONOMICS” OF GEOENGINEERING

I mentioned earlier that perhaps two of geoengineering’s most attractive
qualities are its quick and profound efficacy and its relatively inexpensive
price tag. In fact, the price tag associated with full-time deployment is a mere
fraction of what it would cost to achieve the same reduction in warming with
emissions mitigation alone. This has led economists like Scott Barrett to call
the economics of geoengineering “incredible.”24 Barret notes not only that
geoengineering would be cheap, but that it would be nearly costless when
compared to emissions mitigation.
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For instance, the famous economist William Nordhaus argues that offset-
ting all greenhouse warming through geoengineering would carry with it a
price tag of about $8 billion annually.25 Similarly, Keith argues that, for a
program that would halve the rate of warming over the next century, “the
total cost of large scale geoengineering would be about one billion dollars a
year.”26 And other estimates are in the same ballpark. Now, billions of dol-
lars annually sounds like a lot of money. But again, this is an insignificant
cost when compared to the same cooling effect that could be achieved
through carbon dioxide removal or through emissions mitigation. And it is
certainly significantly cheaper than the costs that are predicted to accompany
the impacts of climate change. Keith writes, “Estimates put worldwide mone-
tary costs of climate change impacts in the neighborhood of one trillion
dollars per year by mid-century.”27 So Barrett is right to note that geoengi-
neering is relatively cheap in comparison to (1) mitigation and (2) certain
CDR technologies, and (3) the harm that climate change is expected to bring
about.28

Barrett writes, “Geoengineering and emissions mitigation are substi-
tutes.”29 But the comparison of geoengineering to emissions mitigation is
extremely problematic.30 As noted in the previous chapter, there are at least
four reasons to reject the claim that achieving a certain temperature reduction
through geoengineering and achieving the same temperature reduction
through emissions mitigation should not be considered perfect substitutes.

First, avoiding a particular amount of warming by means of SAI will have
significantly different climatic effects than avoiding the same amount of
warming through emissions mitigation. Increase in average global surface
temperature is only one of the many climatic effects that are brought about
by an increase in atmospheric concentrations of GHGs. While SAI could
conceivably be a good substitute for mitigation if all we were interested in
were average surface temperatures, surely climate policy has a much broader
focus. For instance, if we were to avoid all anthropogenic warming by emis-
sions mitigation, we would end up with regional precipitation patterns very
similar to those of the preindustrial era. However, injecting enough sulfur
into the stratosphere to counteract all anthropogenic warming could produce
regional precipitation patterns significantly different to those of the preindus-
trial era. As is often pointed out, injecting the amount of sulfate aerosols
needed to offset all warming brought on by human emissions could cause
serious disruption to the Asian and African monsoons—an effect that has the
potential to catastrophically impact the food security of billions of people. 31

Of course, the decision to deploy SAI is not a binary one in which it is either
used to offset all warming or not used at all.32 Rather, the technology could
be used to offset any chosen percentage of anthropogenic warming. We
could start by injecting enough sulfur to counteract only 5 percent of anthro-
pogenic warming, and then slowly increase efforts to a final point at which
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50 percent of all anthropogenic warming is offset. When used for the offset-
ting of only half of all anthropogenic warming, the impact on regional pre-
cipitation, and thus food security, appears to be negligible (and even positive
in some computer models).33 Still, more research is needed in order to better
predict effects on regional climates. And even after significant research, SAI
could never serve as a perfect substitute for mitigation with respect to all
aspects of the global climate.

Second, the harm our greenhouse gas emissions are causing goes beyond
climate. While SAI can moderate increases in global temperature, it will do
nothing to address the problem of ocean acidification. The pH balance of the
ocean is being affected by the increased concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere. Insofar as SAI will not affect the concentration of carbon
dioxide, it will not halt or reduce the acidification of our oceans. I don’t mean
to imply that this is a reason not to push forward with research into the
technology. Rather, the fact that SAI is far from a panacea should be seen as
yet another reason to continue with strong mitigation efforts.

A third reason not to equate SAI with emissions mitigation is that we
know a geoengineered climate would carry with it negative side effects that a
similar climate obtained through mitigation would not. One of the known
side effects associated with SAI is increased air pollution. The reason we
would choose to inject sulfates into the stratosphere, as opposed to the tropo-
sphere, is that stratospheric aerosols have a longer lifespan. But even if we
inject our aerosols up in the stratosphere, the particles will eventually make
their way down to Earth’s surface, where they will contribute to air pollution
and thus respiratory problems.34 A second known side effect of SAI is ozone
depletion. In the final quarter of the twentieth century, it became evident that
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other substances were causing serious harm
to our planet’s atmosphere, specifically the stratospheric layer of ozone near
the poles.35 The 1985 Vienna Convention and subsequent 1987 Montreal
Protocol limited the production and use of these dangerous substances. At-
mospheric ozone has been replenishing over the past three decades, and a
complete recovery is expected in fifty years or so.36 One negative conse-
quence of injecting sulfur into the stratosphere is that it will be a hindrance to
atmospheric ozone recovery. This is because sulfuric aerosols will hasten the
breakdown of the CFCs already in the atmosphere.37 However, there are
three reasons we should, despite the risk of ozone depletion, continue re-
search into SAI. First, due to the complicated atmospheric chemistry in-
volved, we do not know exactly how much any given quantity of sulfates will
hinder ozone recovery. With more research we can get a better idea of exact-
ly what the risk amounts to. Second, the risk SAI poses to ozone recovery
will depend upon when the technology is used. If SAI were to be deployed in
the second half of the twenty-first century after the control measures within
the Montreal Protocol have had enough time to nearly eliminate the presence
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of CFCs in the atmosphere, then the sulfates would have much less of an
effect on ozone. Third, this worry about ozone is spurring research into so-
called smart particles that could replace sulfate aerosols, retaining their bene-
ficial properties and avoiding many of their downfalls (including ozone
depletion). For these three reasons, concern about ozone depletion is not
sufficient to abandon research on SAI. But the known harmful side effects
give us reason to refrain from considering the technology a perfect substitute
for mitigation.

The fourth, and perhaps most important, difference between SAI and
mitigation is another category of possible side effects. We know that SAI will
have negative effects on air pollution and we know that the technology will
hinder ozone recovery. That knowledge notwithstanding, the extent of the
deleterious effect on air pollution and ozone recovery is unknown. This
makes these side effects fall into the category of “known-unknowns.” We
know of them, but their exact effect is unknown. As David Keith cautions,
“The largest concern [with SAI] is not the risks we know but rather a sensible
fear of the unknown-unknowns.” The potential for unknown-unknowns to
have significant negative effects on both human and natural systems provides
us with a fourth weighty reason not to equate SAI with emissions mitigation.

Despite this sobering critique, the inexpensive price tag attached to SAI is
one of the reasons that research into it ought to go forward. Even including
the costs that go beyond deployment—the costs associated with air pollution,
the hindrance of ozone recovery, etc.—SAI is still comparatively inexpen-
sive. If the goal of climate policy is to reduce the risks anthropogenic climate
change poses to human and natural systems, and if geoengineering can help
to achieve that goal without us having to divert (too many) precious re-
sources away from other worthy ends, then we should not get bogged down
by the fact that the technology is not a perfect substitute for mitigation. We
should recognize it for what it is and evaluate its research, development, and
deployment as part of a multifaceted climate policy portfolio. Of course,
more investigation is needed in order to determine whether it should be part
of our climate policy portfolio. Yet, there are some who hold that, regardless
of its efficacy and cost, research into the controversial technology shouldn’t
go forward. The two most often cited arguments against research are the
slippery slope argument and the moral hazard argument. It is to those argu-
ments that we now turn.

§4 THE SLIPPERY SLOPE ARGUMENT

The slippery slope argument (SSA) is perhaps the most direct argument
against research into stratospheric aerosol injection. Also captured by the
ideas of “scientific momentum,” “path-dependency,” and “lock-in,”38 the
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slippery slope argument warns that we shouldn’t engage in research—that is,
the publication of papers, the running of computer models, field experi-
ments—because research of SAI will inevitably lead to its deployment. The
thought is that research sits at the top of a slippery slope, at the bottom of
which awaits the full-scale deployment of a morally objectionable technolo-
gy.

This worry about research into SAI resting at the top of a slippery slope is
not new. In the first philosophical article assessing the ethics of climate
engineering, Dale Jamieson warns that even modest research into the topic
runs the risk of inappropriate development, and he gives two reasons to think
so. First, “We seem to have a cultural imperative that says if something can
be done it should be done. For whatever reason technologies in this society
often seem to develop a life of their own that leads inexorably to their
development and deployment.” And secondly, a “research program often
creates a community of researchers that functions as an interest group pro-
moting the development of the technology that they are investigating.”39 The
thought is that because of our cultural imperative to develop technologies
that are within our capabilities, and because of the fact that scientists general-
ly want their projects to continue, if we begin research into SAI, it will lead
to deployment.

Jamieson’s pertinent words of caution made their mark on the climate
engineering debate. Several articles and publications since his 1996 piece
have mentioned the idea of a slippery slope. The Royal Society report on
geoengineering governance claims, “Scientific momentum and technological
and political ‘lock-in’ may increase the potential for research on a particular
method to make subsequent deployment more likely, and for reversibility in
practice to be difficult even when technically possible.”40 Stephen Gardiner
writes, “It is not clear that geoengineering activities can really be limited to
scientific research. . . . In our culture, big projects that are started tend to get
done. This is partly because people like to justify their sunk costs; but it is
also because starting usually creates a set of institutions whose mission it is
to promote such projects.”41 And Albert Lin warns that “[e]ven very basic
and safe research . . . could be a first step onto a ‘slippery slope,’ creating
momentum and a scientific lobbying constituency for development and even-
tual deployment.”42 There are many others who caution about the slippery
slope upon which the research into SAI supposedly rests,43 but they share
this same basic structure: research leads to institutional momentum, which
leads to eventual deployment.

§4.1 Slippery Slope Arguments

Slippery slope arguments are often invoked in the political and social realm
by politicians of a precautionary or conservative nature. Philosophers, think-
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ing perhaps that all instances of slippery slope reasoning are fallacious, have
tended to view them with suspicion.44 But we cannot paint all slippery slope
arguments with the same brush; while some indeed are instances of falla-
cious reasoning, others are valid and sound arguments. Wibren van der Burg
developed a typology of slippery slope arguments. He categorized them into
one of two distinct forms: one being logical (or conceptual) and the other
being empirical (or psychological).45

The logical variant of the slippery slope obtains when it is argued that
acceptance of A logically commits one to the acceptance of B. For instance,
if one accepts that Americans have a right to assisted suicide, then one is
logically committed to accepting that Californians have a right to assisted
suicide: the acceptance of the antecedent clause (that Americans have a right
to assisted suicide) logically or analytically commits one to the acceptance of
the consequent clause (that Californians have a right to assisted suicide). The
empirical variant of the slippery slope obtains when it is argued that the
effect of accepting A will eventually lead to the acceptance of B, through
psychological and/or social processes. If the old adage of “As goes Califor-
nia, so goes the nation” is true, then it could be that granting Californians
access to assisted suicide will, through psychological or social processes,
lead to assisted suicide for all Americans.

The logical form of a general slippery slope argument can be further
broken down into two variants: the “no-principled distinction” variant and
the “soritical” variant.46 The no-principled distinction variant says simply
“that there is either no relevant conceptual difference between A and B, or
that the justification for A also applies to B, and therefore acceptance of A
will logically imply acceptance of B.”47 Applied to the case of SAI, this no-
principled distinction variant would claim that there is no relevant conceptual
or moral difference between research into geoengineering and deployment of
the technology.48 But this is not the worry undergirding the slippery slope
argument against geoengineering research. The worry is not that there is no
principled difference between research and deployment.49 The worry is that
research will inevitably lead to deployment, not that research and deploy-
ment are not distinct. So perhaps the soritical variant more accurately cap-
tures the force of the slippery slope argument.

The soritical variant of the argument grants the genuine and meaningful
distinction between A and B. It says that while position A may be permis-
sible or unobjectionable, there is a chain of morally indistinguishable steps
that leads from A to B. As van der Burg explains, “There is no relevant
difference between A and m, and m and n, . . . y and z, and z and B, and that
therefore, allowing A will in the end imply the acceptance of B.”50 Mapping
this soritical variant on to the slippery slope argument against climate
engineering research, the idea would be that published papers are morally
indistinguishable from computer modelling, computer modelling is indistin-
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guishable from laboratory experiments, laboratory experiments are indistin-
guishable from very small field experiments, and small field experiments are
indistinguishable from slightly larger field experiments. In the end (through
incremental increases in the size of the experiment) the result is full-scale
deployment. There is something to be said for this soritical variant of the
argument because this is often how advocates of geoengineering research see
the technology proceeding.51 But this, again, is not the worry behind the
slippery slope argument against geoengineering research. The worry is not
that there is a chain with links of slightly more pugnacious kinds of research
that starts with simple theoretical papers and ends with full-blown deploy-
ment of millions of tons of sulfur into the stratosphere. After all, there seem
to be significant distinguishing factors from, say, experiments in a laboratory
and open-air experiments. Rather, the slippery slope argument against geoen-
gineering research is of the empirical form.

§4.2 The Slippery Slope Argument against Geoengineering
Research

The empirical form of the argument, remember, claims that the effect of
accepting A will eventually lead to the acceptance of B, through psychologi-
cal and/or social processes. So, the effect of accepting or permitting research
into SAI will be that, as a result of either psychological and/or social process-
es, we will eventually accept or permit the deployment of the technology.
And remember that according to Jamieson, the Royal Society, and Gardiner,
it is the social process of institutional momentum that will lead us from
research to deployment. In what follows, I want to distinguish between two
slippery slope arguments against SAI research: one modest and one decisive.
Consider first:

The (Modest) Slippery Slope Argument against SAI Research

1. If we research SAI, it will lead to deployment (via institutional momen-
tum).

2. We have serious moral reasons not to deploy SAI.52

3. Therefore, we should abandon research into SAI.

Let’s assume that premise 1 is true. I have my doubts about whether or
not this is a justified assumption. But these doubts will be explored below, so
for now I set them aside. Let’s look at the second premise. The second
premise strikes me as true. Almost everyone acknowledges that we have
serious moral reasons to avoid the deployment of SAI. These serious reasons
stem from thoughts about hubris, caution, respect for nature, and distribu-
tional, procedural, and governance concerns. But even if one accepts premise
1 as true and accepts premise 2 as true, we should still question the conclu-
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sion. This is due to the simple fact that, while we may have serious moral
reasons not to deploy SAI (again, a claim that seems true), we need to know
whether we have decisive moral reasons not to deploy the technology. Often
times we face difficult decisions in which there are serious moral reasons
speaking both in favor of and against a particular course of action. In order to
strengthen the conclusion that research into SAI should be abandoned, we
would need to have decisive moral reasons not to deploy SAI. This leads us
to the decisive argument:

The (Decisive) Slippery Slope Argument against SAI Research

1. If we research SAI, it will lead to deployment (via institutional momen-
tum).

2. We have decisive moral reasons not to deploy SAI.
3. Therefore, we should abandon research into SAI.

The first thing to note about the above argument is that, if we accept its two
premises, we are strongly committed to accepting the conclusion. But there
are two routes one could take when questioning such an argument.53 The first
route is to evaluate the conditional premise: premise 1. One can question
whether the antecedent actually leads inexorably to the consequent. 54 The
second route would have us grant the conditional, empirical premise and
instead scrutinize the normative premise: premise 2.55 In what follows, I will
explore both routes. I’ll argue both that the empirical, conditional premise is
questionable (i.e., that we have insufficient evidence to be able to confidently
determine its truth value), and that the normative premise requires more
justification, a justification that (ironically) may require more research into
the technology.

§4.2.1 The Empirical, Conditional Premise

Before offering up an analysis, I want to point out that premise 1 is somewhat
vague. First, what is meant by research? Are we referring to graduate stu-
dents writing papers in philosophy journals? Are we referencing postdoctoral
researchers running computer models? Are we referring to public and private
research laboratories running enclosed experiments? Or is it field trials that is
meant? Or perhaps any and all of this should be considered research. Second,
what is meant by institutional momentum? Does institutional momentum
require the backing of coercive institutions like governments? Or can institu-
tional momentum be merely the fact that a graduate program has a cohort of
students researching the topic and that they will continue researching it (at
least) until they finish their degrees? It’s hard to evaluate the premise without
gaining better insight into what “research” and “institutional momentum”
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denote. Setting this difficulty aside, there are at least two reasons to question
whether research will unavoidably lead to deployment.

The first reason to question the claim is the fact that many times, if not
most of the time, research into new technologies does not lead to the devel-
opment of these technologies. Rather, the development of the new technolo-
gy is abandoned for any number of reasons (e.g., lack of profitability, too
many associated risks, lack of demand, etc.). Perhaps the clearest example of
this can be found in the pharmaceutical industry. There is data analyzing the
rate of failure of new chemical entities that are researched by various phar-
maceutical companies. “The data indicate that the average success rate . . . is
approximately 11%”56; or, put another way, a mere one in nine compounds
makes it to development. The data contradicts the claim that research into a
new technology (or chemical entity) inevitably leads to development.
Granted this is only one industry, but there is evidence to suggest that even
worse success rates apply to most other industries.57 Some of the attrition in
these new technologies is due to the fact that they would not be profitable,
but some of the attrition is due to the fact that these new technologies would
not be safe, which leads to their rejection by regulatory agencies (e.g., the
Food and Drug Administration in the United States, and the European Medi-
cines Agency in Europe). This points toward the need for a regulatory institu-
tion that would oversee climate engineering research and any potential de-
ployment (a topic we’ll return to later). But what the data does not show is
that research into new technologies generally (or even most of the time) leads
to development.

A second reason to doubt the claim that research into SAI will lead to
deployment rests on a distinction between “development” and “deployment.”
Even if we grant the claim that research leads to development, there is still a
leap from development to deployment. Nuclear technology provides two
different examples. Consider first the case of South Africa. Beginning in the
1960s, South Africa embarked on a research program to develop nuclear
weapons. By the early 1980s, a functioning bomb was in hand. What makes
South Africa unique is that, after having successfully assembled (developed)
a number of a nuclear bombs, the country decided to end its nuclear ambi-
tions, dismantling its bombs in the late 1980s.58 That is, state investment in
research may have led to development, but it did not lead to deployment.
Rather, through political action, development was actually reversed (despite
the significant sunk costs). A second example comes from Germany’s deci-
sion to turn away from nuclear technology as a power source. Nuclear tech-
nology created nearly one-third of Germany’s electricity production in
2000.59 This notwithstanding, two different German governments—one led
by the Social Democrats and another led by the Conservatives—decided that
the country would abandon its nuclear energy program by 2022, again de-
spite the widespread and expensive infrastructure that had been developed
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across previous decades.60 Now, admittedly, the Germans had deployed their
nuclear technology for a number of years. But the lesson to take away from
these examples is that even once technologies are developed, neither their
sustained nor their occasional deployment is inevitable. Even if we grant that
research into SAI will likely lead to development (a claim that requires more
backing), whether or not the technology will necessarily be deployed is still
an open question.

Another example that casts doubt upon research leading necessarily to
deployment even after development is that of human cloning. Remember
Jamieson’s words of caution: “We seem to have a cultural imperative that
says if something can be done it should be done. For whatever reason tech-
nologies in this society often seem to develop a life of their own that leads
inexorably to their development and deployment.”61 In 1997, Dolly the sheep
became a household name. Dolly was unremarkable in almost every way,
except for the fact that she had been cloned from another adult female sheep
through the use of a technology known as “somatic cell nuclear transfer.”
The implications according to the vast majority of news outlets at the time
were clear: human cloning was not far away.62 Despite this worry, somatic
cell nuclear transfer has not led inexorably to the cloning of humans. In fact,
while many countries around the world allow for research into somatic cell
nuclear transfer, no one has ever actually cloned a human being63 and the
application of somatic cell nuclear transfer to human cloning is actually
forbidden by law in many places around the world, including the United
States. Now, in referencing human cloning as an example, I should point out
that (to my knowledge) no research program has been specifically aimed at
producing a clone of an adult human being (though, many use the technology
to clone embryos for research). Nonetheless, human cloning seems straight-
forwardly within our technological grasp, especially after the successful
cloning of two crab-eating macaques in 2018.64 Yet the cultural imperative
that Jamieson warns of—the idea that if something can be done it should be
done—is not exemplified. The fact that we have the technical capability to do
so and yet no one is pursuing human cloning casts doubt upon Jamieson’s
sociological claim.

Because of the two considerations just mentioned—that is, the lack of
empirical evidence that research leads to development and the distinction
between development and deployment—we have some reason to question
the conditional premise. While these considerations don’t show that research
into SAI will not lead to deployment, they do show that we can’t be certain
that such research will lead to deployment. But even if we grant the condi-
tional premise and assume that research will undoubtedly lead to deploy-
ment, the decisive slippery slope argument faces another problem. The
normative premise requires more justification. That is, it is unclear whether
or not we have decisive moral reasons to avoid SAI deployment.
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§4.2.2 The Normative Premise

The claim that we have decisive moral reasons not to deploy SAI is in one
way perhaps undeniably true. Even a strong supporter of SAI like David
Keith would agree that if we were talking about deploying SAI today, we
probably have decisive moral reasons not to do so.65 There are simply too
many unknowns and too many possible side effects that could have dramati-
cally negative effects on various populations throughout the globe. But no
one is entertaining the idea of deploying SAI today. The proposal we are
assessing is one in which the technology is researched now, with the thought
that it could one day in the future potentially be deployed to combat climate
change or buy us time to decarbonize the global economy. The claim that we
have decisive moral reasons never to deploy SAI is a complex claim to
examine, one that is worthy of its own discussion entirely. And if there were
no scenarios under which it would ever be morally permissible to deploy
SAI, the case in favor of research would be significantly weakened (if not
completely undermined), for there are good reasons not to engage in expen-
sive research simply for the sake of knowledge.66 Given the complexity of
the claim and the number of variables involved, I’ll only be able to provide a
cursory exploration here. Such a limitation notwithstanding, even a cursory
exploration will show that claiming the normative premise to be true will
require more justification (ironically, justification that seems to require more
research into stratospheric aerosols).

Following many moral philosophers, I think that facts—such as facts
about the likely outcomes of SAI deployment—can provide us with (moral)
reasons.67 Sometimes the facts about a situation make the reasons that speak
in favor of a particular action very clear. For example, the fact that I have
promised to help you with an important project provides me with a reason to
do so. But imagine that I have also (absentmindedly) promised another friend
to go to the movies at the same time. In this scenario, I have reason to help
you and I have reason to go to the movies with my other friend. I seem to be
in a bind. “When we must choose between different possible acts,” Parfit
writes, “our reasons may conflict, and they can differ in what we can call
their force, strength, or weight. . . . If our reasons to act in some way are
stronger than our reasons to act in any of the other possible ways, these
reasons are decisive, and acting in this way is what we have most reason to
do.”68 In the example used above, it is clear that, given the importance of
your project, I have decisive moral reasons to help you and skip the movies
with my other friend. In relation to SAI, the facts about SAI deployment can
provide us with reasons to consider and reasons to avoid such deployment. In
other words, the facts about SAI deployment can determine whether or not
we have decisive moral reasons not to deploy the technology.
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Insofar as we are interested in whether or not we have decisive moral
reasons not to deploy SAI, we have to consider different kinds of reasons and
their strengths. And there would seem to be two kinds of reasons not to
deploy the technology: reasons that address intrinsic aspects of the technolo-
gy; and reasons that address extrinsic aspects of the technology. Reasons that
address extrinsic aspects of the technology are considerations grounded in
the effects or consequences of deployment. Reasons that address intrinsic
aspects of the technology are considerations that count for or against deploy-
ment regardless of the effects that such deployment might engender. I’ll
briefly explore various reasons of each kind below.

There are two powerful reasons commonly cited that count against SAI
deployment, two reasons that address intrinsic aspects of the technology. One
is the claim that SAI is inherently incompatible with democracy. The second
is the claim that SAI deployment will be disrespectful toward nature, or will
transgress some natural boundary that ought not to be crossed. We’ll look
more closely at this second claim in the next chapter. But what about the
thought that SAI is inherently incompatible with democracy?

Szerszynski et al. claim that SAI is inherently incompatible with democ-
racy given that, among other things, it will (a) stretch democratic institutions
beyond their breaking point, and (b) require centralized, authoritarian
control. My coauthors and I argue that the claim that SAI is inherently
undemocratic or incompatible with democracy is unfounded.69 I’ll provide a
significantly abridged summary here. Both of the above points that buttress
the antidemocratic claim are controversial. The idea that SAI will break
democratic institutions is sometimes based upon the idea that the technology
will distribute benefits and burdens unevenly, creating an environment of
“SAI-winners” and “SAI-losers.”70 But all policy, especially climate change
policy, distributes benefits and burdens unequally. The claim that SAI will
stretch democratic institutions to their breaking point is unsubstantiated.
With respect to (b), it may be true that SAI would require centralized deci-
sion-making, but centralized decision-making is not incompatible with de-
mocracy. Indeed, “Whether a hierarchical or centralized political system
qualifies as authoritarian depends on additional factors, such as the impartial-
ity of rules, accountability, transparency, access, modes of participation, and
freedom of expression.”71 Furthermore, many scholars of science and tech-
nology studies criticize the idea that technologies in general have innate
political characteristics and argue instead that how certain technologies are
controlled is, at least partly, under human control.72 It is, at this point, entire-
ly unclear whether SAI will be controlled in a democratic or authoritarian
fashion. But what does seem clear is that the technology is not inherently
undemocratic.73

Keep in mind the modesty of the claim being put forward. I am not
arguing that SAI will necessarily be controlled in a democratic way. Rather,
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my coauthors and I argue that the technology is not inherently undemocratic.
In the next chapter I’ll look at other reasons to think the technology might be
intrinsically or inherently problematic. But given the ills that climate change
is to bring about, and given the potential that SAI has to alleviate some of
those ills, it seems doubtful that the reasons grounded in intrinsic aspects of
the technology can undergird decisive moral reasons never to deploy it. But
what about reasons to disfavor deployment that relate to extrinsic aspects of
the technology? I mentioned two such extrinsic aspects earlier in the chapter:
namely, that SAI would (a) hinder the recovery of atmospheric ozone and (b)
cause massive disruptions to the Asian and African monsoons.

Remember that SAI calls for the release of sulfuric aerosols in the strato-
sphere, and that these sulfuric aerosols will hasten the breakdown of the
CFCs already in the atmosphere.74 This breakdown of CFCs in the atmos-
phere will slow ozone recovery. But remember also that, due to the compli-
cated atmospheric chemistry involved, we do not know exactly how much
any given quantity of sulfates will hinder ozone recovery. With more re-
search we can get a better idea of exactly what the risk amounts to. Consider
next the models showing that injecting enough sulfuric aerosols into the
atmosphere to counteract all anthropogenic warming will cause serious dis-
ruption to the Asian and African monsoons—an effect that has the potential
to catastrophically impact the food security of billions of people. And re-
member that these models relied upon SAI to counteract all anthropogenic
warming. There are similar models that seem to predict significantly cur-
tailed precipitation effects when SAI is used to offset less warming. It could
even be the case that SAI could offset some of the deleterious changes in
precipitation caused by anthropogenic climate change. Though, that is far
from certain at this point.

I do not intend to imply that hindering ozone recovery or disrupting
precipitation patters are not things we should worry about with SAI. And
there are a number of other extrinsic reasons we might have to disfavor
deployment. Rather, I mean to claim that supposed extrinsic aspects of the
technology are not good candidates to make us think that we have decisive
moral reasons to abandon research. This is because research is how we come
to know about extrinsic aspects of the technology. Whether or not SAI de-
ployment will (necessarily) hinder ozone recovery or whether or not it will
(necessarily) cause disruption to the Asian and African monsoons is not
currently known. The problem with evaluating deployment of the technology
now is that we still just don’t know enough to determine whether its conse-
quences can provide us with decisive moral reasons to avoid such deploy-
ment. Ironically, perhaps the only way to determine whether we have
decisive moral reasons not to deploy the technology is to do more research
into stratospheric aerosols. Thus, premise 2—the claim that we have decisive
moral reasons not to deploy SAI—requires more justification. With both
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premise 1 and premise 2 being questionable, this makes the (decisive) slip-
pery slope argument a weak ground for forgoing research.

Of course, showing that the slippery slope argument fails to ground a
moratorium on research is not the same as saying that there is no reason to be
concerned with research leading to premature deployment. In order to be
confident research does not lead to undesirable deployment, we should have
a regulatory institution that is recognized as legitimate. More will be said
about this in the final section of this chapter and in Chapter 4. But for now,
we move on to another argument against research.

§5 THE MORAL HAZARD ARGUMENT

If the slippery slope argument isn’t sufficient motivation to abandon re-
search, perhaps the moral hazard argument is. The moral hazard argument is
not specific or novel to geoengineering. Moral hazards can arise in varying
strengths and in all different kinds of scenarios, and the term has been used
regularly since the late nineteenth or early twentieth century, having been
adopted by various disciplines.75 At its root, the concept describes the change
in an individual’s attitude toward a certain behavior once some of the costs of
that behavior are absorbed by others. For example, lacking flood insurance, I
may be reluctant to build my house near a beautiful river for fear of losing it
during a flood. However, once I have flood insurance and know that the costs
of flood damage will be borne by the larger insurance group of which I am a
part, I may be willing to take such a risk. This is because the benefits of
taking the risk (i.e., the scenic views of the river) will accrue exclusively to
me, whereas the cost (the potential damage to my home) is now absorbed by
the larger group of all those paying for insurance. The insurance is embold-
ening me to engage in socially suboptimal behavior—in other words, it is
presenting a moral hazard.

The moral hazard concern, as it relates to geoengineering, expresses the
worry that we’ll see geoengineering as a kind of insurance against climate
change, which will then spur us to continue spewing greenhouse gases into
the atmosphere in spite of the urgent need for emissions reductions. Indeed,
this is exactly how it is described in the Royal Society’s 2009 report: “In the
context of geoengineering, the risk is that major efforts in geoengineering
may lead to a reduction of effort in mitigation and/or adaptation because of a
premature conviction that geoengineering has provided ‘insurance’ against
climate change.”76

Though he first introduced the term into the discussion surrounding geo-
engineering, David Keith now thinks that “moral hazard” is not the right term
to describe this potential phenomenon.77 Keith (and others) think the idea of
“risk compensation” better captures this potential drawback of research into
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climate engineering. Risk compensation describes an increase in one’s will-
ingness to engage in risky behavior once one perceives the risk to have
decreased.78 “A defining example of risk compensation was the observation
that driving fatalities decreased less than expected following the introduction
of seatbelts, perhaps because belted drivers went slightly faster.”79 The ana-
log to geoengineering is apparent. The thought is that the prospect of gaining
technological control over the climate may lead us to perceive the risks posed
by anthropogenic climate change as less daunting than they actually are. This
perception of decreased climate risk could, in turn, lead us to continue emit-
ting heat-trapping greenhouse gases even more than we otherwise would
have. Regardless of whether we describe the phenomenon as a moral hazard
or as risk compensation, should such concerns lead us to abandon research
into geoengineering?80

Ben Hale has pointed out that “there is a good deal of confusion about
what, exactly, the unique moral hazard associated with geoengineering en-
tails.”81 For example, the moral hazard might be that research into geoengi-
neering could weaken our resolve to mitigate our greenhouse gas emissions,
as Keith has cautioned.82 Worse yet, the hazard might be that the prospect of
geoengineering will cause us to increase our emissions output, as Martin
Bunzl has warned.83 Or maybe, as the Royal Society remarks, it could divert
precious resources away from not only mitigation proposals but also funds
meant to finance adaptation to climate change. 84

The problem of ambiguity for the moral hazard argument is certainly not
insurmountable. All one needs to do is formulate the argument in such a way
as to clearly demarcate it from other interpretations and then determine
whether the proposed phenomenon obtains. But even when the moral hazard
argument is unambiguously formulated, there are at least five problems that
remain.

§5.1 Problems with the Moral Hazard Argument

First, there is the problem of uncertainty, or unconfirmed or unestablished
hazard claims. Take, for instance, Keith’s previous formulation of the moral
hazard: the claim that research into geoengineering could weaken our resolve
to mitigate our greenhouse gas emissions. This claim is uncertain in the sense
that it is not definitely known; there is an empirical uncertainty about it.
Indeed, we should also recognize the possibility of a positive effect from
geoengineering research. As the Royal Society report also notes, there is a
chance that the serious consideration or prospective deployment of a geoen-
gineering technology could scare us sufficiently into taking mitigation efforts
more seriously.85 A report from the Natural Environment Research Council
seemed to find that not only did public resolve to mitigate emissions not
weaken with the prospect of geoengineering, but rather there was evidence in
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support of the claim that resolve for mitigation and adaptation measures
would remain unchanged. The group in the NERC study maintained that “it
would be both ethically and practically important to link any new climate
change solutions to continued mitigation, recognizing that one solution might
not be enough to tackle climate change.”86 There have been a handful of
these studies to date. However, there is inconclusive evidence to show that
individuals will change their behavior for the worse when confronted with
the prospect of geoengineering. In fact, some studies even show a change in
individual behavior that points toward more weight being placed on mitiga-
tion efforts.87

But we should be warry of placing too much weight on studies like this,
which brings me to the second hurdle the moral hazard argument needs to
jump if it is to ground a moratorium on research. Each of these studies are
asking individuals to report how their behavior (specifically, their willing-
ness to mitigate) would change if they knew that geoengineering was being
researched, developed, and might one day be deployed. But, as has been
pointed out by various authors, climate change is not caused by individual
action.88 The real concern when it comes to climate change—and thus, geo-
engineering—is collective action at the national and international level.
Thus, in order for the moral hazard argument to speak against research into
geoengineering, we would need to know how large collectives (or the policy-
makers of those collectives) would alter their behavior with respect to miti-
gation in the face of research into climate engineering.

Third, even if it has been shown that our collective behavior regarding
mitigation would alter if a climate engineering proposal were to be feasible,
it should then be shown that our altered behavior is inappropriate or detri-
mental in some way. Hale’s conclusion seems apt: “What each argument
needs is treatment that attends not only to the phenomenon that individual or
collective actors will change their behavior in the wake of policy interven-
tion, but some clarification of what is wrong with changing behavior in that
particular way.”89 For example, if our increased emissions were used to build
energy efficient hospitals and schools in underserved parts of sub-Saharan
Africa, it is not immediately clear that such a change in behavior should be
unwelcomed or deemed wrong, notwithstanding the increase in greenhouse
gas emissions. Mitigating climate change is one among many worthy causes.

Fourth, if it is shown that the altered behavior is, in fact, detrimental, then
we should want to know whether the altered behavior is offset by the benefits
of the hazard. Imagine that SAI will cause some members of the global
community to change their behavior, and for the worse. The possibility of
engineering the climate will embolden them to engage in riskier behavior
than they otherwise would have. Martin Bunzl writes, “Such moral hazard is
a familiar worry, and we don’t let it stop us in other areas: Antilock braking
systems and airbags may cause some to drive more recklessly, but few would
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let that argument outweigh the overwhelming benefits of such safety fea-
tures.”90 Thus, lacking some solid reason to believe both that research into
geoengineering will provide a perverse incentive to stall mitigation or—
worse yet—increase our emissions, and that this negative effect outweighs
the potential benefits of alternative behavior that may be associated with
such proposals, the moral hazard argument lacks the knock-out punch against
climate engineering research some assert it to have.

This seems right, and it leads me to my final concern with the moral
hazard argument: specifically, the moral hazard reasoning used against SAI
is strikingly similar to the arguments raised against research into the subject
of adaptation to climate change. The policy debate around climate change
was initially focused solely on the need to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and made little to no mention about the prospects of adaptation, the reason
for this being at least twofold.91 There was genuine belief that avoiding
climate change altogether was possible through emissions reductions alone.
But, more interestingly, it was argued that research into and a commitment to
serious adaptation projects would create a similar moral hazard to that of the
prospect of climate engineering. The thought was that the possibility of
adapting to the coming changes in climate may provide less incentive for the
global community to directly address the root cause of climate change
through mitigation measures.92

According to Pielke et al., the lifting of the taboo on discussion of and
research into adaptation is attributable to three distinct aspects of climate
change, two of which I argue similarly apply to the case of SRM. First, they
note that even if emissions reductions of the politically unbelievable kind
were to start tomorrow, climate change would remain unavoidable. That is,
even if we were to abandon talk of adaptation and focus 100 percent of our
attention to emissions mitigation, we would fail to avoid harmful climate
change. This means that adaptation—and geoengineering—may still be use-
ful. Second, “vulnerability to climate-related impacts on society are increas-
ing for reasons that have nothing to do with greenhouse gas emissions, such
as rapid population growth along coasts and in areas with limited water
supplies.”93 So, even if emissions were to drop to zero, vulnerability to
climate change would continue increasing. This calls for a separate policy
response to reduce vulnerability (i.e., through adaptation) or the climatic
hazard (i.e., through climate engineering). And finally, “those who will suf-
fer the brunt of climate impacts are now demanding that the international
response to climate change focus on increasing resilience of vulnerable soci-
eties.”94 There has so far been insufficient engagement with stakeholders in
the developing world regarding their concerns about geoengineering.95

While it is too early to tell, as unsatisfactory progress on mitigation continues
to be the norm, it is entirely conceivable that there may be a demand for
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research into geoengineering from those who are most vulnerable to climate
change.

Given how imperfect of a substitute SAI is for emissions mitigation and
adaptation, we should be warry of anything that will weaken our resolve to
pursue such measures. Those words of caution notwithstanding, proponents
of the moral hazard argument will have to go some way toward addressing
the five aforementioned hurdles if the idea of moral hazard or risk compensa-
tion is to serve as a ground for a moratorium on research into geoengineering.

§6 CONCLUSION

We know that regardless of our emissions trajectory, we will not be able to
avoid all extreme climate-related events. Rather, anomalous weather events
due to climate change have already begun. Climate change is not a threat
looming in the distant future; it is a current reality. SAI may turn out to be of
no use in protecting the vulnerable populations of the world against these
climatic changes. It may be that the risks of injecting sulfur into the strato-
sphere greatly exceed any expected benefit that might accompany the short-
term reduction of average surface-level temperature. But, on the other hand,
SAI might be able to be used as a kind of stop-gap, buying us time to convert
to a zero-carbon economy while softening the blow that is sure to come in the
next century. The only way to find out for sure is to do the research and find
out exactly what those predicted costs and benefits will be.

Now, the objections I raised to the slippery slope argument and moral
hazard argument do not end the debate. The conclusion from the previous
discussions is not that there is a moral imperative to research geoengineering
or even that it is undoubtedly something that is morally permitted. Rather,
the exploration has merely provided us with reasons to think that the slippery
slope argument and moral hazard argument against climate engineering re-
search may not ground the moratorium some think they do.

Now, the weakness of the slippery slope argument does not mean that we
have nothing to worry about with respect to research into SAI. What the
slippery slope argument shows is that there is a serious need for regulation of
research and definitely any possible future deployment. In this final section,
I’ll briefly introduce three institutional design features that could aid a regu-
latory institution in preventing the premature or undesirable deployment of a
technology like SAI.

One institutional design feature that could help deter undesirable deploy-
ment would be the use of a stage-gate system, a regulatory approach that
would require approval to move from one stage of research to the next. For
instance, we could require researchers to get regulatory approval before mov-
ing from papers to laboratory experiments, laboratory experiments to small
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field experiments, and from field experiments to deployment. 96 And, depend-
ing upon the strength of the possibility that research will unjustifiably lead to
deployment (along with the weight of the bad outcomes were the technology
to be deployed), the demandingness required for approval could be fine-
tuned. For example, imagine that a regulatory institution is set up with a
panel that determines whether to allow research to move to the next stage. If
the worry that research will lead to undesirable deployment is immense, then
perhaps we should require unanimous approval from the decision-making
panel in order to permit moving from one stage to the next. On the other
hand, if we wanted to relax the requirement, then perhaps merely a two-
thirds majority or even a simple majority of decision-makers would be fit-
ting. However the particular institution is setup, the use of stage gates—with
more or less demanding requirements to proceed—could help quell some
concerns about research leading inexorably to deployment.

Another promising solution comes from investigative reporting and has
been briefly proposed by David Keith, Edward Parson, and M. Granger
Morgan.97 The idea is to have two teams conducting research: a blue team
researching the potential benefits of low-cost, low-risk implementation strat-
egies and a completely independent red team tasked with finding holes and
proposing problems related to the blue team’s research. Coupled with rules
of transparency regarding the research produced, Keith et al. notice that
“such an adversarial approach may increase the quality and utility of infor-
mation available to future decision-makers.”98

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we could (and almost certainly
should) build public engagement directly into the regulatory process. There
have been numerous calls for public input when it comes to geoengineering
research and development.99 Public engagement can take various forms,
from allowing a comment period on any proposed regulation (as is done by
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency),100 providing decision-makers
with summaries from public focus groups, to embedding public bodies into
the actual decision-making process itself. Incorporating or even requiring
public engagement in the governance of SAI could serve as an important
check on institutional insiders who might be too eager about the technology
to put the brakes on research and development.

These are just three options that could be explored when it comes to
designing an institution to oversee stratospheric aerosols and other geoengi-
neering technologies. There are, of course, many other options, and it is
important to note that the aforementioned options could be used in conjunc-
tion, along with other precautionary measures, depending upon how grave
we judge the risk of undesirable deployment of SAI. For example, we could
provide public deliberative bodies with the findings from the red and blue
research teams and imbed these bodies in the stage-gate process, giving them
a veto that could stop research from moving from one stage gate to the next.
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It is not my intention to argue for one or the other here. Rather, I want to
signal that there are tools available to a legitimate regulatory institution to
guard against the idea of the slippery slope. This discussion of legitimate
governance will be taken up in Chapter 4. The conclusion of this chapter is
merely that the previously examined arguments fall short of grounding a
moratorium on research.

However, plans to go forward with research only make sense if there is a
chance that we would want to deploy the technology. If there are decisive
and damning arguments against deployment, we need not do research. It is
toward such concerns about deployment that we turn now.
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Chapter Three

Deployment

§1 INTRODUCTION

As I mentioned, most environmental ethicists (myself included) are not en-
thused about the idea of engineering the climate. However, most still think
that research into geoengineering should continue. Yet, the general consen-
sus that research into the technology should continue relies upon the idea that
there are morally permissible deployment scenarios. That is, the main reason
to engage in geoengineering research is the thought that there may be scenar-
ios in which we would be willing and morally permitted to deploy the tech-
nology. However, many have expressed doubts about whether deployment
ever would be the ethically responsible choice. This chapter looks at three
such doubts.

In section 2 I take a look at the precautionary argument against deploy-
ment. The precautionary argument against deployment builds out of the
precautionary principle, which says roughly that “when an activity [like geo-
engineering] raises threats of harm to human health or the environment,
precautionary measures should be taken even if some cause and effect rela-
tionships are not fully established scientifically.”1 Drawing upon Sunstein’s
analysis of the precautionary principle, I argue that the prudent or cautious
decision regarding geoengineering must be chosen from the risk/risk scenario
we currently find ourselves in (the risk of deploying geoengineering versus
the risk of allowing harms from climate change to continue). Under this
framing, it is unclear which way the precautionary principle cuts with respect
to geoengineering. I then examine another decision-rule for situations with
uncertain outcomes—the minimax rule. While minimax reasoning would
ground a moratorium on geoengineering, I argue that the conditions that
make minimax a reasonable decision-rule don’t hold when it comes to geo-
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engineering and climate change. Next, in section 3, I look at the idea of
respect for nature. The respect for nature argument claims that even if de-
ployment of geoengineering would prove beneficial for mankind and the
planet as a whole, such intentional intervention in the climate system neces-
sarily shows a contempt or disrespect for nature. Following Jamieson, I ac-
knowledge that dominating nature is one way of failing to show it respect.
However, while geoengineering may amount to us dominating nature, I argue
that it may not be so novel in comparison to many practices we think morally
permissible. Finally, in section 4, I address a main deontological worry about
deploying geoengineering, namely, the playing God argument. The playing
God argument relies upon the doctrine of doing and allowing, saying that
since deployment will save some but may condemn others to premature
death or hardship, the deployment of the technology is impermissible since it
amounts to picking winners and losers. I cast doubt upon the absolutist form
of the doctrine of doing and allowing at the state (and international) level,
and propose that the doctrine of double effect offers a possible justification
for the decision to deploy.

§2 PRECAUTION

As has been mentioned, geoengineering boasts some potentially enormous
benefits and some potentially disastrous side effects. Being able to weigh the
costs and benefits of deployment, while certainly insufficient to provide a
conclusive answer to what we should do, would constitute an important part
of our decision-making process. However, developing a cost benefit analysis
of geoengineering is difficult since the precise probabilities of the payoffs
and undesired side effects remain unknown. Not only that, but the exact
effects of climate change are also unknown. How are we to progress in the
face of such uncertainty about the benefits and burdens of the technology?
Enter the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle is an interna-
tional norm designed to offer policy guidance in situations wrought with
uncertainty, and some invoke the principle when arguing against the future
deployment of climate engineering.2

§2.1 Precaution in International Law

The principle, in some form or another, has been endorsed by various na-
tions, international governing bodies, and treaties. Perhaps one of its first
explicit uses can be found in the 1982 United Nations World Charter for
Nature. The parties to the charter agreed that “Activities which are likely to
pose a significant risk to nature shall be preceded by an exhaustive examina-
tion; their proponents shall demonstrate that expected benefits outweigh po-
tential damage to nature, and where potential adverse effects are not fully
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understood, the activities should not proceed.”3 Fast-forward ten years to
1992 and we get two similar, yet distinct, formulations. The Rio Declaration
reads: “Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective
measures to prevent environmental degradation.”4 And the Convention on
Biological Diversity reads: “Where there is a threat of significant reduction
or loss of biological diversity, lack of full scientific certainty should not be
used as a reason for postponing measures to avoid or minimize such a
threat.”5 Finally, the world’s foremost governing body on climate change,
the UNFCCC, formulates its version of the precautionary principle in the
following way: “Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage,
lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing
such measures.”6

§2.2 Precaution, Regulation, and Geoengineering

As is clear from the previous examples, there is no one precautionary princi-
ple. Rather, the precautionary principle connotes something akin to the idea
of “better safe than sorry,” and it has been instantiated in policy and law in
different ways by different governing bodies. While the wording and, to a
large extent, the implications of each formulation vary, Neil Manson iden-
tifies a pattern underlying each different construction of the principle. 7 There
is always, first, a damage condition; then, second, a knowledge condition;
and, finally, a remedy or proposed course of action. Looking at the UNFCCC
variant of the principle, Manson’s three-part structure is clear. “Where there
are threats of serious or irreversible damage [1. The damage condition], lack
of full scientific certainty [2. The knowledge condition] should not be used as
a reason for postponing such measures [3. The remedy].”8

While not being empirically demonstrable or an example a priori reason-
ing, the precautionary principle enjoys significant support among govern-
mental agents as an integral principle for decision-making under conditions
of uncertainty, especially within the environmental realm. Despite its interna-
tional political support, many theorists are critical. Cass Sunstein, for exam-
ple, claims that the precautionary principle, rather than offering guidance
toward the safest alternative in decision-making, cripples the ones making
the decision and denies them any option, thus rendering the principle inco-
herent.9

Sunstein is well aware that the principle does not have one formulation
and that it can be interpreted many different ways by different people. This
being the case, he makes a clear distinction between what he considers to be
the strong version and the weak version of the principle. The weak version
can be restated to say that, “A lack of decisive evidence of harm should not
be a ground for refusing to regulate.”10 Presumably, when applied to the case
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of climate engineering, all the weak version of the principle would recom-
mend is that any proposal to manipulate the earth’s climate be regulated—a
recommendation that few would refuse. Admitting that the weak version of
the principle is something to which “no reasonable person could object,”
Sunstein outlines a stronger version that would, in his words, “require a
fundamental rethinking of regulatory policy.”11 That stronger version of the
principle reads:

When there is a risk of significant health or environmental damage to others or
to future generations, and when there is scientific uncertainty as to the nature
of that damage or the likelihood of the risk, then decisions should be made so
as to prevent such activities from being conducted unless and until scientific
evidence shows that the damage will not occur.12

It is this stronger version of the principle on which Sunstein focusses his
criticism, denouncing it as “paralyzing.”

When considering how the principle would guide us in regards to climate
change, one might reason that even though there is not complete scientific
consensus concerning the exact risks posed to human health and the environ-
ment, we should err on the side of caution. But what, precisely, does it mean
to err on the side of caution in this case? On the one hand, given the dire
predictions associated with anthropogenic climate change, it seems as though
this strong version of the precautionary principle would recommend regulat-
ing greenhouse gas emissions. However, there are also serious threats to
human health associated with the act of regulation, that is, with the act of
mitigating our emissions. Reducing global greenhouse gas emissions will
have a significant negative impact upon the well-being of many throughout
the globe, and the poor may feel those impacts the most given that they need
GHG-intensive energy to climb out of poverty.13 Seeing that the precaution-
ary principle could offer two mutually exclusive answers, Sunstein concludes
that this “is the sense in which the precautionary principle . . . is paralyzing:
It stands as an obstacle to regulation and non-regulation, and to everything in
between.”14

Indeed, this strong version of precautionary principle seems unable to
offer coherent policy guidance with respect to geoengineering as well. One
way to interpret the principle claims that since climate engineering poses a
risk of significant environmental damage and harm to human health, and
since there is uncertainty as to the nature of that damage and the likelihood of
it, a decision should be made so as to prevent such manipulation of the
climate system until we can be certain that such degradation of the environ-
ment and harm to human health will not occur. While this may seem like the
proper approach and one that owes a large part of its success to the precau-
tionary principle, another interpretation is conceivable. The principle may
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also demand that governments prescribe—rather than proscribe—research
into and perhaps the future deployment of such technology so as to avoid the
risk of significant damage to human health and the environment threatened
by anthropogenic climate change absent such a technological intervention.
Daniel Bodansky recognizes this possible conclusion. He writes, “The prob-
lem is that, in the case of climate engineering, failure to take action could
also result in irreversible and catastrophic harm due to global warming, so it
is unclear which way the principle cuts.”15 If the precautionary principle is
going to place a moratorium on any deployment of climate engineering, we
will have to abandon this paralyzing version of the principle and get to
something that can offer more coherent policy advice.

Recognizing that there is no consensus about the proper formulation of
the precautionary principle, and that the principle seems capable of both
sanctioning and vetoing the deployment of geoengineering, Lauren Hartzell-
Nichols introduces what she calls the “Catastrophic Precautionary Principle”
(CPP). The CPP states:

Appropriate precautionary measures should be taken against threats of catas-
trophe where: (a) threats of catastrophe are those in which many millions of
people could suffer severely harmful outcomes, (b) a precise probability of
threat is not needed to warrant taking precautionary measures so long as the
mechanism by which the threat would be realized is well understood and the
conditions for the function of the mechanism are accumulating, (c) appropriate
precautionary measures must not create further threats of catastrophe.16

Hartzell-Nichols concludes that, facing the catastrophe of anthropogenic cli-
mate change, the CPP would forbid the deployment of stratospheric aerosol
injection (SAI) because such a proposal would run afoul of condition (c)
above. But, while the CPP offers clear policy guidance with respect to geoen-
gineering, such clear guidance comes at a cost.

First, even Hartzell-Nichols notes that the CPP sets the burden of proof
incredibly high. If we held all new technologies to the test that they must
prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that there is no threat of serious harm even
in the most unlikely of scenarios, then many things we currently rely upon—
airplanes, antibiotics, chlorine, vaccines, radio, X-rays, etc.—all would have
been abandoned prior to research even beginning. Secondly, not all catas-
trophes are the same. In requiring that precautionary measures not carry any
threat of catastrophe themselves, we may be closing the door on precaution-
ary measures that, far from being perfect, are a better option than the catas-
trophe being addressed. The CPP seems to imply a kind of status quo bias in
favor of whatever catastrophe first materializes. Ideally, what we need is a
principle suitable for situations of uncertainty, but one that takes the costs
and benefits of all courses of action into consideration.
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§2.3 Minimax Reasoning and the Rawlsian Core Precautionary
Principle

Advocating in favor of aggressive mitigation to reduce the risks associated
with climate change, Darrel Moellendorf relies upon minimax reasoning.
Minimax is a decision-rule to be used under conditions of uncertainty, but it
avoids some of the pitfalls of Hartzell-Nichols’ CPP. The rule advises us to
choose the course of action that has the minimum maximum loss, hence the
name minimax. Put another way, “The rule holds that between courses of
action—all with uncertain negative outcomes—the agent should compare
only the highest loss scenarios of the courses and choose the course of action
that causes the lowest of the highest loss scenarios.”17

While minimax tells us to minimize our maximum loss, the “maximin”
rule (as its name implies) recommends that we maximize our minimum
gain.18 Outside of formal game theory, these two rules offer roughly the
same guidance, since minimizing losses and maximizing gains can be seen as
two sides of the same coin. Rawls relied upon maximin reasoning when
arguing for his two principles of justice.19 And Stephen Gardiner has applied
this reasoning to create what he calls the “Rawlsian Core Precautionary
Principle.”20 Very similar to Moellendorf’s formulation of the minimax rule,
Gardiner’s Rawlsian Core Precautionary Principle advises us to assess the
possible outcomes of different courses of action, and then decide what to do
by choosing the course of action “which has the least bad worst outcome.”21

Using such reasoning to guide climate change policy, the recommenda-
tion is clear. While there is uncertainty regarding both the likely harms to
come about from unchecked climate change and from mitigation, the worst-
case scenario of unchecked climate change is much worse than the worst-
case scenario of mitigation. Moellendorf’s minimax reasoning and Gardin-
er’s Rawlsian Core Precautionary Principle both advise us to pursue a policy
of aggressive mitigation. But what do these decision-rules imply for the
prospect of deploying aerosols in the stratosphere to counteract the effects of
climate change? We need to consider the worst possible scenarios of each
course of action.

Consider first unchecked climate change. Imagine climate sensitivity is
worse than we thought.22 Imagine that we fail to mitigate and that by the year
2100 we will have brought about a world that is, on average, 5°C warmer
than the preindustrial era. This scenario (which, for the sake of argument,
assume is the worst-case scenario for unchecked climate change) would rep-
resent significant losses for both mankind and nature alike. Consider now
geoengineering. The worst-case scenario for the deployment of geoengineer-
ing may be the worry mentioned in the previous chapter: that of termination
shock. If we were to be headed for a warming of 5°C by 2200 and were to
use SAI to mask that warming, then an abrupt termination of deployment
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would result in a rapid warming of the planet. Now, the main worry with
respect to global warming is not the overall increase in temperature (though
that is, of course, problematic). Rather, the main worry with global warming
is the rate at which that increase in temperature occurs. If we were to abrupt-
ly stop deployment of geoengineering, we would experience decades of
warming in the time span of a year or two. This would be significantly worse
than the worst-case scenario of “mere” unchecked climate change. Thus,
minimax reasoning and the Rawlsian Core Precautionary Principle would
advise against deployment.

But we need to ask, is minimax or the Rawlsian Core Precautionary
Principle an appropriate decision-rule for the situation just outlined? Impor-
tantly, neither Moellendorf nor Gardiner (nor Rawls, for that matter) think
that minimax or maximin reasoning are rational under all circumstances.
Indeed, as Moellendorf notes, “It would be implausible to claim that under
conditions of uncertainty rational agents should always seek the path whose
consequence is the lowest maximum negative payout.”23 Rather, there are
conditions under which these are plausible decision-rules. Those conditions
are:

(a) uncertainty: decision-makers either lack or have reason to discount the
probabilities associated with possible outcomes;

(b) potential gains: decision-makers care relatively little for gains that can
be made above the highest minimum payout;

(c) acceptable minimum: the rejected alternatives have payouts that are
unacceptable, whereas the chosen alternative has an acceptable mini-
mum.

It is not clear whether these are necessary conditions, sufficient condi-
tions, or something else.24 But what does seem clear, is that neither (b) nor
(c) obtain to any great degree when our options are between unchecked
climate change and geoengineering. When faced with a choice between un-
checked climate change and the deployment of geoengineering to mask that
climate change, we care greatly about gains above the minimum payout, and
the worst-case scenario of each alternative is unacceptable. Given that two of
the conditions under which it is appropriate to use minimax/maximin reason-
ing don’t obtain, it is doubtful that we should rely upon minimax/maximin
reasoning and doubtful that the Rawlsian Core Precautionary Principle will
offer appropriate guidance when considering whether or not to deploy geoen-
gineering.

§2.4 Concluding Remarks on Precaution

It is important to note the situation of uncertainty we are in with respect to
the catastrophic effects associated both with climate change and geoengi-
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neering. But what such a simple analysis fails to consider is our diminishing
uncertainty on both sides as time progresses. With each year that passes, our
understanding of the complexities of the climate system improve. Likewise,
the more research conducted on geoengineering, the more we are able to
quantify the risks associated with different deployment scenarios. This
means that five, ten, or fifty years in the future, the condition of uncertainty
necessary for both minimax/maximin reasoning and the precautionary princi-
ple may not hold. Five, ten, or fifty years from now, we may be able to attach
more precise probabilities to the negative aspects of climate change and
geoengineering alike, thus opening the door to both cost-benefit analyses and
more informed value judgments about where our priorities should lie. Thus,
unless we are planning on deploying geoengineering now under conditions of
significant uncertainty—something no one is advocating25—it is unlikely the
precautionary principle will serve as a decisive reason against deployment.

§3 RESPECT FOR NATURE

Set the idea of uncertainty aside. Imagine that we could be relatively certain
that engineering the climate would, in aggregate, be beneficial for human-
kind. Could we still have reason to forgo such a climate intervention? One
reason often cited stems from the idea of respect for nature. The thought is
that, even if engineering the climate would reliably allay the climatic harms
associated with a warmer world, intentionally manipulating the biosphere is
simply not the kind of thing us humans should be engaged in. To wit, inten-
tionally engineering the climate amounts to failing to show nature the proper
kind of respect it deserves. This disrespect of nature, it is argued, makes
engineering the climate the kind of thing that we shouldn’t do, regardless of
the effects it may have.26 And if it is granted that deployment would be
objectionable by way of disrespecting nature, then research into such propo-
sals need not go forward. This section looks at such concerns.

The thought that engineering the climate is tantamount to disrespecting
nature engenders the question: What does it mean to show proper respect for
nature? According to Dale Jamieson, “Respecting nature, like respecting
people, can involve many different things. It can involve seeing nature as
amoral, as a fierce adversary, as an aesthetic object of a particular kind, as a
partner in a valued relationship, and perhaps in other ways.”27 Paul Taylor
has an even more robust conception of what it means to respect nature.
Taylor sees nature—or the organisms that make up nature—as being teleo-
logical, with inherent worth that is due proper respect. This respect implies
that we have duties “as stringent as to our fellow humans” and that we should
avoid “doing harm to or interfering with the natural status of wild living
things.”28 This extreme position requires some analysis. Does an organism
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having a good of its own logically entail that we have reasons to develop an
attitude of respect toward it, an attitude that carries with it duties as stringent
as we owe to our fellow human beings?

Moellendorf is critical of this strong claim. He argues, “there is a logical
gap between the claim that an organism has a good of its own and the claim
that we have any sort of duty towards it.”29 He calls this lack of evidence for
the claim that teleology implies a respect that carries duties and obligations
“the normative gap.” By way of counterexample, Moellendorf argues that
Mycobacterium tuberculosis—the bacterium that causes the infectious tuber-
culosis disease—certainly has a teleology or a good of its own, but that no
one would argue that we have any duties to help it realize that good. Further-
more, we don’t even have any duties not to interfere with it achieving its own
good. We are well within our rights to thwart its teleological goal. Until the
normative gap can be bridged, Taylor’s position of according nonhuman
nature respect equal to that that is accorded to persons seems dubious.

§3.1 Dominating Nature

While it may be difficult to explain what exactly it means to show respect for
nature, the more pertinent question is the opposite one: What does it mean to
not show proper respect for nature? Jamieson suggests, “Dominating some-
thing can be one way of failing to respect it [properly], so it is plausible to
say that in virtue of our domination of nature we fail to respect it.” He
continues, “Even if ICC [intentional climate change, or geoengineering] were
successful, it would still have the bad effect of reinforcing human arrogance
and the view that the proper human relationship to nature is one of domina-
tion.”30 That is, even if we were to successfully engineer the climate, this
would ingrain in us the idea that our appropriate relationship to nature is one
of master and slave. I disagree slightly here with Jamieson. I don’t think that
engineering the climate in an attempt to minimize the risks posed by climate
change reinforces the idea that our proper or appropriate relationship to
nature is one of domination; rather, it may merely be a permissible relation-
ship under certain circumstances.

Furthermore, while “dominating” may seem an apt verb to describe our
relationship with nature after the deployment of geoengineering technolo-
gies, it is definitely an unusual employment of the term from a philosophical
point of view. Philip Pettit claims that “a dominated agent, ultimately, will
always have to be an individual person or persons” and that an agent domi-
nates this individual person or persons when, “(1) they have the capacity to
interfere, (2) on an arbitrary basis, (3) in certain choices that the other is in a
position to make.”31 As far as Pettit is concerned, it is a definitional impos-
sibility for us to dominate nature since: (a) it is not a person; and (b) it cannot
make choices. And while Jamieson points out that some are happy to speak
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of nature as “autonomous” or “self-determining,”32 this would not be enough
to meet the standards of Pettit’s analysis.33

Still, there is merit to the claim that we are dominating nature in some
sense of the word, even if not in the strict philosophical sense. “That’s what's
been happening here for the past ten thousand years,” writes Daniel Quinn in
his 1991 novel Ishmael. “You’ve been doing what you damn well please with
the world. And of course you mean to go right on doing what you damn well
please with it.”34 Quinn’s novel of forewarning notes that somewhere around
10,000 years ago, we started domesticating animals, irrigating land, and cul-
tivating crops; the first ways in which we began to “dominate” nature. If we
were to conclude that “dominating” nature is never permissible and we were
to note that agriculture is one of our oldest and most aggressive ways of
“dominating” nature, we would have to conclude that agriculture is imper-
missible. Should we accept such a conclusion and give up our only currently
viable means of subsistence? Not even Jamieson thinks this is required.
“Perhaps in general we should be more modest in our manipulation of na-
ture,” he writes, “but some human changes of the environment are justified
and perhaps even morally required.”35 Feasibly, large-scale agriculture is one
of these morally required changes that we engage in—even though it is an
instance of us “dominating” nature and is often highly destructive to the
natural environment.

If it is conceded that agriculture is not a form of “domination,” or at least
not an impermissible form, could it still be maintained that geoengineering
is? Gardiner writes, “To engage in geoengineering would alter the human
relationship to this basic background condition [the climate system] and the
relationship between humans subject to that condition.”36 Gardiner’s claim, I
argue, requires more justification. It should be shown how intentionally ma-
nipulating the climate is categorically different from intentionally manipulat-
ing animals, plants, rivers, and forests, all of which are forms of “domina-
tion” that we appear to be willing to accept.

There are two ways in which geoengineering could be categorically dif-
ferent from other ways in which we “dominate” nature. It could be that the
effects from geoengineering are categorically different than any other kind of
“domination” we engage in, or it could be that the “intentional” aspect of
geoengineering is what sets it apart. Neither seems like it can ground a
categorical difference. We already (unintentionally) inject somewhere
around 50 million tons of sulfur into the lower atmosphere through our
everyday activities—which has a significant cooling effect on the planet.37

SAI would add another million tons or so to that total, an increase of 2
percent. It seems implausible that the effect of increasing our air pollutants
by 2 percent could engender a categorical difference between dominating and
not dominating nature. Does the fact that this effect is brought about inten-
tionally make the difference categorical? This, too, seems implausible since
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our damning of rivers, plowing of fields, and deforestation are certainly
intentional acts as well.

§3.2 Natural Climate Change

Furthermore, even if geoengineering is categorically different from agricul-
ture, deforestation, and other forms of “domination,” this does not imply that
we are universally unjustified in deploying it. Imagine the average global
temperature increases, the sea-level rise, the increased exposure to floods and
droughts, and the rest of the harms associated with the climate change we
currently face—and will continue to face into the extended future—are not
caused by our interference in nature’s natural carbon cycle, but rather by
normal variation in the climate system. And imagine that under this scenario
of “natural climate change” we would be certain to experience a temperature
increase of 4°C by the end of the twenty-first century. With an increase of
4°C above the preindustrial average, the IPCC asserts with medium confi-
dence that there will be a “near-complete loss of the Greenland Ice Sheet,”
which would cause a mean sea level rise of up to 7 meters, swallowing up
many low-lying island-states and causing trillions of dollars of damage to
major coastal cities such as Guangzhou, New York, and Mumbai.38 Under
this scenario, would we still think that we should show a “proper respect for
nature” and let this natural variation take place? Would we not advocate for
research into technology capable of preventing such a change and stabilizing
the climate at its current evolution or at the level of some point in the recent
past? I imagine most would choose to “disrespect” nature in this scenario and
deploy geoengineering technology, thereby saving the climate and the biodi-
versity it supports.

The natural climate change example—in which the abrupt climate change
we are currently facing is natural, rather than anthropogenic—seems to cast
some doubt upon the thesis that we must always learn to live alongside
nature and not to master or “dominate” it. It does not show that geoengineer-
ing is not tantamount to dominating nature, but it does lend support to the
conclusion that, even if geoengineering would count as another way in which
we dominate nature, it may nonetheless be something that we are morally
permitted to explore.

§4 PLAYING GOD

As mentioned early in this chapter, geoengineering has the potential to radi-
cally reduce global warming. However, alongside this radical potential to
cool the globe lie potentially troubling tradeoffs. The benefits of geoengi-
neering are to be accompanied by negative externalities. While reducing the
rise of average global surface temperature via solar radiation management
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(SRM) has to the potential to save hundreds of thousands to millions of lives,
it could at the same time condemn thousands of others to a premature death.
It is this intentional tradeoff of harms that may cause us to think that SRM is
not to be used, despite the net reduction in harm.

§4.1 Setup and Assumptions

As in many areas of climate science, there is a great deal of uncertainty
surrounding the possible effects and side-effects of SRM. In order to focus
our attention on the moral arguments as opposed to the sophisticated and
unsettled science, I am going to make the following assumptions. First, let’s
assume (a) that we know SRM will work; assume that the release of one
million tons of sulfuric aerosol into the stratosphere will bring about the
cooling effect that has been envisioned. Second, let’s assume (b) that this
cooling effect will save many lives. To be more precise, say that it will save
exactly one million people per year from the otherwise fatal weather events
that would occur with an absence of such cooling. Third, let’s assume (c) that
the aerosols that are injected into the stratosphere will eventually reach the
earth’s surface, causing fatal respiratory diseases that will result in the pre-
mature death of ten thousand individuals per year.39 Fourth, let’s assume
(simply for the sake of argument) that (e) there is no overlap between the one
million individuals who are to be saved from the deadly weather events and
the ten thousand who are to die from the respiratory diseases; that is, assume
that the two groups are mutually exclusive. Fifth, assume (d) that there is no
morally significant difference between any of the 1,010,000 individuals.40

Finally, assume (f) there are no other relevant side-effects to consider. 41

What should we conclude about the moral justifiability of SRM given the
aforementioned assumptions? In section 4.2 I will introduce the doctrine of
doing and allowing and its role in the playing God argument, an argument
that would condemn the use of SRM even given the aforementioned assump-
tions. After laying out the argument, in section 4.3 I will advance two cri-
tiques of the doctrine and its role in the argument. Having cast doubt upon
the conclusion of the playing God argument, section 4.4 will then explore the
doctrine of double effect as a possible moral justification for the deployment
of SRM. Some objections to my analysis and potential responses will be
explored in section 4.5 before concluding the analysis in section 4.6 with a
word on moral dilemmas.

§4.2 Playing God and Doing vs. Allowing

Now, I should mention that I in no way mean to imply that the previously-
mentioned assumptions enjoy the kind of scientific certainty that is associat-
ed with the claim that greenhouse gases are the primary cause of global
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warming. The assumptions are fanciful and far too specific. There are good
reasons to have some limited faith in some of these assumptions, but this is
not the place to defend them. Our question is: If we grant assumptions
(a)–(f), could it ever be morally justifiable to deploy SRM?

A simplistic form of utilitarianism would have a clear response to these
assumptions and their implications about the moral justifiability of SRM. All
other things being equal, the cost-benefit analysis involved in utilitarian rea-
soning would permit the use of SRM despite the fact that it would bring
about the premature death of ten thousand innocent individuals. The benefit
derived from the deployment of SRM (the saving of one million people from
weather-related deaths) would outweigh the cost associated with deployment
(the ten thousand premature deaths that are expected to occur when the
aerosols fall from the stratosphere). In fact, not only does this simplistic
utilitarianism permit the use of SRM given the aforementioned assumptions,
it seems to mandate it.

But this simple cost-benefit analysis that is embedded in utilitarian rea-
soning often leads to counterintuitive conclusions. In her now widely-used
example, Judith Jarvis Thomson illustrates exactly how counterintuitive this
reasoning can be.

Imagine yourself to be a surgeon, a truly great surgeon. Among other things
you do, you transplant organs, and you are such a great surgeon that the organs
you transplant always take. At the moment you have five patients who need
organs. Two need one lung each, two need a kidney each, and the fifth needs a
heart. If they do not get those organs today, they will all die; if you find organs
for them today, you can transplant the organs and they will all live. But where
to find the lungs, the kidneys, and the heart? The time is almost up when a
report is brought to you that a young man who has just come into your clinic
for his yearly check-up has exactly the right blood-type, and is in excellent
health. Lo, you have a possible donor. All you need do is cut him up and
distribute his parts among the five who need them.42

It has been argued that the classical utilitarian would see the loss of the one
healthy young man’s life as an unfortunate, but morally permissible, cost
given the benefit of saving the five other individuals.43 And, as David Mor-
row writes, this has led many to criticize utilitarianism as being insensitive to
certain “moral constraints” or moral principles that proscribe such action.44

One such relevant moral principle is the doctrine of doing and allowing
(DDA). There are multiple formulations of the DDA, but they all get to the
same point: doing harm is worse than allowing harm.45 Of the different
formulations of the DDA, some are what Warren Quinn calls “absolutist”
and some are “non-absolutist.” “Absolutist forms . . . would simply rule out
certain choices (for example, murder or torture) no matter what might be
gained from them. Non-absolutist forms would simply demand more offset-
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ting benefits as a minimum justification for choices of one sort than for
equally harmful choices of the other sort.”46

The DDA is not an undisputed moral principle, but it enjoys some broad
support and offers a simple explanation for many of our moral intuitions.
One of these intuitions is the idea that “we shouldn’t play God,” or we
shouldn’t implicate ourselves in decisions about who lives and who dies.
This exact intuition was invoked by the British minister for home security,
Herbert Morrison, in the course of his cabinet debate with Winston Church-
ill. During World War II, the Nazi V1 bombs were falling just south of the
city center of London. Churchill ordered British double agents to pass along
false information to the Nazis, telling them the bombs were hitting exactly in
the city center, or better yet, slightly north of the center so that the Nazis
would alter future trajectories and aim the bombs even further south to a less
densely populated area. As David Edmonds explains, Home Security Minis-
ter Morrison “was uneasy at the thought of ‘playing God,’ [that is] of politi-
cians determining who was to live and who to die.”47 Presumably, the
thought is that intentionally redirecting the Nazi bombs was morally worse
than merely allowing them to fall on London, even if redirecting them would
save more lives.48

If we, like Home Security Minister Morrison, were to apply the DDA in
its absolutist form, we would arrive at the conclusion that it is worse to kill
ten thousand through the deployment of SRM than it is to allow one million
to die from “natural causes.” Consider the following argument:

The Playing God Argument

1. If we do not deploy SRM, then we will allow one million people to die due
to extreme weather events.

2. If we deploy SRM, we will save those one million people, but will be
unintentionally killing ten thousand other people.

3. DDA: killing is worse than allowing to die.
4. Therefore, we should not deploy SRM; it is better to allow one million to

die than to kill ten thousand.

If we grant assumptions (a)–(f) mentioned at the beginning of this section,
and grant the authority of the absolutist version of the DDA, the playing God
argument condemns the deployment of SRM. Not only does it condemn the
deployment of SRM, but it also places a presumptive moratorium on re-
search. For, as Morrow notes, “The wisdom of supporting SRM research
depends partly on whether it could ever be morally permissible to use SRM
as a form of climate engineering.”49 So, to the extent that the playing God
argument generates a strong moral reason against the justifiability of deploy-
ing SRM, it also generates a strong moral reason against research.
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§4.3 Doubts about the Application of the Doctrine of Doing and
Allowing

I think most would agree that we always have strong moral reasons to avoid
killing, and the DDA is one way of spelling out this judgment. But I want to
highlight two reasons to doubt the role of the DDA in the playing God
argument. The first is that in its absolutist form, the DDA is a highly counter-
intuitive and controversial moral principle, and thus shouldn’t be relied upon
as the basis for an argument. The second is that, even if we grant some
weight to the DDA in evaluating the justifiability of individual actions, its
wholesale applicability should be questioned at the state level (or the interna-
tional level, for that matter).

Consider first the DDA in its absolutist form. The absolutist form of the
DDA is highly questionable. There are multiple cases in which our intuitions
tell us that harming or infringing the right of one is justifiable given that it
will save or protect the rights of a greater number of people. The most classic
examples in the literature are the infamous trolley problems. 50 When asked
whether a bystander is morally permitted to redirect a runaway trolley from a
track on which five innocent people will surely be killed to a track on which
one innocent person will surely be killed, 90 percent of respondents say that
it is permissible for the bystander to redirect the trolley. “Moreover, the
judgments appear to be widely shared among demographically diverse popu-
lations, including young children; even in large cross-cultural samples, par-
ticipants’ responses to these problems cannot be predicted by variables such
as age, sex, race, religion or education.”51 If we were to really take the DDA
in its absolutist form seriously, we would have to be willing to judge the
action of an individual who diverted the trolley away from, say, one billion
people toward one single person as wrong. For most people and for most
moral theorists, such a counterintuitive conclusion counts against the absolu-
tist version of the DDA. Another way of putting this is that the absolutist
version of the DDA is not a principle that can be endorsed from a position of
wide reflective equilibrium.

Furthermore, the absolutist version of the DDA seems even more dubious
when it is applied at the state level. Morrow argues that we should view
harms resulting from climate change as an instance of “allowing,” while we
should view harms that are the result of climate engineering as an instance of
“doing.”52 But surely both policies should be looked at as roughly on par
with one another. On the one hand, we have states actively engaged in
policymaking that leads to catastrophic harm due to climate change. On the
other hand, we have states actively engaged in policymaking that leads to
foreseen harm from climate engineering. What reason do we have to view
one policy as doing and one merely as allowing? Consider a parallel example
in economic policy. States have various options available to them when it
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comes to regulating their market economies: toward one end of the spectrum,
they can remain rather removed and endorse a more laissez-faire economic
policy; toward the other end of the spectrum, they can be thoroughly embed-
ded in the regulation of that market through, for instance, redistributive taxa-
tion schemes and the nationalization of certain industries like health care.
However, whether states endorse a more unregulated or regulated market,
both policies should be considered doings on the part of the state.53 As
another example, consider environmental policy. States have the option of
regulating more or less when it comes to harmful pollutants. It may be the
case that allowing some pollutants will significantly harm a great number of
citizens while delivering benefits to a small corporation. But do we want to
say that when the state refrains from passing legislation that would regulate
said pollutants that it is merely allowing the large group of citizens to be
harmed, whereas when it regulates such pollutants it is actively harming the
small corporation? In contrast, the policy of nonregulation and the policy of
regulation should both be seen as active decisions made by the state. Thus,
the doing/allowing distinction simply does not seem to apply universally at
the state level.

For these two reasons, the absolutist form of the DDA is too controversial
to be relied upon as a fundamental premise in an argument. But, tempering
what has been said up to this point, the distinction should not be completely
thrown out. In fact, most of us still have, as Samuel Scheffler would put it, “a
deep commitment to drawing some distinction, in the context of our moral
thought, between primary and secondary manifestations of our agency”54—
that is, we have a commitment to drawing a distinction between things we do
and things we allow. But we can maintain a commitment to this distinction
without endorsing its absolutist form. Rather than saying that doing harm is
always worse than allowing harm, a non-absolutist form of the DDA might
say merely that doing harm is ceteris paribus worse than allowing harm,
meaning that it is harder to justify doing harm than allowing harm (again,
ceteris paribus). As Morrow construes it, the non-absolutist form of the
DDA “says, roughly, that the moral constraint on harming others applies
primarily (or most stringently) to doing harm to others, and only sometimes
(or less stringently) to allowing harm to befall others.”55 However, moving
to the non-absolutist version of the DDA will then lead to questions about
when such a trade-off between doing and allowing meets the standard of
justification needed. We turn next to a possible justification of that kind.

§4.4 The Doctrine of Double Effect

In its reliance on the controversial absolutist version of the DDA, the playing
God argument is unsound. In fact, not only does the argument seem unsound,
my judgment (and the judgments of many others) on the matter directly
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opposes the conclusion: it seems much better (morally speaking) to save one
million people even if this implies condemning ten thousand others, than to
refrain from harming the ten thousand thereby allowing one million to die. It
isn’t just our moral intuitions that back up the thought that saving the greater
number is what we ought to do, all things considered. The centuries-old
anticonsequentialist doctrine of double effect (DDE) seems to back up this
moral intuition and provide us with some guidance about the morality of
such trade-offs. The DDE states: “We may not intentionally harm the inno-
cent as an end in itself or as a means to a greater good, but may do a neutral
or good act as a means to a greater good even though we foresee that an
innocent will be harmed as a side effect.”56

Originally developed by Saint Thomas Aquinas,57 Joseph Mangan formu-
lates the principle as follows:

A person may licitly perform an action that he foresees will produce a good
and a bad effect provided that four conditions are verified at one and the same
time: (1) that the action in itself from its very object be good or at least
indifferent; (2) that the good effect and not the evil effect be intended; (3) that
the good effect be not produced by means of the evil effect; (4) that there be a
proportionately grave reason for permitting the evil effect. 58

These four necessary conditions are, according to proponents of the DDE,
jointly sufficient to render an act causing both good and evil as morally
permissible or justified. Granting assumptions (a)–(f), could SRM deploy-
ment meet these four conditions?

The first condition of the DDE says that the object of the action has to be
good or at least indifferent. This first condition is meant to rule out acts that
are inherently immoral, that is, theft, rape, murder. The action of injecting
aerosols into the upper atmosphere is not good, but neither is it bad in and of
itself. The same can be said of CO2 and other greenhouse gases. There is
nothing inherently wrong with emitting CO2. The emission of CO2 can only
be predicated as wrong once it is disruptive to the natural carbon cycle and
contributes to the harms that such disruption carries with it. For the vast
majority of human existence, the emission of CO2 was morally indifferent.
Likewise, injecting aerosols into the stratosphere is a morally indifferent act
by itself. It is the consequences of this act that have moral implications. 59

The second condition of the DDE, which is the crux of the double effect
reasoning, says that the agent must have the good effect, and not the evil
effect, as the object of their intention. For instance, a doctor who administers
her terminally ill patient a large dose of morphine with the intention of
hastening the patient’s death would be acting impermissibly, whereas if that
same doctor were to administer her patient the same dose of morphine with
the intention of relieving the patient’s pain (while merely foreseeing the
hastening of death as a side effect), she would be acting permissibly. 60 The
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intention behind injecting aerosols into the stratosphere is clearly to mini-
mize the effects of climate change, thus saving one million people from
weather-related deaths, and not to bring about the ten thousand premature
deaths from respiratory diseases. We would still deploy SRM—indeed we
would deploy with an even clearer conscience—if such deployment would
not bring about any pollution-related deaths. Thus, the death of the ten thou-
sand is merely a foreseen side effect, and not an intended consequence of
SRM.

The third condition of the DDE deals with means and ends. It states that
the good effect cannot be produced by means of the evil effect. For example,
if the death of the ten thousand were causally necessary to bring about the
cooling effect needed to save the one million, then even if we did not desire
the death of the ten thousand but used their death as an unfortunate means to
save the one million, we would be violating the third condition of the DDE.61

But the antecedent of this hypothetical is counterfactual. The death of the ten
thousand is not causally necessary to bring about the change needed to save
the one million. Thus, the good effect we intend is not produced by means of
the evil effect.62

The fourth and final condition of the DDE addresses proportionality.63 It
requires that there be “a proportionately grave reason for permitting the evil
effect.”64 Put another way, the fourth condition asks us to compare our rea-
sons for aiming at the good to our reasons for avoiding the evil. The reasons
for aiming at the good have to significantly outweigh our reasons for avoid-
ing the evil. If the intended consequence of SRM were to be the saving of
one million people, but it were to also have the foreseen side effect of killing
999,999 others, SRM would fail to fulfil this fourth condition of the DDE;
the reasons in support of deployment would not be “proportionately grave.”
And, while sheer numbers play a large role in this calculus of reasons, they
are not the only things that matter. For instance, if I can choose between
saving the unfortunate occupants of one of two sinking life rafts, and my
father sits in one raft while two strangers sit in the other, most would agree
that I have more reason to save the raft with my father in it. This is because,
while numbers and outcomes certainly generate moral reasons to act, so, too,
do obligations and special ties.

So, what about the balance of reasons in our current discussion about the
deployment of SRM? We have stipulated that it would save one million
people, while condemning ten thousand others. We also stipulated that there
are no morally relevant differences between the two groups. Is the one hun-
dred–fold difference of lives saved “proportionately grave” enough to satisfy
the fourth condition? No doubt there will be different intuitions on these
cases. But if we accept the implausibility of the previously-mentioned abso-
lutist prohibition on causing harm, there is some point at which the signifi-
cantly greater number of lives saved will tip the balance of reasons in favor
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of acting. My judgment (and the judgment of most, I would assume) is that
saving one million, even when that condemns ten thousand others to a pre-
mature death, would be a significant enough difference to tip the balance,
thus satisfying the fourth condition. By satisfying all four conditions, the
deployment of SRM could be defended by the doctrine of double effect,
despite the foreseeable harm it may cause.

§4.5 Objections and Responses

Thus far I’ve shown why the absolutist version of the doctrine of doing and
allowing seems inapt to condemn the deployment of SRM under the condi-
tions outlined in the introduction, and I’ve introduced the doctrine of double
effect as a possible moral justification for the trade-off of harms that will
result from using the technology. I now wish to anticipate two objections and
outline brief responses to such objections.

The first objection to my analysis may spawn from a confusion about
what I see as the potential role for climate engineering. It could be said that if
we were truly serious about our moral obligations to the currently destitute
and to future generations, we would simply start aggressive mitigation and
adaptation measures and there would be no talk of modifying the climate
system. But it should be kept in mind that I was not analyzing the moral
justifiability of deploying SRM in lieu of mitigation and adaption efforts. The
question I began with was, given that there will be residual harm despite our
best efforts toward mitigation and adaptation, could it ever be morally justifi-
able to deploy SRM? Mitigation, adaptation, and SRM are not mutually
exclusive policy paths: there may be a role for SRM to play in addition to
sustained mitigation and adaptation plans.

The second objection one might raise is that my analysis relies upon pure
consequentialist reasoning that fails to take deontological constraints serious-
ly. However, I think three considerations undermine the idea that such an
analysis is only convincing to consequentialists. First, the doctrine of double
effect is not a consequentialist moral principle. To the extent that the second
and third conditions of the DDE speak to the “intentions” of the agent being
appraised and making sure that the agent is not using the evil as a means to
the good end, there are clear moral constraints to applying the doctrine. If the
doctrine were an example of pure consequentialist reasoning, there would be
no mention of intentions or means. Second, the fourth condition of the DDE
requires that there be “a proportionately grave reason” for allowing the evil
effect to take place. Again, if this were a purely consequentialist principle, all
it would require is that the good effect outweigh the bad effect by the small-
est measure of, say, welfare. So, to the extent that the fourth condition of the
DDE requires not merely an outweighing of the evil effect but a proportion-
ately grave outweighing, the DDE incorporates non-consequentialist reason-
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ing. This brings me to my final point about consequences and moral theory.
Taking the good and bad consequences of an action into account when mak-
ing moral judgments does not automatically limit one’s reasoning to the
domain of consequentialism. Indeed, contractualist accounts of morality
must also pay attention to the benefits and burdens produced by actions.65 As
Scanlon writes, “Any plausible moral view makes what is right or wrong in
many cases depend on the harms and benefits to individuals. A theory is
consequentialist only if it takes the value of producing the best consequences
to be the foundation of morality.”66

§4.6. Concluding Remarks on the Playing God Argument

I’ve argued that we have reasons to doubt the absolutist version of the doc-
trine of doing and allowing and its applicability at the state level. It may be
the case that deploying SRM (given the assumptions we’ve made) requires
some kind of moral justification, and I have suggested that the doctrine of
double effect is able to provide us with a reason to consider the deployment
of the technology under such circumstances as morally justifiable. But this
isn’t to say that there wouldn’t be something morally undesirable about the
decision to deploy. While I have argued that deployment may be justifiable
and it may be what we ought to do, I have not argued that we should have no
pause for concern.

In her exploration of cost-benefit analysis, Martha Nussbaum makes a
distinction between what she calls “the obvious question” and “the tragic
question.” According to Nussbaum, the obvious question is the question we
often ask ourselves, the question: What shall we do? “But,” she writes,
“sometimes we also face, or should face, a different question, which I call
‘the tragic question’: is any of the alternatives open to us free from serious
moral wrongdoing?”67 When the answer to the tragic question is No, we are
in an apparent moral dilemma.68 It means that there are serious moral reasons
to avoid each alternative. I think the choice of whether or not to deploy SRM
in the scenario we have been examining constitutes an apparent moral dilem-
ma. But that is not to say that it is an irresolvable moral dilemma. The answer
to the tragic question may be No, in that both alternatives may be axiological-
ly undesirable. But while we have serious moral reasons both to opt for and
lobby against deployment, one of the alternatives available to us is signifi-
cantly better than the other. I argue that, under the aforementioned condi-
tions, our answer to the obvious question of whether or not we should use
SRM to reduce the residual harm that is left behind despite our best efforts on
mitigation and adaptation could very well be Yes.
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§5 CONCLUSION

There are few (if any) who think that geoengineering is something we ought
to deploy today, or any time soon for that matter. There are simply too many
uncertainties and untoward side effects associated with current proposals to
warrant serious consideration of immediate deployment. David Keith (one of
the technology’s strongest supporters) acknowledges that if the choice were
between an immediate full deployment of geoengineering, on the one hand,
and abandoning the subject of geoengineering forever, on the other, he would
choose abandonment.69 Of course, that is not the decision currently in front
of us. In line with the conclusion of the previous chapter, we should continue
researching geoengineering in order to find out exactly what its expected
costs and benefits amount to.

The arguments surveyed in this chapter, those of precaution, respect for
nature, and playing god, fail to show that deployment of geoengineering is
something that is categorically morally impermissible. This is most obvious
with respect to the precautionary argument. Precaution may advise against
immediate deployment of the technology. But as we gain a better understand-
ing of the potentially disastrous effects of anthropogenic climate change, and
as our uncertainty about the untoward side effects of geoengineering become
quantifiable, the precautionary principle will be unlikely to place an insur-
mountable moratorium on deployment. It may even cut the other way, pre-
scribing a precautionary approach to climate change that includes all possible
policy levers—including geoengineering. Likewise, the idea of respect for
nature and the thought that choosing to engineer the climate is, in a way,
playing god by deciding who lives and who dies similarly fail to ground a
moratorium on future deployment. This is, of course, not to say that engi-
neering the climate, even if done far in the future, is something we should be
proud of or something we should welcome. Rather, what the analysis of the
aforementioned arguments has shown is that deploying geoengineering is not
something that is absolutely morally prohibited.

Still, there is a significant chance that geoengineering could be deployed
in morally impermissible ways. And it is very possible that the technology
could be used to serve the interests of the powerful, while neglecting the
needs and voices of those most vulnerable to climate change. The only way
to both pursue the potential benefits of geoengineering while constraining the
possibility for it to exacerbate injustice is to ensure legitimate oversight of
research, development, and any future deployment. The next three chapters
look at what it would take for geoengineering governance to be legitimate,
and what it mean to say that that such governance is guided by norms of both
substantive and procedural justice.
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Chapter Four

Legitimacy

§1 INTRODUCTION

As we’ve seen, stratospheric aerosol injection has both promising and trou-
bling characteristics.1 Consider, for example, its relatively strong leverage on
the climate system. The fact that with relatively little effort we could gener-
ate huge impacts on global climate gives us reason to look into the technolo-
gy. However, that same strong leverage makes the technology troubling. In
the hands of an irresponsible actor, such technology could have devastatingly
negative effects across the world population and could irreparably damage
natural ecosystems and the species that comprise them. In a similar vein, the
relatively inexpensive price tag attached to the technology means that we
could alleviate some future climatic harms without having to divert scarce
resources away from mitigation, adaptation, and other valuable goals such as
the eradication of global poverty. However, that same relatively inexpensive
price tag makes the technology vulnerable to unjustified unilateral action
since a multilateral cost-sharing arrangement is not strictly necessary. 2

Given that such a technology has the potential to bring about both signifi-
cant benefits and drastic burdens, regulation is important. A legitimate
governance institution could ensure that benefits are maximized, that burdens
are minimized, that both are distributed in a just manner, and ensure that
decisions are being made via justifiable processes. Nearly everyone involved
in the normative discussion about climate engineering agrees that if we are to
move forward with significant research, development, and certainly any fu-
ture implementation of geoengineering technologies, legitimate governance
is a must.3 Despite this agreement that further research and certainly any
future deployment should be accompanied by legitimate governance, there
has been relatively little discussion to date among political philosophers
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about what would constitute legitimate governance of such a technology. 4

That is, while we all might recognize that the abstract concept of legitimacy
ought to guide geoengineering governance, agreement surrounding the ap-
propriate conception of legitimacy for geoengineering governance has yet to
emerge.

The main point of this chapter is to introduce a framework out of which
an appropriate conception of legitimacy can spring. To do so, I’ll begin in the
next section by exploring specific conceptions of legitimacy that have been
developed in the philosophical literature to date. I’ll argue that what we need
is a general concept of legitimacy that is appropriate for the diversity of
institutions that occupy the international realm—the realm where geoengi-
neering governance would take place. Drawing on the recent work of Allen
Buchanan, section 3 then puts forward a general concept of institutional
legitimacy. This general concept will pave the way for a more specific nor-
mative conception of legitimacy (explored in section 4) that will serve to
coordinate judgments about the legitimacy of an institution set up to oversee
climate engineering. Section 5 offers a quick recap and then concludes the
chapter.

§2 CONCEPTIONS OF (STATE) LEGITIMACY

Before looking at specific conceptions of legitimacy, we need to be clear
about the general concept of legitimacy.5 In the philosophical literature, the
concept of legitimacy has generally denoted either the justification of politi-
cal power—understood as coercive power backed by government sanc-
tions6—or the justification of political authority—understood as a right to
rule and a correlating obligation to obey.7 Aiming at these understandings of
the concept of legitimacy, various conceptions have been developed that
spell out exactly when it is that political power or political authority is
justified. For example, according to Rawls, “political power is legitimate
only when it is exercised in accordance with a constitution the essentials of
which all citizens, as reasonable and rational, can endorse in the light of their
common human reason.”8 Here we see Rawls grounds legitimacy (under-
stood as the justification of coercive power) in the processes whereby politi-
cal power is exercised.9 As long as political power is exercised in accordance
with a constitution that citizens could hypothetically endorse, then the exer-
cise of such political power is justified. A. J. Simmons has a more demanding
conception of legitimacy. For Simmons, a legitimate government has a right
to rule and citizens of a legitimate government are under an obligation to
obey. The only way, according to Simmons, for a government to derive such
a right and for citizens to be under such an obligation to obey is if the citizens
have actually expressed their consent.10 In the absence of such consent, the
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government has no right to rule and citizens are under no obligation to obey.
Given that the legitimacy of the government is conditioned upon voluntary
consent, consent theorists like Simmons are called “voluntarists.”

Now, the Rawlsian or the voluntarist conception of legitimacy may be an
appropriate conception for the legitimacy of state-like institutions. 11 But
these conceptions do not apply to international institutions very well. The
Rawlsian conception places a priority on the publicly recognized conception
of justice embedded in the constitution. And the voluntarist conception
places a priority on the express consent of those within the purview of the
state. But international institutions exercise political power without any pub-
licly recognized constitution and without the consent of all of those within
their purview. Rather than reach the conclusion that international institutions
are illegitimate because they fail to meet either the Rawlsian or the voluntar-
ist standards, I contend that we should rely upon a different conception of
legitimacy for two reasons.

First, international institutions are beneficial. For example, the world is a
better place with the International Atomic Energy Association and the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change wielding the power they
do, notwithstanding their imperfections. And this is the case despite the fact
that they are wielding this power in the absence of any international or global
constitution and despite the fact that they do not enjoy the consent of every
individual over whom they wield such power. To conclude that these institu-
tions are illegitimate because they fail to meet the standards of state legitima-
cy outlined by Rawls and Simmons would be counterproductive.12 But,
second, it makes sense to say that how high we set the bar for an institution to
be considered legitimate should be sensitive to the characteristics and the
function of the particular institution in question. If an international institution
is wielding significant power like a state, then perhaps it should meet the
demanding requirements we expect of states for them to be considered legiti-
mate. On the other hand, if the institution is merely providing suggestive
guidelines and has no ability to enforce any of its directives, then we may
want to relax the criteria it needs to fulfil to be considered legitimate.

To be more explicit, what we need is a general concept of institutional
legitimacy; a concept that is malleable enough to give rise to appropriate
conceptions of legitimacy for the variety of institutions that occupy our
world. Clearly explicating a general concept of institutional legitimacy will
prove invaluable in developing a more concrete conception of legitimacy that
can be applied to the kind of climate engineering institution that ought to
oversee research and possible development.
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§3 INSTITUTIONAL LEGITIMACY

To begin the outline of a general concept of institutional legitimacy, we can
ask the following question: Why do we have institutions and what is it for an
institution, in general, to be legitimate? We have institutions, according to
Buchanan, in order solve coordination problems. They supply us with the
kind of coordination we need to achieve certain desirable outcomes and do so
without the excessive costs or inefficiencies associated with non-institutional
alternatives. In order for institutions to effectively coordinate our action and
deliver desirable outcomes, they require us to grant them a certain kind of
standing—a kind of respect they need to perform their functions.13 And in
order for us to justifiably14 grant them the respect they need in order to
perform this function, we first must converge (or coordinate) on particular
normative criteria that institutions ought to fulfil to be worthy of that respect.
So, legitimacy assessments serve to solve a metacoordination problem: they
allow us to justifiably coordinate around normative criteria that institutions
must meet if we are to grant them the respect they need to solve the further
problem of coordinating our collective action toward certain desirable out-
comes. Given that legitimacy assessments allow us to solve this higher order
coordination problem, Buchanan aptly refers to this as the Metacoordination
View of institutional legitimacy.

The Metacoordination View spells out the general concept of institutional
legitimacy. The Metacoordination View says, abstractly, that an institution is
legitimate when it is worthy of the respect needed for it to perform its institu-
tional goals. And an institution is worthy of such respect when it sufficiently
meets the right normative criteria for the kind of institution it is. This means
that a geoengineering governance institution would be legitimate if it is
worthy of the respect it needs to coordinate our action around research and
development (or abandonment) of technologies capable of modifying the
planetary climate. And it would be worthy of such respect when it sufficient-
ly satisfies the right normative criteria. So, the main task in developing a
conception of legitimacy for geoengineering governance is specifying the
right normative criteria that such an institution ought to fulfil. Before spelling
out what I see as the specific normative criteria relevant for the legitimacy of
a geoengineering governance institution, I want to highlight some general
characteristics of the normative criteria.

§3.1 Characteristics of the Normative Criteria

First, we know that the normative criteria used in legitimacy assessments will
vary depending upon the specific form and function of the institution being
assessed. The normative criteria appropriate for one kind of institution may
be inappropriate for another. Whereas democracy may be a salient normative
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criterion for state-like institutions, it may not be entirely relevant when mak-
ing legitimacy assessments of other, non-state institutions. So, the normative
criteria proposed here will be specific to geoengineering governance (though,
they may apply to other similar institutions as well).

Second, we know that the normative criteria will lie somewhere on a
continuum between “the excessively demanding requirements of full justice
or optimal efficacy and the excessively forgiving requirement of bare advan-
tage relative to the non-institutional alternative.”15 Moreover, we know that
where on this continuum the normative criteria of a given institution fall will
depend upon the particulars of the institution and the environment in which
the institution is situated. The more important the need for the coordination
the institution is providing, the more we should relax our criteria. However,
the greater the risk we run by empowering the institution, the more demand-
ing we should make our criteria.16 The upshot here is that we’ll want to make
sure the normative criteria identified as appropriate for judging a given insti-
tution as legitimate are sensitive to both the particulars of the institution and
the environment in which the institution is situated.

Third, we know that the criteria we use to make legitimacy assessments
will have to be translated into “epistemically accessible standards” that can
serve as proxies for the normative criteria.17 Imagine that we identify trans-
parency as a normative criterion for geoengineering governance. It may be
difficult to agree upon whether or not the abstract normative criterion of
transparency is being met. So, in order to coordinate our legitimacy judg-
ments, we could establish a substantive standard relating to the normative
criterion of transparency that requires the institution to release its meeting
minutes and perhaps its voting record. This would provide a clear point
around which addressees of the institution could determine whether or not
the criterion of transparency was being fulfilled. The point being made here
is that if the abstract normative criteria that ought to be used to coordinate
legitimacy assessments are incapable of being translated into substantive
standards that agents can use to actually inform their attitudes of respect for
the institution, the criteria are inadequate.18

Fourth, the proper standpoint from which to determine these normative
criteria and judge whether they are being met is social rather than individual.
When declaring an institution worthy of respect, we are not declaring that it
is worthy of my individual respect, in the sense of the first-person singular
possessive pronoun. Rather, we are declaring that is worthy of our respect
socially, worthy of our respect in the sense of the first-person plural posses-
sive pronoun.19 This is due to the fact that institutions are attempting to
coordinate not my or your action alone, but our action as a group. Whether or
not an institution is able to solve the coordination problem it is meant to
address will depend upon its success in coordinating the action of the group
to a sufficient degree. Therefore, to judge a geoengineering governance insti-
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tution as legitimate means that it is worthy of the respect of the group, not
any particular individual within the group.

One final point to mention about the normative criteria is that, according
to Buchanan, they are not necessary and/or sufficient conditions for an insti-
tution being worthy of our respect.20 Rather, the more of the criteria that are
satisfied, and the greater the extent to which they are satisfied, the more
legitimate the institution is. To require that a geoengineering governance
institution only be labelled legitimate if it were to fully fulfil all relevant
criteria would make the Best the enemy of the Good. Another way of saying
this is institutional legitimacy is not a bivalent concept, with institutions
either being absolutely legitimate or absolutely not. Rather, it is a concept of
degree; an institution can be more, or less, legitimate. Thus, the more and/or
the better a geoengineering governance institution fulfils the appropriate
normative criteria, the more legitimate the institution is. 21 There will be
institutional arrangements that are closer to the end of the spectrum that
characterizes clear legitimacy—we can call this robust legitimacy. And there
will be institutional arrangements that are closer to the end of the spectrum
that characterizes clear illegitimacy, while nonetheless sufficiently satisfying
the relevant criteria to be worthy of respect—we can call this weak legitima-
cy. Where a geoengineering governance institution falls upon this spectrum
will be determined by how well it satisfies the normative criteria that are
salient for the kind of institution it is.

§4 NORMATIVE CRITERIA FOR
GEOENGINEERING GOVERNANCE

What, then, are the appropriate normative criteria for an institution oversee-
ing geoengineering? There are two methodological obstacles to proceeding
with an outline of normative criteria appropriate for a climate engineering
regulatory institution. First, without knowing the precise purpose of the insti-
tution and the kind of power it has at its disposal to achieve this purpose,
nailing down clear and uncontroversial normative criteria for legitimacy as-
sessments is difficult. Not only that, remember that the Metacoordination
View sees legitimacy judgments as a social practice. The object of the prac-
tice is to reach justified agreement on shared normative criteria. Thus, we’ll
need to decide together what the main goal of this institution is and what kind
of power it ought to have to achieve such a goal.

What I offer here, then, are not the necessary and sufficient criteria that
ought to be used to judge the legitimacy of geoengineering regulation. But
given the characteristics of geoengineering technologies, the following pro-
posed criteria seem relevant for assessing whether or not a governance insti-
tution is worthy of our respect. Thus, the following criteria are a good place
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to begin a discourse that will need to gather input from participants from all
over the globe. With these words of caution in mind, the following five
subsections explore tentative normative criteria for an institution charged
with overseeing climate engineering. An institution empowered to oversee
climate engineering ought to sufficiently satisfy the normative criteria of: (1)
comparative benefit; (2) accountability; (3) transparency; (4) substantive jus-
tice; and (5) procedural justice.

§4.1 Comparative Benefit

The first normative criterion of comparative benefit is actually a necessary
condition for any justified claim to legitimacy. As mentioned previously,22 a
climate engineering regulatory institution that fails to meet the criterion of
comparative benefit ought not to receive our respect. This should be fairly
straightforward. Insofar as we are not in a better position to coordinate our
action around climate engineering with the institution than we would be
without it, we have no reason to accord it the respect it would require to
function.

There are a variety of ways in which a geoengineering governance institu-
tion could satisfy the comparative benefit criterion relative to the non-institu-
tional alternative. But in order to determine if the institution leads to greater
coordination around desirable goals, we’d first need to know what those
desirable goals are. This is a decision that is up to the international commu-
nity, but there are a number of goals that seem reasonable right off the bat.
For instance, we’d almost certainly want a governance institution to: (a) help
coordinate responsible research and disseminate the results of research to
foster a more informed debate about the technology; (b) reduce the threat of
unilateral deployment of geoengineering; (c) provide a recognized forum for
parties to voice concerns about geoengineering. If a governance institution
were to make coordination of responsible research and the dissemination of
research more difficult, or were to increase the likelihood of unilateral de-
ployment, or were to hinder the develop of forum for a responsible discus-
sion about geoengineering, then it would fail to fulfil the comparative benefit
criterion.23

Now, the idea of comparative benefit has two readings. The first is the
thought that the institution in question should lead to greater coordination
relative to the non-institutional alternative; that is, the world in which we
have an institution to oversee climate engineering must enable coordination
better than a world in which no such institution exists, ceteris paribus. I call
this the non-institutional alternative reading. The second reading of compar-
ative benefit is also counterfactual, but is not limited to merely a non-institu-
tional alternative. Under this reading of the comparative benefit criterion, the
climate engineering regulatory institution must enable greater coordination
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compared to possible alternative institutions as well. This second—more
demanding—reading, which I call the institutional alternative reading, has
four conditions. A climate engineering institution will fail the comparative
benefit criterion if there is an institutional alternative that: (a) provides sig-
nificantly greater benefits, (b) enjoys similar or even greater feasibility, (c) is
accessible without unacceptable transition costs, and (d) sufficiently fulfils
the other normative criteria.24 Thus, a climate engineering institution will be
worthy of our respect if it fulfils the comparative benefit criterion under the
non-institutional alternative reading. But insofar as there is an alternative
institution that satisfies conditions (a)–(d) mentioned above, it is that institu-
tion that should be coordinating our action around geoengineering.

§4.2 Accountability

A second normative criterion for the legitimacy of geoengineering govern-
ance is the idea of accountability. Remember that empowering an institution
to help us solve our coordination problem carries with it risks associated with
the power the institution wields. In order to make sure that power is being
used in the way we intend it to, we will want institutional agents and the
institution itself to be accountable. The norm of accountability has, according
to Buchanan and Keohane, three elements:

First, standards that those who are held accountable are expected to meet;
second, information available to accountability holders, who can then apply
the standards in question to the performance of those who are held to account;
and third, the ability of these accountability holders to impose sanctions—to
attach costs to the failure to meet the standards.25

To these three I’d like to add a fourth element that would clarify the appro-
priate group of accountability holders. It wouldn’t be hard to imagine a
scenario in which the three elements above are properly accounted for, and
yet the group of accountability holders is insufficiently restricted so as to
render the fulfilment of the first three elements hollow.

While it will be up to the international community to determine the right
standards of accountability, we can say broadly that a geoengineering
governance institution—indeed, any international institution—must not act
outside of the range of powers and prerogatives that are granted to it by the
treaty or agreement that brings it into existence. This is what Ngaire Woods
refers to as “constitutional accountability.” For example, if the institution’s
remit were confined to promoting responsible research into geoengineering
technologies, and the institution were instead funding deployment of the
technologies, this would be a clear violation of a standard of accountability.
Along with standards of “constitutional accountability,” the international
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community will want to develop standards of what Woods calls “political,”
“financial,” and “internal” accountability as well.26

However, while accountability is a normative criterion that a climate
engineering regulatory institution ought to satisfy if it is to warrant our re-
spect, it is also possible for such an institution to be overly accountable in at
least two ways. First of all, while we want institutional agents to be account-
able to the right group, we also want them to exercise their own judgment
and expertise to a certain degree. Presumably, institutional agents are better
informed than the general group of accountability holders.27 If institutional
agents are to act as responsible representatives for the accountability holders
and not merely pander to their wishes, they will require a certain (perhaps
small, perhaps larger) degree of insulation.28 This leads to the second point,
which is that—while they certainly should be part of the group of account-
ability holders—it is impossible to allow future generations to hold current
institutional agents accountable. If the current group of accountability hold-
ers has too much sway over institutional agents, they can tilt the institution’s
functioning in their favor, disregarding important duties the current genera-
tion may have to future generations. This is what Stephen Gardiner has
termed “the tyranny of the contemporary.”29 For these two reasons, we will
want to design our accountability standards with some caution.30

When it comes to identifying the right constituency of accountability
holders, it makes sense to have a tiered approach. Perhaps the most effective
accountability holders would be state representatives. State representatives
have the political influence to hold international institutions accountable and,
at least in democratic states, often do a decent job of representing the inter-
ests of their citizens. But given the fact that sometimes states fail to represent
the interests of their citizens on the international stage, there will likely be a
prominent role for sub-state actors and even collectives of individuals when
it comes to holding a geoengineering governance institution accountable. 31

§4.3 Transparency

A third normative criterion relevant to geoengineering governance is that of
transparency. Transparency is commonly defined as “the principle of ena-
bling the public to gain information about the operations and structures of a
given entity.”32 While some have highlighted the costs associated with sig-
nificant transparency,33 the norm has at least three significant functions. The
first significant function correlates to the second element of accountability
highlighted above. Transparency aids accountability holders in accessing in-
formation useful for determining how they should exercise their power of
holding institutional agents accountable. But, secondly, broad transparency
gives non-addressees of an institution the ability to analyze the institution’s
functioning and enables them to “contest the terms of accountability.”34 Fi-
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nally, transparency can serve as a kind of public justification and create more
trust for institutions and the agents that occupy senior positions.35 And it is
worth mentioning, given climate engineering’s controversial nature, that
transparency will be of the utmost importance in garnering descriptive legiti-
macy, aiding people in reaching concurrent judgments as to whether or not
the institution is worthy of our common respect. However, given the com-
plex and highly technical nature of climate change and especially geoengi-
neering, true transparency will require that the information provided be
accessible to both addressees and non-addressees of the institution. This
information ought to be accessible not merely in the sense that it is available,
but accessible in the sense that it is intelligible to institutional outsiders as
well.36

When it comes to geoengineering governance, transparency could take
many forms. For instance, meeting minutes could be recorded and made
public. If the institution is relying upon a voting procedure to make deci-
sions, voting records of the various institutional agents could be released.
And when decisions or guidelines regarding, say, field testing of technolo-
gies are issued, the institution could release an accompanying document
showing the relevant scientific literature upon which its decisions are based.
However we incorporate the norm of transparency into governance, we’ll
want to make sure that it is aiding the public in understanding the rationale
behind the processes and decisions coming out of the institution.

§4.4 Substantive Justice

A fourth normative criterion that a climate engineering regulatory institution
ought to sufficiently satisfy in order to warrant our respect is captured by the
idea of substantive justice. Institutions can deliver certain benefits and often
carry with them certain burdens as well.37 This is certainly true of an institu-
tion overseeing geoengineering. It is universally recognized that geoengi-
neering has the potential to create novel distributions of climatic benefits and
burdens.

In the abstract, the idea of substantive justice refers to just substantive
outcomes, or just distributions of the benefits and burdens produced by a
geoengineering governance institution. We generally assume that everyone
would like to secure as many of the benefits and as few of the burdens
associated with the institution’s functioning. We can imagine people having
certain claims to some of the benefits and certain claims against the burdens
associated with geoengineering governance. Substantive (or distributive) jus-
tice obtains when there is a proper balance between the competing claims to
those benefits and against the accompanying burdens. While a perfect bal-
ance between these competing claims would have to obtain for us to deter-
mine the geoengineering governance institution was perfectly just, remember
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that legitimacy assessments admit of degree. We don’t want to require a
climate engineering institution to be perfectly just in order for us to grant it
the kind of standing it needs to function. This is for at least the following two
reasons. First, we may need such an institution in order to make progress on
justice. So, “refusing to regard an institution as legitimate unless it is fully
just would be self-defeating from the standpoint of justice.”38 Second, requir-
ing that the institution be fully just in order for it to be considered legitimate
would conflate “legitimacy” and “justice” and impoverish our moral lexicon.
Thus, when making legitimacy assessments, we’ll have to determine whether
or not a geoengineering governance institution is sufficiently satisfying the
demands of substantive distributive justice to be worthy of our collective
respect, while nonetheless recognizing that it need not go all the way in
satisfying such demands.

Exactly what would count as a just substantive outcome with respect to
geoengineering (or climate change in general) is subject to ongoing debate.
But there is a modest claim about substantive justice and geoengineering that
seems to be on solid ground.39 The fact that the least well-off members of the
global community have (a) contributed the least to the genesis of climate
change, (b) have benefited the least from previous actions that have brought
about climate change, and (c) have the weakest ability to respond to the
burdens of climate change all point to the same conclusion regarding the
distribution of benefits and burdens related to geoengineering. The three
facts listed above lend support to the following conclusion: if a geoengineer-
ing governance institution is to minimally meet the normative criterion of
substantive justice, then the distribution of benefits and burdens engendered
by such an institution should (probably heavily) favor the least well-off
members of the global community. Exactly how much that distribution
should favor them is difficult to say.40 But what seems clear is that if a
geoengineering governance institution were to lead to a world in which the
least well-off members of the global community were forced to shoulder
even greater burdens than they already are in the face of anthropogenic
climate change, such an institution would fail to satisfy the normative criter-
ion of substantive justice.41

§4.5 Procedural Justice

The final normative criterion I put forward as applicable to geoengineering
governance is that of procedural justice. As was noted in the previous subsec-
tion, we will want to make sure that our governance institution is conforming
to norms of substantive justice. But the substantive distributive outcome with
respect to geoengineering is not all we care about. We are also concerned
with how it is that we go about making decisions regarding research, devel-
opment, and deployment. That is, along with substantive justice, we also care
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about procedural justice. The difference between substantive and procedural
justice can be understood as the difference between fairness in the result and
fairness in the process, respectively.42 If we think of substantive justice as a
proper balance between the competing claims to the benefits and burdens
associated with the institution, we can think of procedural justice as a proper
balance between the competing claims to participate in the decision-making
process that will determine the outcome. Just as in the case of substantive
justice, the normative criterion of procedural justice can be satisfied to a
greater or lesser degree. The more procedurally just the geoengineering
governance institution is, the more confident we can be that we are justified
in granting it the kind of respect it needs to coordinate our action. The more
procedural injustice that exists within the institution—that is, the more there
are people with claims to participation that are being ignored—the more that
will count against us collectively appraising the institution as legitimate.

As in the case of substantive justice, it is difficult to say exactly what
would count as a just procedure when it comes to making decisions about
geoengineering. But in order for such a procedure to minimally fulfil the
normative criterion of procedural justice, it would need to go some way
toward providing what I call fair terms of inclusion and fair terms of partici-
pation.43 By fair terms of inclusion, I mean that all those with legitimate
claims to participate in the decision-making process are included. By fair
terms of participation, I mean that all those included in the decision-making
process are included on justifiable terms. Again, this doesn’t provide us with
specific instructions for securing procedural justice in geoengineering
governance. But it does help us pick out clear instances of procedural injus-
tice. For example, given the potentially beneficial and potentially catastroph-
ic effects geoengineering could have on, say, those residing within small
island states, any process that failed to include these people and allow their
voices to be heard on reasonable terms of participation would be procedural-
ly unjust (regardless of the substantive outcome).44

Finally, whatever formal procedure ends up guiding the decision-making
process around geoengineering, there is a good reason to think that such a
procedure should include public participation in some way, shape, or form.
From a purely theoretical standpoint, public participation may not be strictly
necessary provided that good representatives of all those with legitimate
claims are included in the decision-making process. But including public
participation in the decision-making process with respect to geoengineering
would be valuable on two fronts. First, we know that even the best of repre-
sentatives do not always fully represent the interests of their constituents—a
problem exacerbated at the international level where (a) representatives of
democratic states are often too far removed from their constituents to ade-
quately represent their interests, and (b) representatives of nondemocratic
states often do not represent the interests of their constituents at all. Including
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public participation could go some minor way toward addressing this issue.
Second, embedding public participation of some kind into the decision-mak-
ing process can help a geoengineering governance institution secure descrip-
tive or sociological legitimacy more easily.45 That is, having members of the
public included in the institution could help a geoengineering governance
institution actually garner the respect it needs to perform its function. And
given geoengineering’s controversial nature, a governance institution will
need all the help it can get in gaining the actual support of the public.

§5. CONCLUSION

A quick recap is probably in order. This chapter began by noting that, given
geoengineering’s potential to deliver both great benefits and great harms to
various populations throughout the world, continued research, development,
and any possible deployment ought to be overseen by a legitimate govern-
ance institution. And, in order for such an institution to justifiably regulate
geoengineering, it will have to be a legitimate institution. While perhaps
everyone agrees that geoengineering governance ought to be legitimate, an
agreed upon conception of legitimacy has yet to emerge. I posited that stan-
dard conceptions of (state) legitimacy may be inadequate to determine the
legitimacy of a geoengineering regulatory institution. This is because geoen-
gineering governance is something that will take place on the international
stage, and international institutions vary dramatically in their characteristics
and functions. Given this diversity, we should adopt the broader concept of
institutional legitimacy, and then develop specific normative criteria that
each kind of institution ought to fulfil. That is the route this chapter has
taken, identifying five normative criteria that could be appropriate for mak-
ing legitimacy assessments of an institution setup to oversee climate engi-
neering.

Now, it’s clear that these normative criteria are somewhat ambiguous.
And we need to remember that there may be other normative criteria that are
also salient to legitimacy assessments of a geoengineering governance insti-
tution. Furthermore, even upon reaching a justified agreement regarding the
appropriate normative criteria for legitimacy assessments, we still need to
explore how these normative criteria can be translated into substantive stan-
dards. These standards are to serve as proxies for the normative criteria and,
thus, they will need to fall between two points. On the one hand, they need to
capture the normative criteria as closely as possible. On the other hand, they
need to be accessible to both addressees and non-addressees of the institu-
tion, and they need to be standards that could be widely accepted. Exactly
how these standards are instantiated and the judgment of whether or not they
are met must be done socially.
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Some might find this conclusion unsatisfying for perhaps two reasons.
First, one might think that geoengineering governance is going to require
significant coercive power in order to effectively coordinate our action
(which may be the case), and so such a loose conception of legitimacy is
insufficient. But remember what was said at the end of section 2. If a geoen-
gineering governance institution is wielding significant coercive power, then
it, just like states, ought to meet significantly more demanding normative
criteria to be considered legitimate. Second, what we want from a conception
of legitimacy, one might argue, are explicit necessary and sufficient condi-
tions that unmistakably spell out exactly when it is that an institution is
legitimate and when it lacks legitimacy. The Metacoordination View, clearly,
does not do that. But to the extent that we recognize legitimacy assessments
as social practices, what the Metacoordination View does do is provide us
with the right framework from which to engage in that practice. The hope is
that this chapter has clearly explicated that general framework, and done
some modest work toward generating a conception of legitimacy that will
allow us to justifiably coordinate our assessments regarding geoengineering
governance. The task of the next two chapters is to provide some content to
two specific normative criteria: substantive justice and procedural justice. By
spelling out what is meant by substantive justice and procedural justice when
it comes to geoengineering, we will have made some headway in crafting
specific substantive standards that we can use to either design or evaluate a
governance institution.
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Chapter Five

Substantive Justice

§1 INTRODUCTION

Geoengineering has the potential to reduce the residual climatic harms asso-
ciated with any realistic amount of mitigation and adaptation.1 Thus, we can
see geoengineering as potentially delivering a kind of benefit (along with,
presumably, some burdens as well) compared to some baseline of fixed
mitigation and adaptation efforts. To the extent that we want our governance
institution to be guided by the normative criterion of substantive justice, we
have to determine what a proper distribution of these benefits and burdens
would look like. Assuming that everyone has an interest in securing the
benefits and avoiding the burdens associated with geoengineering, what
would be an equitable distribution of these benefits and burdens?

In his 1999 paper, Henry Shue argues that three common-sense consider-
ations of fairness all point to the same conclusion about who should foot the
bill for climate change mitigation.2 In this chapter, I want to follow Henry
Shue and argue that three (similar, yet different) considerations of fairness all
point to the same conclusion regarding solar radiation management (SRM): if
SRM is to be deployed, equity in our overall climate policy requires that the
distribution of benefits and burdens of deployment must be skewed heavily
in favor of those who are least well off. That is, substantive justice demands
that the least well-off members of our global community should be the pri-
mary beneficiaries of any intentional intervention in the climate system.

The least well-off members of our global community ought to receive a
greater share of the benefits and a smaller share of the burdens of SRM for at
least the following three reasons: (1) they aren’t causally responsible for the
need to deploy geoengineering, that is, they aren’t causally responsible for
climate change, and thus have a strong claim against its associated burdens;
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(2) they are not the primary beneficiaries of the actions that have brought
about climate change, and so again have a strong claim against its burdens;
and (3) they have the weakest ability to respond to the burdens of climate
change, which gives them stronger claims to the benefits of geoengineering.
These are relevant considerations of fairness for determining a proper bal-
ance between the competing claims to the benefits of geoengineering and
they count toward skewing the balance in favor of those who are least well
off.

The chapter will proceed as follows. The following section shows that we
have many decisions to make with respect to SRM, and that these decisions
will impact the distribution of benefits and burdens associated with deploy-
ment. Section 3 will look at why considerations of fairness are relevant to
climate change policy. Sections 4–6 then each explore different considera-
tions that speak in favor of the benefits of SRM being aimed at those least
well-off members of the global community, and section 7 concludes the
chapter.

§2 POTENTIAL BENEFITS (AND BURDENS) OF SRM

Deciding to engineer the climate with SRM is not a binary decision, despite it
often being characterized as one. An analogy here will help. Imagine you
have a room you wish to illuminate. The decision ahead of you is not a
binary one of either having the room illuminated or not; you have decisions
to make. Do you opt for overhead lighting or table lamps? If overhead light-
ing, should it be a hanging fixture or recessed? Do you want a warm, incan-
descent bulb or a colder fluorescent one? Note that there are a number of
permutations available that will each create a novel lighting scenario for the
room in question. Similarly, with SRM, decisions surrounding deployment
are numerous and complicated. First, what kind of aerosol do we use: sulfur-
ic acid, calcium carbonate, something else? Where do we inject the aerosols:
at the equator, at 30°N, at 30°S? Do we engineer with the intention of
offsetting the disruption to the global hydrological cycle or the disruption to
average global surface temperature? If we go for temperature, do we engi-
neer enough to offset the entire temperature anomaly, or just half, or some
fraction thereof? These are just some of the many questions that will have to
be answered if SRM is ever to be deployed at the global scale. And the
decisions we make will affect the distribution of benefits and burdens pro-
duced by an engineered climate. The potential for differentiated impacts
from SRM is well-documented, as the following examples illustrate.

Peter Irvine, Andy Ridgwell, and Daniel Lunt show how using SRM to
offset any given percentage of the increase in average global surface temper-
ature since the Industrial Revolution will have varied regional effects on
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precipitation anomalies. For example, under a scenario with no geoengineer-
ing and a quadrupling of the preindustrial level of atmospheric CO2, the
United States is expected to receive, on average, 7.7 percent more precipita-
tion per year. Under the same scenario, the eastern region of China is
expected to receive, on average, a 28.6 percent increase in precipitation;
Australia is projected to have a 28 percent decrease in precipitation, and
Brazil is expected to have 34.8 percent decrease in average yearly precipita-
tion.3 If the United States was interested in offsetting the increase in average
yearly precipitation expected to be brought on by climate change, it would
advocate for a geoengineering scheme that would offset 40–50 percent of
average global surface temperature.4 If China or Australia were interested in
offsetting their increase in average yearly precipitation expected to be
brought on by climate change, they would advocate for more geoengineering,
since under a scenario with a quadrupling of CO2 and enough geoengineering
to offset the entire associated temperature increase they would experience
nearly no precipitation anomaly. Further still, if solely interested in returning
to preindustrial average precipitation values, Brazil would prefer a geoengi-
neering scheme that offset even more than 100 percent of the expected rise in
average global surface temperature associated with the quadrupling of pre-
industrial levels of atmospheric CO2.5 Thus, even if all countries agreed on
the target of offsetting changes in average yearly precipitation—a target that
would, of course, be irresponsibly myopic—they would prefer radically dif-
ferent amounts of geoengineering.

And what specific level of average global surface temperature we aim at
is not by any means the only possible point of contention. We can also expect
significant differences in climate depending upon how we achieve such a
reduction in average global surface temperature. Haywood et al. demonstrate
that where we choose to deploy geoengineering could have drastic effects on
specific climatological features. Analyzing the potential for drought in Afri-
ca’s Sahel region, Haywood et al. conclude:

deliberate geoengineering injections into the Northern Hemisphere [alone]
will preferentially load the Northern Hemisphere stratosphere causing Sahe-
lian drought, whereas stratospheric geoengineering in the Southern Hemi-
sphere [alone] will cause a significant increase in Sahel vegetation productiv-
ity or a greening of the region.6

Their study shows that even the decision of where to inject a particular
aerosol can have profound regional effects, creating novel distributions of
benefits and burdens.

Finally, the kind of aerosol used to enhance the Earth’s albedo can result
in differentiated burdens and benefits. As was noted earlier, one of the risks
of injecting sulfate particles in the upper atmosphere is the likely untoward
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side effect of hindering ozone recovery. Decreased atmospheric ozone
allows more UVB solar radiation to reach Earth’s surface, leading to an
increase in non-melanoma skin cancers.7 Of all the countries on Earth, Aus-
tralia suffers from the highest rate of nonmelanoma skin cancers, 8 which
provides Australian officials with a reason to be warry of hindering atmos-
pheric ozone recovery. They very well could be more interested in using
calcium carbonate aerosols instead of sulfates, since calcium carbonate can
actually aid ozone recovery rather than hinder it.9 With these examples in
mind, it is clear that we have choices to make with respect to SRM. 10 Even if
we all agreed that deployment was a good idea—a scenario that is unlikely to
ever come about—there would still be considerable disagreement regarding
how SRM should be deployed.

§3 FAIRNESS IN INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE POLICY

When asking how SRM should be deployed, we can approach the question
from different vantage points. For instance, we might ask, from the view
point of economics, what deployment scenario would go furthest in minimiz-
ing the expected loss climate change is projected to have on global GDP. Or
we might ask, from the perspective of ecology, what deployment scenario
does the best job of preserving biodiversity. This chapter, however, centers
on a different question. In attempting to elucidate the normative criterion of
substantive justice, we ask: What would be the fairest or most equitable
deployment of SRM? In other words, what would a distributively just de-
ployment of SRM look like?

As has been mentioned, distributive justice can be thought of as a proper
balance between competing claims to the benefits and burdens of social
cooperation.11 But one might immediately question whether considerations
of justice are apt when focusing on anthropogenic climate change.12 Do
climate change and climate change policy really count as the kind of “social
cooperation” needed to trigger considerations of distributive justice? Isn’t the
realm of international relations a war of all against all? Most theorists tend to
think there are certain conditions that must be met in order for considerations
of distributive justice to arise.13 Philosophers such as Richard Miller,14 Mi-
chael Blake,15 and Thomas Nagel,16 for instance, all claim that there must be
relations of coercion—that is, that individuals must be under the same coer-
cive state institutions—in order for considerations of distributive justice to
arise. Others, such as Andrea Sangiovanni, suggest that when individuals
stand in a relation of reciprocity to one another—that is, when they recipro-
cally maintain institutions that are necessary for a decent human life—then
and only then are considerations of distributive justice appropriate. Darrel
Moellendorf, among others, maintains that duties of distributive justice are
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triggered not by coercion or reciprocity, but rather by relations of a specific
association—only when people are “co-participants in an association of the
requisite kind”17 are considerations of distributive justice appropriate.

If it could be shown that the right kind of triggers are met in the case of
climate policy, then we could ground our evaluations of different distribu-
tions of the benefits and burdens of SRM in a specific conception of justice.
For instance, if a legally binding climate treaty with significant coercive
mechanisms were to be in effect, then it could be plausible to say that coer-
cion of the kind needed to trigger considerations of justice for theorists such
as Blake, Nagel, or Miller had been met, and we could then rely upon one of
their theories of justice to guide policy. Likewise, if we were to see the
participants of the UNFCCC as engaging in reciprocal action to maintain an
institution that is “necessary for developing and acting on a plan of life,”18

then we could embed our analysis of SRM in a reciprocity-based conception
of justice, like the one advanced by Andrea Sangiovanni. Or if the associa-
tion of 197 states aiming to protect the climate system is the right kind of
association that triggers considerations of justice for the kind of conception
advanced by Darrel Moellendorf, then we could simply analyze SRM
through that lens and arrive at a conclusion about the fair distribution of the
technology’s benefits and burdens.

If we were to take any of these routes, we would encounter a hurdle.
Relying upon a particular conception of justice to inform our thoughts on
climate policy requires what Moellendorf calls a deep justification, or a
justification “based on a comprehensive account of justice that applies to all
of the most important aspects of global justice.”19 Relying on such a deep
justification has at least two drawbacks. The first is such reliance on a specif-
ic conception of global justice would require thorough and significant justifi-
cation—justification that would require a book all to itself, making it beyond
the scope of this work. Second, the defense of any particular conception of
justice will surely fail to convince everyone. This would mean that the evalu-
ation of any deployment scenario “would stand or fall with the particular
theory of justice on which it is based.”20

Fortunately, we need not rely upon a comprehensive conception of global
justice to ground the idea that fairness is important when evaluating the
distribution of benefits and burdens of potential SRM deployment scenarios.
Following Moellendorf,21 I am going to ground the reliance upon considera-
tions of fairness in the relatively noncontroversial idea that climate policy
ought to be governed by the norms already agreed to in the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. In 1992, 197 countries all com-
mitted to “protect the climate system for the benefit of present and future
generations of humankind, on the basis of equity and in accordance with their
common but differentiated responsibilities and respective capabilities.”22 As
Henry Shue points out, “What diplomats and lawyers call equity incorporates
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important aspects of what ordinary people everywhere call fairness.”23 As-
suming that SRM would be part of our overall climate policy, and assuming
that we recognize the norms embedded in the UNFCCC constrain our cli-
mate policy with considerations of fairness, the question is: What would be a
fair distribution of the benefits and burdens of SRM? The following sections
will outline three considerations of fairness that count in favor of making
sure that the burdens of SRM are not thrust upon those who are least well off.

§4 CAUSAL RESPONSIBILITY

If climate change were a natural phenomenon, meaning that no human or
group of humans could justifiably be attributed responsibility for its genesis,
then our evaluation of geoengineering and climate policy in general would be
starkly different. The climate change we are experiencing and will continue
to experience in the future, however, is not a natural phenomenon. There is,
of course, natural variability in the climate, but, that natural variability not-
withstanding, the main driver behind the increase in average global surface
temperature in the past century is clear. The climate change we are experi-
encing (and will continue to experience into the future) is driven by anthro-
pogenic greenhouse gases. “Their effects, together with those of other
anthropogenic drivers, have been detected throughout the climate system and
are extremely likely to have been the dominant cause of the observed warm-
ing since the mid-20th century.”24

If it is anthropogenic greenhouse gases that are almost entirely respon-
sible for climate change, then who is responsible for the accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere? When talking about responsibility for
climate change, it is important to keep certain distinctions in mind. The first
pertinent distinction is that between moral and causal responsibility. When I
say, “The drought was responsible for the crop failure” or “The waves were
responsible for eroding the coastline,” what I mean to say is there was a
relation of cause and effect. I mean to say that the drought caused the crops
to fail and that the waves caused the erosion of the coastline. These are
purely descriptive statements that do not necessarily carry any moral weight.
After all, it would be absurd to assign moral praise or blame to things like
droughts or waves. And while statements of causal responsibility can be
appropriate for inanimate objects and events, statements of causal respon-
sibility can also be made about moral agents. I can say, “Dustin fired the
gun,” which means simply that Dustin caused the gun to fire. As just men-
tioned, statements of causal responsibility do not necessarily assign praise or
blame, even when uttered about moral agents.

Who is causally responsible for the buildup of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere? The answer that is commonly given is: the early-industrialized,
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wealthy countries of the world. Henry Shue writes, “The industrial activities
and accompanying lifestyles of the [developed countries] have inflicted ma-
jor global damage upon the earth’s atmosphere.”25 Stephen Gardiner claims
that “the responsibility for historical and current emissions lies predominant-
ly with the richer, more powerful nations.”26 In the same vein, Eric Neumay-
er says “global warming is caused by cumulative emissions and the
developed countries have contributed much more to cumulated emissions
than the developing world.”27 In fact, the idea that the developed nations of
the world are primarily causally responsible for the increased concentration
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is almost universally recognized. The
third paragraph in the preamble to the United Nations Framework Conven-
tion on Climate Change reads, “The largest share of historical and current
global emissions of greenhouse gases has originated in developed coun-
tries.”28

If we look at causal historical responsibility for the accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, here is what we find. Using data derived
from the World Resources Institute’s Climate Analysis Indicator Tool
(CAIT), we can see that roughly 750,000 Mmt CO2 have been released in
between the years of 1850 and 1990.29 Now, while a complete disaggrega-
tion of these emissions is impossible, a relatively accurate disaggregation has
been calculated and divided up among various nations. Using the United
States, the European Union, China, India, Brazil, and Sierra Leone as exam-
ples, the data is quite explicit about who is causally responsibly for the rise in
atmospheric CO2 concentrations over the past century and a half. While the
United States is currently one of the highest overall and per capita emitters,
the states of Europe have a longer history of industrialization and thus have
almost identical emissions over the 150-year period. Now, there have obvi-
ously been many other players involved over the past years, but both the
United States and the European Union are each responsible for about 32
percent of the historical emissions up to 1990. China weighs in with only 5
percent, India with 1.5 percent and Brazil reaches a mere 0.6 percent of
emissions prior to 1990.30 Most importantly, even though Sierra Leone has
contributed something over the past years, its contribution is relatively so
miniscule that it does not earn it one-tenth of a percent of causal responsibil-
ity.

If we were to grant this causal responsibility moral relevance when as-
sessing the claims to the potential benefits of SRM, the conclusion would be
rather clear. It would be unfair to deploy geoengineering under a scenario in
which the benefits of the technology went to those in the industrialized
countries who caused the problem, and even more unfair to pass further
burdens along to those in the developing countries of the world who bear
little causal responsibility for the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmos-
phere.31
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There are two different ways in which moral relevance or moral respon-
sibility could be connected to causal responsibility. The moral relevance of
causal responsibility can be divided into two sub-cases: fault and no-fault. 32

To illustrate how causal responsibility can generate no-fault moral respon-
sibility, imagine you park your car on the street overnight. Suppose your
neighbor, exercising due caution and genuinely attempting to safely guide
her car down the road, happens to swipe your side-view mirror clean off your
car. There is no doubting her causal responsibility for the damage done to
your car, but she didn’t intend such damage and was in no way acting
negligently. Accidents, unfortunately, happen. Despite her driving with ap-
propriate care and not even remotely intending to damage your car, we none-
theless think she is morally responsible for the damage she has caused. This
is an example of no-fault moral responsibility.33 She is not blameworthy for
her actions, but they are nonetheless morally relevant when assessing what
should be done about the broken side view mirror.

Contrast this example of no-fault moral responsibility with the following.
You park your car on the street overnight. Having just enjoyed five delicious
Sculpin Indian Pale Ales at the Ballast Point Brewery, I decide I am going to,
despite my drunkenness, drive home. I manage to make it all the way to our
neighborhood without an accident. But, just when I am almost home, I fall
asleep at the wheel and swipe your side view mirror clean off your car. Just
as in the first case, I am undoubtedly causally responsible for the damage
done to your car. But in this case, not only am I causally responsible for the
damage, I am also morally responsible and at fault. That is to say that in
addition to being morally responsible for the cost of replacing the side-view
mirror, I am also blameworthy for my actions.

These examples highlight some of the important conditions for attaching
fault to an agent casually responsible for an outcome. Moellendorf argues
there are four relevant conditions for attributing fault to a party:

(1) outcome—the outcome must be credited to the agent; (2) care—the agent’s
action must have contravened a standard of care, to which it is reasonable to
hold an agent; (3) voluntariness—the agent must have acted voluntarily; and
(4) knowledge—the agent must have acted with knowledge about the likely
outcomes of her action.34

Now, at least two problems with attributing fault to those in the developed
countries of the world for their excessive emissions become immediately
evident. First, the fourth condition mentioned above by Moellendorf—that of
knowledge of the likely outcomes—does not hold. An agent must have
knowledge of the harm she is causing in order to be assigned fault for an
action. Knowledge of climate change and its genesis was anything but wide-
spread prior to 1990. This being the case, it seems doubtful that we can hold
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people or nations morally at fault for a harmful action to which they had no
knowledge they were contributing. Second, we can’t say that those in the
industrialized countries were failing to show an appropriate standard of care
either. Without knowledge of the harmful effects of an overabundance of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, it is unreasonable to say that any duty of
care was violated. For at least these two reasons, it would seem that the basis
for holding the wealthy nations at fault for their historical emissions is under-
mined.

But what of a no-fault account of the moral relevance of past emissions?
A no-fault account of past emissions would be somewhat similar to the old
adage of “you break it, you buy it.” It’s not that you are at fault or morally
blameworthy for breaking, say, an expensive vase in a flower shop. After all,
accidents happen. But we do think your causal connection to the broken vase
is morally relevant when deciding who should bear the costs of replacement.
This is the idea behind strict liability. Under this no-fault account, the agent
or agents causally responsible for an event are held strictly liable for its
consequences and the costs those consequences may induce. This seems
appropriate for the subject matter of climate change. After all, not only were
people acting unintentionally when emitting GHGs into the atmosphere, but
the fact that this action would bring about harm also depended upon circum-
stances outside of their control, such as the heat-trapping properties of the
greenhouse gases they were emitting. Nonetheless, there are harms that are
resulting from their actions, and it would be unfair to ignore this when
negotiating our climate policy.35

So, under an account of strict liability, states are not at fault for their
historical emissions—they are not blameworthy—but they are morally re-
sponsible for the harm these emissions will bring about. They are morally
responsible in the sense that the driver in our previous example is responsible
for the damage she caused to her neighbor’s car. Holding states strictly liable
for their historical emissions places moral weight on the fact that those in
wealthy countries are the ones who have caused the problem, and thus their
claim to have the burdens of climate change alleviated through SRM are
weaker than the claims of those in developing countries. Fairness seems to
require us to place at least some moral weight on this consideration.

However, there is one significant difficulty with holding the members of
wealthy states liable for historical emissions. The vast majority of those
causally responsible for historical emissions are now dead. It could be ob-
jected that it is unfair to hold current citizens of the early-industrialized
world liable for actions taken before they were even born. But, even if those
in wealthy countries reduced their emissions to zero today—a feat that has
yet to happen and is not projected to occur in this half of the century 36—there
may still be a morally relevant connection between current citizens and these
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emissions prior to their comings into existence. This morally relevant con-
nection is the topic of the next section.

However, even if we decide to ignore past emissions and look at more
recent contributions to the stock of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, we
still find it is the citizens of the wealthy, industrialized states that are primari-
ly responsible for the continued buildup of heat-trapping gases.37 Looking at
per capita emissions in 1990 when the IPCC released its first assessment
report, we see that citizens in high-income countries were still releasing
much more than the global mean. On average, citizens in high-income coun-
tries were releasing 11.5 metric tons of CO2 in 1990. Compare that to the
average emission of 2.1 metric tons of CO2 from citizens in low- and middle-
income countries.38 And if we fast-forward to today, we see that citizens of
wealthy countries are still emitting, on average, more than those in low- and
middle-income countries. While the emissions of those in high-income coun-
tries have decreased since 1990, they are still well above the global average.
The average yearly emissions of those in high-income countries was still 11
metric tons of CO2 in 2013, more than triple that of the average of 3.5 metric
tons of CO2 from an individual in a low- or middle-income country.39 Thus,
even if we ignore emissions prior to 1990, we see that citizens in developed
countries have been contributing disproportionately to the continuing buildup
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. To the extent that we think such a
continued disproportionate contribution to the problem has moral relevance
when assessing the claims people have to the benefits of climate remediation
technology, we should be confident in claiming that those in the developing
world have stronger claims to the benefits that SRM can offer and that any
deployment of the technology ought to favor them on grounds of fairness.

§5 BENEFICIARY RESPONSIBILITY

The previous section outlined the disproportionate historical contribution to
climate change on the part of those residing in developed countries. It was
suggested that we consider these historical emissions morally relevant when
determining the proper balance between the competing claims of current
individuals to the benefits of geoengineering. But it was noted that some may
question the moral relevance of past emissions on grounds of fairness. The
thought was that it would be unfair to hold current generations morally
responsible for the emissions of their ancestors. Side-stepping this objection,
it was shown that even a narrow focus on more current emissions after 1990
led to the same conclusion. Even current members of the developed world
are disproportionately causally responsible for anthropogenic climate change
compared to those in the developing world, and this causal responsibility is
morally relevant.
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But abandoning historical contributions to climate change and relying
merely upon current causal responsibility when assessing the fairness of our
overall climate policy faces a countervailing objection. 40 If we disregard
emissions prior to 1990, then at some point in the future we will have to
conclude that it is those in the developing world who are responsible for
greater contributions to climate change. After all, a child born in Sweden
today will release on average 4.6 metric tons of CO2 each year, with that
number decreasing as time passes. A child born in Equatorial Guinea today
will release on average about 6.8 metric tons of CO2 each year, with that
number increasing as time passes.41 Completely disregarding emissions prior
to 1990 and focusing on greenhouse gases that have been emitted with
knowledge of their harmful effects would have us conclude that those in the
developing world, in their attempt to escape crippling poverty, will soon be
the ones primarily responsible for climate change.42

For this reason, many think it would be morally unacceptable to ignore
previous emissions. In an attempt to hang on to historical emissions, some
ground their moral relevance in the idea of beneficiary responsibility. Like
the idea of strict liability, beneficiary responsibility is also a no-fault account.
However, unlike strict liability, beneficiary responsibility does not require
any causal connection to the genesis of the problem. Beneficiaries of the
actions that have brought about climate change are not causally responsible,
but they nonetheless have a connection to the cause of the problem through
the relation of benefiting from it. The simple thought associated with benefi-
ciary responsibility, then, is that those who have benefited from the actions
that cause climate change are morally responsible for the burdens it is going
to bring about. This responsibility would, in turn, make their claims to relief
from climatic burdens through SRM weaker than the claims of those who
have not enjoyed such benefits.

Who is it that has benefited from the historical emissions that are largely
responsible for climate change? Henry Shue answers that question with an-
other question. He asks: What is the difference between being born today in
Belgium and being born today in Bangladesh?

Clearly one of the most fundamental differences is that the Belgian infant is
born into an industrial society and the Bangladeshi infant is not. Even the
medical setting for the birth itself, not to mention the level of prenatal care
available to the expectant mother, is almost certainly vastly more favourable
for the Belgian than the Bangladeshi. Childhood nutrition, educational oppor-
tunities and life-long standards of living are likely to differ enormously be-
cause of the difference between an industrialized and a non-industrialized
economy. In such respects current generations are, and future generations
probably will be, continuing beneficiaries of earlier industrial activity. 43
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This attribution of benefits is echoed by Peter Singer who writes, “the [cur-
rent] wealth of the developed nations is inextricably tied to their prodigious
use of carbon fuels.”44 And Eric Neumayer writes, “There can be no doubt
that the development of the ‘Northern’ countries was eased, if not made
feasible in the first place, by having had the possibility of burning large
amounts of fossil fuel with the consequence of an accumulation of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.”45

Now, the conclusion that the benefits of historical emissions have accrued
to the members of the wealthy, early-industrialized states can be contested.
One might agree that some of the benefits have gone to those in the devel-
oped countries, but that those residing in developing countries have surely
benefited as well. As Neumayer points out, Grubb et al. “argue that past
emissions enabled the development of public goods such as modern medicine
or better technologies that have also raised living standards in developing
countries and make it easier for later developing countries to gain the same
living standards with less emissions.”46

The thought that individuals outside of high-emitting states have also
benefited from those historically high emissions is uncontestable. But so, too,
is the thought that, while some benefits have leaked out to members of other
countries, the vast majority of the benefits of historical emissions are enjoyed
by individuals born into already developed countries. If we conceive of the
benefits of such historical emissions as monetary income, it’s clear that those
living in countries with historically high per capita emissions now enjoy
significantly higher incomes than those living in countries with historically
low per capita emissions. Janssen et al., for example, demonstrate that coun-
tries’ past contributions to atmospheric CO2 concentrations can account for
up to two-thirds of the current variations in per capita GDP.47 And if we were
to use human development as an index for calculating the benefits of histori-
cal emissions, we see that no country in the group of those labeled as “very
highly developed” has been able to get there without significant per capita
emissions in the past. South Korea and Swaziland are perfect examples. In
the thirty-year period from 1975 to 2005, South Korean per capita emissions
rose from 2.3 metric tons of CO2 to 9.7 metric tons; contemporaneously, the
country’s Human Development Index (HDI) score rose from .713 to .921.
Swaziland, on the other hand, has not been so fortunate. In the thirty-year
period from 1975 to 2005, Swaziland’s per capita emissions barely rose from
0.63 metric tons of CO2 to 0.9 metric tons; contemporaneously, the country’s
HDI score rose merely from .527 to .547. The relation of per capita emissions
to HDI is certainly far from perfect—a number of factors other than per
capita emissions contribute to a country’s development. But it is also clear
that with its higher per capita emissions, South Korea was able to reach a
high level of development, while Swaziland was not. Different studies have
concluded that, while not sufficient, high per capita emissions are a necessary
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condition for human development—at least until cleaner energy becomes
more readily available and cheaper.48 So while the benefits of GHG emis-
sions may leak out to other corners of the globe, evidence suggests that the
relation between historical emitters and current beneficiaries is a strong one.

Relying upon beneficiary responsibility to reach the conclusion that the
benefits of SRM should be directed toward those in the developing world
faces another challenge. Some think that holding beneficiaries responsible
for the actions of others, even if they have benefited from such actions, is
insufficient to ground any moral responsibility on the side of the beneficiary.
For instance, imagine my neighbor fixes up her house, thereby raising the
property value of my home too. I have not participated in the action in any
way, and yet I am undeniably a beneficiary; I am enjoying a positive exter-
nality of her work. But my benefitting from her home improvement does not
seem morally relevant. When I go to sell my home, I in no way have a moral
responsibility to share some of the extra money I’ll receive with her or
anyone else. Merely being a beneficiary of someone else’s action is insuffi-
cient to ground moral responsibility; there must be more to the picture.49

Most theorists think that, for beneficiary responsibility to be morally sali-
ent, the action from which one benefits must have been either wrongful or
unjust. We have already established that wealthy states should not be held at
fault or blamed for their early development that relied upon intensive green-
house gas emissions. So it does not seem as if present-day members of
wealthy states are the beneficiaries of any blameworthy consumption of the
global atmospheric sink. But the disproportionate consumption of the atmos-
phere’s absorptive capacity by the early-industrialized states does seem to
constitute a kind of unjust enrichment, to use the language of Edward Page.50

There has been an imbalance in the distribution of the benefits of a common
global commodity. Page explains:

The generation of significant benefits, which became concentrated in the de-
veloped states, both in the form of accumulated wealth and national income,
can be traced to the exploitation of the storage and sink capacity of the climate
system, which itself should be viewed as commonly, or jointly, owned by all
states. . . . The behavior of developed states since 1750 can be conceived as an
instance of accidental, but nevertheless profitable, trespass on the atmospheric
commons the value of which should be spread across all states more evenly
than is presently the case.51

Previous generations’ reaping of the benefits of industrialization and green-
house gas emission while passing the burdens onto the poor of current and
future generations—notwithstanding their ignorance of the situation—should
be considered an injustice given that it is making it difficult for current and
future generations to even meet their basic needs.52 The fact that those in the
developed world have (unjustly) benefited more from the historical emis-
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sions that are still to this day driving climate change is morally relevant when
assessing claims to the benefits and burdens of the deployment of geoengi-
neering. Their beneficiary responsibility weakens their claims to the benefits
of SRM. Conversely, the fact that those in the developing world have bene-
fited the least from the activities that are bringing about climate change
provides us with a reason to count their claims to the benefits of SRM as
comparatively stronger.53

§6 ABILITY

Notions of both causal and beneficiary responsibility push us toward the
conclusion that SRM ought to be used to benefit the least well-off members
of the globe—generally speaking, those in the developing world. But putting
aside the developed countries’ disproportionate casual responsibility for cli-
mate change, and putting aside the fact that they have (unjustly) benefited
from the historical emissions of those now long dead, we have another reason
to weight their claims to the benefits of SRM less heavily. One of those
reasons rests on another no-fault conception of responsibility: the idea of
differentiated abilities to respond to climate change.

We know that those in developing countries are going to be hit harder by
climate change. But imagine that every country were to experience the same
negative effects of a warmed world. And imagine again that climate change
were not attributable to human activities, but were an unfortunate natural
phenomenon. Even if that were so, a commitment to equity in our climate
policy would require us to consider the developing countries’ lack of ability
to respond to the problem as a relevant factor. If we were motivated by a
shortsighted conception of equality, we might assign the benefits and bur-
dens of SRM as equally as possible across different populations. But a com-
mitment to equity and the recognition of differentiated capacities to cope
with the changing climate gives rise to claims of differing strengths. Those in
developing countries would have a greater claim to the benefits of SRM
because they have less of an ability to respond to climate change. That is,
even if the climatic effects that were to visit the globe were equally distrib-
uted, someone in a developing country taking on the same climatic effect as
someone in a developed country would translate into a much heavier burden,
contravening the idea of fairness or equity.

Again, the idea of differentiated abilities does not attribute fault to those
with greater ability to respond to the problem. Rather, it attributes moral
relevance to their greater ability in the same way that a country with a
progressive tax system attributes moral relevance to the wealth or income of
its citizens when deciding upon the distribution of benefits and burdens of
social programs. The wealthier members of a country with a progressive tax
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system are taxed more not because they are at fault for the relative lack of
wealth of others within their country. Rather, they are taxed more either
because it is thought they have benefited more from the social cooperation
made possible by the state, or perhaps simply because they have the ability to
contribute more to the provision of important social programs. Under either
explanation, they are not at fault for the relative lack of wealth and lower
incomes of their compatriots, but they are held morally responsible for their
(larger) share of taxes. To wit, we think their greater wealth is morally
relevant when dividing up the national tax burden.

To the extent that we recognize climate policy as a cooperative venture,
and to the extent that we want this cooperative venture to be regulated by
norms of equity, we should take the varying abilities of states into account
when assessing how the benefits and burdens of SRM ought to be distributed.
But even if we accept the idea that a country’s or an individual’s ability to
cope with climate change is morally salient when assessing the proper distri-
bution of benefits and burdens of SRM, an ancillary question immediately
arises. How should we measure a country’s or an individual’s ability or lack
of ability to respond to climate change? One straightforward suggestion
would be to look at wealth. Climate change will carry with it many financial
burdens, and the more disposable wealth one has available, the more one will
be able to cope with those financial burdens. If we were to use wealth as an
indicator of ability to respond to climate change, we could look at GDP per
capita to determine which countries had the greatest ability to respond to
climate change and which countries lacked such ability. We would find that
countries like Luxembourg, Switzerland, and Norway have the greatest abil-
ity to respond while countries like South Sudan, Burundi, and Malawi are
least able.54 This would imply that Luxembourg, Switzerland, and Norway—
along with other countries with high GDP per capita—would have the weak-
est claims to the potential benefits of SRM, while South Sudan, Burundi, and
Malawi—along with other countries with meagre per capita GDP—would
have the strongest claims to the benefits of geoengineering.

Despite being a reasonable place to start, wealth is not the best indicator
of one’s ability to cope to climate change. An even better indicator of ability
to cope with climate change would be the idea of human development. Given
that it takes into account more aspects of what we think broadly constitute
the idea of ability to shoulder burdens and forego benefits, the Human Devel-
opment Index (HDI) is a better way to measure the strength of claims to
benefits and burdens of SRM.55 If we were to rely upon the HDI, we would
determine that countries with very high human development have weaker
claims to the benefits of SRM than countries with low human development.
This would imply that countries like Norway, Australia, and Switzerland—
the three countries with the highest HDI ranking for 2015—have weaker
claims to the benefits of SRM than countries like Niger, the Central Africa
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Republic, and Eritrea—the three countries with the lowest HDI ranking for
2015.

The HDI is certainly a better indicator of ability to respond to climate
change than a narrow focus on wealth. But there are at least two immediate
problems with relying exclusively upon either wealth or human development
to determine those with the strongest claims to the benefits of SRM. The first
is that both wealth and development fail to take into account that individuals
in different countries will have varying capacities to translate their wealth or
development into an ability to respond to climate change. There would be
have to something akin to the idea of purchasing power parity with respect to
the conversion of these metrics to an ability to deal with climate change. The
second and more pressing objection to using wealth or human development
as an indicator is that it completely disregards exposure to harmful climatic
events. For instance, according the International Monetary Fund, both the
Netherlands and Austria boast a GDP per capita of roughly $45,000 for 2016
and both are in the HDI’s group of countries with “very high human develop-
ment.”56 However, while both countries have nearly identical numbers for
per capita GDP and similar human development, the Netherlands will face
significantly different exposure to the effects of climate change through sea-
level rise, something a land-locked country like Austria does not have to
worry as much about.

Perhaps the best measure of the strength of one’s claims to the benefits
and burdens of SRM is a measure of one’s vulnerability to climate change.
The more vulnerable one is to climate change, the stronger one’s claims to
the benefits of SRM; conversely, the less vulnerable one is, the weaker one’s
claims to the benefits of SRM. Researchers at the University of Notre Dame
have compiled what they call the Global Adaptation Index that measures,
among other things, varying vulnerabilities. According to the index, vulner-
ability “measures a country’s exposure, sensitivity and ability to adapt to the
negative impact of climate change. ND-GAIN measures the overall vulner-
ability by considering vulnerability in six life-supporting sectors—food,
water, health, ecosystem service, human habitat and infrastructure.”57 Ac-
cording to the Notre Dame Index, those countries most vulnerable to climate
change are Chad, Burundi, Somalia, the Central Africa Republic, and Eritrea;
the countries least vulnerable to climate change are the United Kingdom,
Germany, Denmark, Norway, the United States.58

If we were to attribute moral salience to the idea of vulnerability, we
would conclude that those residing in the countries that are most vulnerable
to climate change have the greatest claim to the potential benefits of SRM.
There is no fault being attributed to those residing in the least vulnerable
countries. Rather, we are simply maintaining that, as a matter of fairness,
those who are most vulnerable have greater claims to the potential benefits
and greater claims against the potential burdens of SRM. Fairness would thus
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require us to choose a distributive scenario in which the benefits are directed
primarily toward individuals residing within vulnerable countries and the
burdens are directed away from them.

Now, I have not offered a convincing argument in favor of considering
vulnerability as the proper interpretation of one’s ability to respond to cli-
mate change. It seems intuitively plausible, and certainly seems a better
metric than per capita income or HDI ranking. Nonetheless, I assume that
there is a correct (or least reasonably acceptable) standard for measuring
one’s ability to respond to climate change. Whatever that proper standard is,
it is relevant for determining the appropriate balance between the competing
claims to the benefits and against the burdens associated with geoengineer-
ing. Those who have the least ability to respond to climate change ought to
receive a greater share of the benefits of geoengineering, and ought to be
sheltered from its associated burdens.

§7 CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have given some content to the normative criterion of sub-
stantive justice as it relates to geoengineering. I argue that three considera-
tions of fairness all count in favor of distributing the benefits and burdens of
SRM most heavily in favor of the least well-off members of the globe. I want
to emphasize the importance of this convergence. There are few in the philo-
sophical literature who argue that those in the developing world morally
deserve to shoulder the greater burdens of climate change. There is signifi-
cant disagreement about why that is the case. For instance, some argue that
those in the developing world should be relieved of some of the burdens they
will face due to their lack of historical responsibility for the problem. Some
argue they have claims against climatic burdens due to the fact that they have
benefited the least from the actions that are driving climate change. Others
argue it is their lack of ability to shoulder such burdens that gives them
stronger claims against them. It is important to note that, while identifying
different grounds for their conclusions, nearly everyone within the philo-
sophical literature arrives at the same conclusion: the excessive burdens cli-
mate change places on those in the developing world is unfair.

Given the unfairness of the burdens that are being thrust upon those in the
developing world, this chapter argued that they have a stronger claim for
those burdens to be alleviated through SRM. In other words, this is what
substantive justice requires of geoengineering. It is possible that you find the
argument from causal responsibility irrelevant to climate policy. Perhaps it’s
the idea of beneficiary responsibility that seems inapt. But when various
considerations, all identifying different grounds, deliver us to the same con-
clusion, that conclusion should not be ignored. I am not sure of what to say
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about a counterfactual scenario in which considerations of casual responsibil-
ity identified one group, beneficiary responsibility identified a different
group, and ability pointed toward yet another group as the morally appropri-
ate beneficiaries of geoengineering. Fortunately for our analysis, all roads
have led to Rome. Whether we place moral weight on the idea of causal
responsibility, beneficiary responsibility, or ability, we reach the same con-
clusion. For geoengineering to conform to the normative criterion of substan-
tive justice, the deployment scenario we endorse should significantly favor
those who are least well off.
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Chapter Six

Procedural Justice

§1 INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter looked at the normative criterion of substantive justice
and determined what would be a fair distribution of the benefits and burdens
of stratospheric aerosol injection (SAI). A fair distribution of the benefits and
burdens of SAI would be one that heavily favors the least well-off members
of our global community. So, in order for us to justifiably grant a geoengi-
neering governance institution the respect it needs to coordinate our action, it
must go some way toward satisfying the demands of substantive justice. But
the substantive distributive outcome is not all we care about. We also care
about how the decisions regarding research, development, and deployment
are arrived at. That is, along with substantive justice, a geoengineering
governance institution ought to also sufficiently satisfy the demands of pro-
cedural justice. The difference between substantive and procedural justice
can be understood as the difference between fairness in the result and fair-
ness in the process, respectively.1 Though, while the two concepts clearly
pick out different values, there are few who would consider them completely
independent. Most would recognize that any plausible conception of proced-
ural justice must take substantive justice into account, and vice versa. As
Rawls remarks, “the justice of a procedure always depends . . . on the justice
of its likely outcome, or on substantive justice.”2 So, with the previous chap-
ter focusing on a fair result, the focus of this chapter is on the normative
criterion of procedural justice: the fairness of the decision-making process
governing SAI.

The main philosophical task of the chapter is to put forward a general
principle that can provide some content to the normative criterion of proced-
ural justice used to assess the legitimacy of SAI governance. The kind of
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general principle we are looking for is one that can provide (a) fair terms of
inclusion—that is, an answer to the question of who ought to be included in
the decision-making process—and (b) fair terms of participation—that is, an
answer to the question of how those who ought to be included should be
allowed to participate. We need a principle that can answer both the who and
how questions of procedural justice in a way that that all interested parties, if
fully informed and motivated to reach agreement, could not reasonably re-
ject. With such a general principle of procedural justice in hand, the second
(more applied) task of the chapter is to then identify some real-world impli-
cations of relying upon such a principle to design or evaluate an institution
charged with overseeing SAI research, development, and deployment.

The chapter is organized into seven sections. The following section will
start with an outline of different notions of procedural justice: “imperfect,”
“perfect,” “pure,” and “quasi-pure procedural justice.” Section 3 then lays
out the instrumental and intrinsic value of procedural justice and why it is
that we should concern ourselves with fair processes at all. It will be argued
that fair processes have both instrumental and intrinsic value. They have
instrumental value in that they can secure desirable outcomes, and intrinsic
value in that they allow us to both (a) fulfil our natural duties of justice, and
(b) relate to one another in a morally valuable way. Section 4 then looks at
general principles that can fill out the normative criterion of procedural jus-
tice to be used in legitimacy assessments. After surveying the All Affected
Principle and the Equal Influence Principle, the section concludes that the
Proportionality Principle is the best general principle to fill out the normative
criterion of procedural justice. The Proportionality Principle says that deci-
sion-making power should be proportional to the claims that individuals have
to influence the decision. I argue the Proportionality Principle does the best
job of justifiably providing fair terms of inclusion and fair terms of participa-
tion for an SAI decision-making process. Section 5 addresses the objection
that apportioning decision-making power according to the strength of indi-
vidual claims is infeasible and thus a poor norm to guide geoengineering
governance. I identify two understandings of infeasibility, arguing that the
kind of political infeasibility that may aptly apply to the Proportionality
Principle is not normatively troubling. The task of section 6 is to work out
the implications the Proportionality Principle entails for the real-world deci-
sion-making process around SAI. Section 7 concludes the chapter.

§2 PROCEDURAL JUSTICE: PERFECT, IMPERFECT, PURE,
AND QUASI-PURE

As was just stated, procedural justice refers to the fairness of a decision-
making process. There are three common notions of procedural justice that
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we would do well to acknowledge: “imperfect procedural justice,” “perfect
procedural justice,” and “pure procedural justice.”3 While each of these
kinds of procedural justice is appropriate under different circumstances, none
of them are a perfect fit for geoengineering governance. Instead, this section
concludes that a notion of “quasi-pure procedural justice” should be adopted
for SAI decision-making. But before outlining the idea of quasi-pure proced-
ural justice, let’s look at three different, yet related, notions—those of imper-
fect, perfect, and pure procedural justice.

§2.1 Imperfect Procedural Justice

The notion of imperfect procedural justice is marked by situations in which
(a) there is an independent criterion for the correct outcome, but (b) no sure-
fired procedure to deliver it. The commonly referenced example of imperfect
procedural justice is that of a criminal trial. In every criminal trial, there is an
independent criterion for the correct outcome: a guilty defendant should be
convicted while an innocent defendant should be acquitted. However, while
the independent criterion for the correct outcome is known, there is no
known procedure that will certainly and unfailingly deliver us to such an
outcome. Sometimes, perhaps the vast majority of the time, the trial proce-
dure does, in fact, deliver the desired result—to wit, most of the time inno-
cent defendants are found innocent and guilty defendants are convicted. But
it may be impossible to design the legal code and the rules governing crimi-
nal proceedings so as to ensure that a guilty defendant is convicted if and
only if he or she has, in fact, committed the crime of which he or she is
accused. This is why we rely upon the trial process to hopefully deliver the
correct ruling. Given the imperfect nature of the system, criminal trials are
good examples of imperfect procedural justice.

§2.2 Perfect Procedural Justice

Imperfect procedural justice can be contrasted with perfect procedural jus-
tice. Perfect procedural justice is marked by situations in which there is not
only an independent criterion for a just outcome, but also a sure-fired proce-
dure to deliver this outcome. To illustrate the notion of perfect procedural
justice, consider dividing up a chocolate cake. Assume everyone wants as
much of the cake as possible, and that no one’s claim to the cake is any
stronger than anyone else’s. Under this scenario, the fair division of the cake
would be an equal division. Everyone should receive a slice of cake that is
equally the size of any other slice. Thus, the substantively fair division is
known ahead of time. Not only is the fair division known ahead of time, but
there is also a fool-proof process to deliver such an outcome. As Rawls notes,
“the obvious solution is to have one man divide the cake and get the last
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piece, the others being allowed to pick before him. He will divide the cake
equally, since in this way he assures for himself the largest share possible.”4

Cake division is the paradigmatic example of perfect procedural justice since
there is both (a) a predetermined outcome to be aimed at and (b) a reliable
process to deliver that outcome.

§2.3 Pure Procedural Justice

Pure procedural justice, on the other hand, is the mirror-image or opposite of
imperfect procedural justice. Pure procedural justice is marked by situations
in which (a) there is no independent criterion for determining the just out-
come, but (b) there is a correct or fair procedure that, when properly fol-
lowed, makes the outcome similarly correct or fair. Rawls writes,

This situation is illustrated by gambling. If a number of persons engage in a
series of fair bets, the distribution of cash after the last bet is fair, or at least not
unfair, whatever this distribution is. I assume here that fair bets are those
having a zero expectation of gain, that the bets are made voluntarily, that no
one cheats, and so on. The betting procedure is fair and freely entered into
under conditions that are fair. Thus the background circumstances define a fair
procedure. Now any distribution of cash summing to the initial stock held by
all individuals could result from a series of fair bets. In this sense all of these
particular distributions are equally fair.5

Robert Nozick saw free-market transactions as examples of pure procedural
justice. He argued that there is no predetermined or “patterned” state of
affairs that can be considered just ex ante. Rather, if the right process is
followed (namely, a process governed by his principle of justice in transfer),
the distribution of resources at the end of the process is just, whatever the
distribution happens to be.6 Some theorists see idealized democratic proce-
dures as examples of pure procedural justice. They note there is no predeter-
mined set of laws that create substantively just outcomes. Citizens thus rely
upon the democratic process as a form of pure procedural justice, making the
outcome of the process just, whatever the specific laws turn out to be.

But this commitment to pure proceduralism in the democratic process is
difficult to justify when majorities exercise their power to bring about sub-
stantive outcomes that are unacceptable to minorities, even when such
outcomes are brought about in “democratic” ways.7 This is why many demo-
cratic theorists place constraints on the acceptability of outcomes, even when
they are the result of a fair democratic process. Thomas Christiano refers to
this as “moderate proceduralism,” which denotes something along the lines
of pure procedural justice with substantive constraints upon the outcome of
the procedure—constraints that are generally conceived of as civil rights. 8
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§2.4 Quasi-Pure Procedural Justice

This idea of pure procedural justice with certain substantive constraints that
define the range of acceptable procedural outcomes is similar to what Rawls
refers to “quasi-pure procedural justice.”9 When substantive justice is ambig-
uous or admits of a range of options that all could be considered just, a
process of quasi-pure procedural justice can be used to generate an accept-
able substantive outcome, provided that it falls within the range of what
substantive justice mandates. Take Rawls’ difference principle, for example.
The difference principle requires that the social and economic inequalities of
society be arranged so that they are both (a) to the greatest expected benefit
of the least well off, and (b) attached to offices and positions open to all
under fair equality of opportunity.10 However, the difference principle clear-
ly does not pick out any particular set of laws as just. Rather, it sets a
substantive constraint on the group of laws and other aspects of the basic
structure that are to regulate society. There may be various sets of laws that
are all compatible with the difference principle, and society uses the legisla-
tive process to determine the specific content of those laws, which are
considered just as long as they lie within the range of substantive justice
identified by the two principles of justice.

Take a non-political example. Imagine a mother telling her three children
that they can choose the movie the family will see in the theater this coming
Friday. The only constraint being that it must be rated for children of their
age. Imagine further that there are two movies currently showing that are
rated for children of their age. The children unanimously agree that majority
rule will be used to decide which movie the family will see. In this case,
neither of the two movies is the one “correct” or “fair” choice. Whatever
movie receives two votes is the movie the family ought to end up seeing. The
process of majority rule in this example is an instance of quasi-pure procedu-
ral justice, since the outcome of the process is considered fair provided that
the majority chose one of the two movies that fall within the substantive
constraint of being age-appropriate.

Accordingly, it could be said that this chapter relies upon a “quasi-pure”
conception of procedural justice as it relates to SAI. We can think of the
conclusion from the previous chapter—the idea that the distribution of bene-
fits and burdens associated with SAI should heavily favor the least well-off
members of the global community—as a substantive constraint that admits of
a range of possible SAI deployment scenarios (including non-deployment).
However, this substantive principle does not pick out any particular SAI
scenario as just—rather, it identifies an acceptable range of scenarios that all
align with the requirements of distributive justice. So, the task of this chapter
is to outline a principle of procedural justice that, when applied to the deci-
sion-making process around SAI, will generate a just substantive outcome,
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provided that it falls within the range of outcomes that can be said to heavily
favor the least well off. That is, as long as the result of the process is one in
which the distribution of benefits and burdens is skewed heavily in favor of
the least well-off members of the global community, the outcome can be
considered just. But before introducing such a principle and then applying it
in practice, we first turn to why it is that we are concerning ourselves with
procedural justice at all.

§3 REASONS TO PURSUE PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

One could question why we should even concern ourselves with the idea of a
fair process. Especially given the highly technical nature of SAI, why not just
appoint a committee of experts to implement the substantive conclusion of
the previous chapter? There is controversy about the reasons we have to
pursue fair political procedures. Some argue that the reasons we have to
pursue fair political procedures are exhausted by the good consequences such
procedures tend to produce.11 For instance, Richard Arneson argues that
“democratic procedures, like all procedures, should be evaluated according
to the moral value of the outcomes they would be reasonably expected to
produce.”12 We can call such a view “pure instrumentalism.”13 Contrary to
the pure instrumentalist view, many democratic theorists argue that democra-
cy (being the exemplar of procedural justice) is valuable in and of itself, in
addition to the desirable policies it manifests. According to theorists like
Thomas Christiano, “the democratic process has an intrinsic fairness.” In this
section, I argue that we have at least four reasons to concern ourselves with
procedural justice when it comes to an institution overseeing climate engi-
neering. Two of these reasons are instrumental reasons, suggesting that an
institution guided by norms of procedural justice will deliver certain desir-
able ends. The other two reasons could be considered intrinsic reasons in that
they count in favor of pursuing procedural justice without referencing the
good outcomes that fair procedures may engender. Consider first the two
instrumental reasons to aim for a fair decision-making process around SAI.

§3.1 Instrumental Reasons to Pursue Procedural Justice

Instrumentally, a fair political procedure can deliver morally desirable out-
comes. First, as was mentioned in the previous section, fair procedures can
generate a just substantive outcome when that just outcome is not known
ahead of time.14 Our lack of prior knowledge about a just outcome can be
due either to (a) the fact that there is no just outcome independent of the
process (as in the case of pure procedural justice); (b) the fact that we are
simply unable to differentiate between the just outcome and unjust alterna-
tives (as in the case of imperfect procedural justice); or (c) the fact that there
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is a range of substantively just outcomes that require a selection process to
single one out (as in the case of quasi-pure procedural justice). In any of
these cases, a fair procedure can have instrumental value insofar as it aids us
in establishing, uncovering, or deciding upon a just substantive outcome—or
at least an acceptable or agreeable substantive outcome. Along these same
lines, fair political procedures often require broad participation, ensuring
greater cognitive diversity (which may facilitate better decision making).
That is, given that just procedures tend to boast greater inclusivity and can
gain input from individuals with a wide range of viewpoints and expertise,
this more expansive knowledge base can in turn lead to better substantive
outcomes that may have been inaccessible to a more restricted group of
decision-makers.

Second, the value of the substantive outcomes decided upon via a just
procedure is heavily dependent upon those outcomes being instantiated and
adhered to. A wise, knowledgeable, and benevolent dictator could conceiv-
ably produce better policy than a large democratic assembly regulated by a
consensus decision-making rule. However, if the good policy enacted by the
benevolent dictator is rejected by those whose action it is meant to regulate,
then the beneficial consequences that such a policy is supposed to carry with
it never materialize. There is a significant body of empirical literature sug-
gesting that individuals and states are much more willing to comply with
institutional directives when they consider the processes whereby the direc-
tives were decided upon to have been guided by norms of procedural
justice.15 That is, when participants bound by a decision-making process
recognize the process as just, they are more likely to comply with its outcome
even when they are less than fully satisfied with it. This allows a just proce-
dure to secure its substantive outcome more efficiently with less defection.

Both of these considerations are relevant to a decision-making procedure
for SAI. First, a geoengineering institution guided by norms of procedural
justice can produce good policy. (a) While the previous chapter outlined a
fair result of deploying SAI, the fair result is underspecified. An institution
with a fair procedure can help us to refine that substantive outcome into
something more particular and policy oriented. (b) Given the profound ef-
fects and significant uncertainties involved with climate policy and especial-
ly with SAI, it will be difficult to craft policy that achieves the agreed upon
substantively just outcome. In the face of such uncertainty, the cognitive
diversity boasted by an inclusive decision-making body can be an asset. And,
along the same lines, a fair process that includes all stakeholders will have
greater cognitive diversity about not just scientific uncertainties, but also
local particularities, leading to better decisions overall. Secondly, it is no
surprise that there are divergent visions of what, exactly, would constitute a
substantively just outcome of SAI development and deployment, notwith-
standing the conclusion of the previous chapter. And when agreement about
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that substantively just outcome is reached, there may be various policies that
could achieve such an outcome. A fair process provides those whose favored
policy did not obtain a reason to accept the outcome and comply with it
nonetheless.

§3.2 Intrinsic Reasons to Pursue Procedural Justice

There are clearly instrumental or practical reasons to consider procedural
justice as it relates to SAI governance. However, we also have at least two
reasons to pursue procedural justice independent of these instrumental con-
siderations. First, we have what Rawls calls a “natural duty of justice” to
promote and comply with just institutions. This natural duty is perhaps the
most roundly recognized duty among political philosophers. Rawls differen-
tiates obligations, on the one hand, from duties, on the other. Obligations
arise from our own voluntary acts and are always owed to definite individu-
als. For instance, I have an obligation to grade exams. I have this obligation
because I voluntarily chose to be an instructor, and the obligation is owed
specifically to my students. Unlike obligations, duties “apply to us without
regard to our voluntary acts . . . [and] obtain between all as equal moral
persons.”16 According to Rawls, our natural duty of justice “requires us to
support and to comply with just institutions that exist and apply to us. It also
constrains us to further just arrangements not yet established.”17 Thus, we
have a natural duty to establish and support just institutions, with the justice
of institutions depending both upon substantive and procedural attributes. It
is easy to see how this consideration speaks in favor of constraining a geoen-
gineering governance institution with norms of procedural justice. No such
institution may yet exist. However, to the extent that we ought to establish
such an institution, we have a natural duty to ensure that it complies with the
demands of substantive justice and, more pertinent to our present discussion,
procedural justice as well.

There is a second intrinsic reason that speaks in favor of pursuing fair
political procedures for SAI governance. Fair political procedures—proce-
dures that are governed by terms that all interested parties, if fully informed
and motivated to reach agreement, could not reasonably reject—allow us to
relate to one another in a morally valuable way. In deciding to regulate our
collective decisions on terms that all have reason to accept, we publicly
recognize one another as not just equal subjects of the political process, but
as equal participants as well.18 Now, there may be no better paradigm of a
global public good than our shared climate system. Unilaterally deciding to
manipulate this global public good would exemplify a kind of disrespect for
those who would reasonably reject the exclusive terms of such a decision-
making process, even if the outcome of the process were to benefit them.
Conversely, when making decisions about our shared environment on terms
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that everyone has reason to accept, we relate to one another as equals who are
entitled to not just fair treatment, but fair participation too. This way of
relating to one another, as Eric Beerbohm notes, “has immediate and irredu-
cible value.”19

Thus, we have both instrumental and intrinsic reasons to pursue procedu-
ral justice in SAI governance. Instrumentally, just procedures can produce
morally desirable outcomes and offer a reasonable justification to—and thus
more reliably secure the compliance of—those who would have preferred a
different substantive result of the process. In addition to such instrumental
considerations, we have a natural duty to promote and comply with institu-
tions governed by norms of procedural justice. And doing so allows us to
stand in a relation of mutual accountability to one another. That is, resolving
problems of collective decision making through just processes allows us to
relate to one another in an intrinsically valuable way, recognizing one an-
other as equal subjects and equal participants of the process. The instrumen-
tal value and intrinsic value of just procedures are not mutually exclusive.
We can value just procedures in and of themselves, and still be concerned
with the results they are likely to produce. And, conversely, we can place
significant weight on the outcomes of just procedures while still recognizing
that even a full account of the best of outcomes fails to fully capture the
entire value of a just procedure.

§4 GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR PROCEDURAL JUSTICE

Having highlighted the instrumental and intrinsic value of just procedures, in
this section I’ll assess some general principles that could provide some con-
tent to the normative criterion of procedural justice meant to guide an institu-
tion overseeing SAI. We need a general principle that provides us with
answers regarding fair terms of inclusion and fair terms of participation, with
“fair terms of inclusion” referring to who ought to be included in the process,
and “fair terms of participation” referring to how they should be included.
We need answers to the who and the how questions that would be agreeable
to all. To be more specific, we need answers to the who and how questions
that all relevant parties, if fully informed and aiming for agreement, could
not reasonably reject.

§4.1 The All Affected Principle

The question of who ought to be included in a collective decision is often
neglected when theorizing about procedural justice. Generally, theorists
think about procedural justice within a pre-given international system, or
sovereign state, or polis of some sort. But who should be included in the
decision-making process is the first question any conception of procedural
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justice must answer. Despite it often being neglected, the who question has
been discussed among a swathe of democratic theorists, referring to it as “the
boundary problem” in democratic politics.

Perhaps the reason that the question of fair inclusion has been neglected is
that deciding who it is that ought to have a say in any decision is more
difficult than it may appear. To use an example from Gustaf Arrhenius, who
ought to have a say in the resolution of the conflict in Northern Ireland?20

Should an answer to the who question as it relates to the conflict specify that
only the citizens of Northern Ireland ought to have say? Or perhaps residents
of the Republic of Ireland ought to be included as well, as they were in the
referendums that established the Good Friday Agreement. But why not in-
clude the rest of the British citizenry as well? Note that an appeal to democ-
racy does not solve this problem. British and Irish nationalists may be fervent
supporters of democracy, yet they will provide different answers to the ques-
tion of who ought to be involved in determining the proper status of the
Northern Irish territory.

There is a well-known standard that has been deemed the best general
principle for providing an answer to the boundary problem: namely, the All
Affected Principle.21 Garnering both supporters and critics,22 the principle
expresses the idea that:

Everyone affected by the outcome of a political decision ought to be included
in the decision-making process.23

The idea that all those affected by a decision ought to have a say in it has
significant intuitive appeal. There are some decisions that appear as though
they can be justifiably restricted to a specific group of people, and the All
Affected Principle can buttress such restrictions. For example, my home
town of Encinitas has an ordinance requiring residential buildings to have a
maximum height of two stories (26 feet from the ground to where the roof
begins). The residents of Encinitas made this decision to keep a certain
aesthetic for the quiet beach community. It seems reasonably justifiable that
this kind of decision is left to the residents of the community, perhaps be-
cause they are the only ones affected by the outcome of the decision. On the
other hand, we don’t think the decision of whether or not to allow the dump-
ing of radioactive waste onto the beaches of Encinitas is something that the
residents of Encinitas ought to have the exclusive right to decide for them-
selves. The malign transboundary effects of dumping radioactive waste on
Encinitas beaches make the proper scope of inclusion certainly extend be-
yond merely the residents of the small beach community. And again, the All
Affected Principle supports such a conclusion. It would plausibly be an un-
justifiable invasion into the autonomy of the people of Encinitas if, say, the
U.S. federal government were to intervene and require the city council to
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allow a residential skyscraper to be built right on the ocean front. And if the
people of Encinitas were to claim the exclusive right to decide whether or not
dumping radioactive waste on their beaches were to be permitted, others
affected by the outcome of the decision could reasonably reject such a claim.
The All Affected Principle can provide a normative ground for such conclu-
sions.

Now, while the All Affected Principle may be able to answer the question
of who it is that ought to be involved in any political decision—to wit, it can
serve as a normative principle underlying fair terms of inclusion—it suffers
from a fatal silence on the question of fair terms of participation, or how it is
those parties the principle picks out ought to be included in the decision-
making process. The principle merely picks out those that ought to be in-
cluded in the decision-making process, and says absolutely nothing about
how they ought to be included. Despite its promise regarding fair terms of
inclusion, the All Affected Principle cannot serve as a general norm for
procedural justice if it cannot fill out the idea of fair terms of participation.

§4.2 Equal Influence in the Decision-Making Process

If we accept that the All Affected Principle accurately picks out the group of
those who should be included in the decision-making process, and also ac-
cept that there needs to be an answer to the question of how those identified
parties ought to be included, perhaps the first answer one would put forward
is the idea that everyone should have equal influence. Thus, according to
what we can call the “Equal Influence Principle”:

Everyone affected by a political decision should have equal influence over the
decision-making process.

The Equal Influence Principle is borne out of a conception of political equal-
ity that Charles Beitz calls the “Simple View.” The Simple View considers
the egalitarian commitment to fair terms of participation as an institutional
commitment, mandating something like equal decision-making power or
equal power to influence the outcome of the process.24 This is a powerfully
intuitive conception of political equality, one that supports our commitment
to the idea of “one person, one vote.” Now, when legitimate claims to inclu-
sion are equal, the Simple View correctly interprets the egalitarian commit-
ment and requires terms of participation in which equal claims are translated
into equal procedural influence. The egalitarian commitment to justify the
terms of participation to all parties (conceived of as free and equal autono-
mous persons) is satisfied. Here, equality at the justificatory level correctly
translates into equality at the institutional or procedural level.
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Yet, despite its intuitive appeal and success in cases where claims are
equal, the Simple View (and thus the Equal Influence Principle) is an inade-
quately impoverished interpretation of the egalitarian commitment to fair
terms of participation. Think again of my home town of Encinitas. My father
lives in the city all year round. Consider his claim to participation in the
decision-making process surrounding the aesthetic standards for housing
compared to someone who vacations in Encinitas for one week each summer.
The stakes for my father are significantly higher than they are for the summer
vacationer. Providing each with an equal say in the decision-making process
would actually be unfair. It would seem to contravene the formal standard of
justice that dates back to Aristotle, that of “treat like cases alike,” given that
the situation of the vacationer and my father are not exactly, or even roughly,
alike.25 Insofar as we are looking for fair terms of participation, we need to
recognize that fair terms of participation may not necessarily imply equal
terms of participation. The Simple View confuses fair terms of participation,
which obliges us to provide a reasonable justification of the terms of partici-
pation to each person with a claim to be included, with institutional equality,
which, as mentioned, can be understood as something like equal power to
influence the decision. The problem with the Simple View is that it conflates
equality at the justificatory level with equality at the institutional or procedu-
ral level.26 When claims to inclusion and participation are unequal, the parity
between justificatory and institutional equality breaks down. As Beitz ex-
plains, “At the level of institutions, the sovereign regulative ideal is not
equality at all but rather fairness.”27

§4.3 The Proportionality Principle

It seems clear that fair terms of participation cannot translate unequal claims
into equal procedural influence. This would be an affront to the idea of
fairness and would be reasonably rejectable from the point of view of those
with stronger claims. So, what does fairness imply at the institutional level
when claims to participation are unequal? The most plausible interpretation
is that fairness requires procedural influence which is proportional to claims
of participation. If we understand claims of participation as tracking the
stakes parties have in the outcome of the decision, we would get something
like the Proportionality Principle advanced by Harry Brighouse and Marc
Fleurbaey. The Proportionality Principle states:

Power (or influence) in any decision-making process should be proportional to
individual stakes (or claims).28

The Proportionality Principle coincides with the Equal Influence Principle in
mandating equal power in the decision-making process if claims to participa-
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tion (understood as stakes) are equal. But it departs from the Equal Influence
Principle (and the Simple View) once claims to participate diverge, and it
requires that procedural influence track the degree to which claims diverge. 29

When deciding upon the fundamental principles that are to regulate the
basic structure of society, it seems reasonable that respect for the equality of
persons would translate into procedural equality, since everyone has roughly
equal stakes and thus an equal claim to determine such fundamental princi-
ples. But not all political decisions are of the same nature as decisions about
the fundamental principles that regulate the basic structure of society—think
again of my dad and the summer vacationer. Some decisions will have pro-
found impacts upon some, while only mildly affecting others—though, still
in a morally relevant way that legitimizes their claim to inclusion. 30 In such
instances, we could not expect the person liable to profound impact to accept
terms of participation that would apportion them the same influence over the
decision as their fellow participant who stands to be only mildly affected. In
such a case, apportioning influence in an institutionally equal way actually
undermines our egalitarian commitment.

Nearly everyone recognizes that the impacts of climate change will vary
significantly. Not only will the impacts of climate change vary significantly,
but individuals’ ability to respond to these impacts is heavily dependent upon
available infrastructure and disposable capital. Thus, in general, a poor agri-
culturist living in a small island developing state is liable to profound
impacts from climate change, whereas an upper-class American living in
Colorado is almost certainly less at risk. With these individuals having such
radically different stakes in the decisions we have to make about climate
change and climate engineering, granting them equal influence over the deci-
sion-making process would constitute a kind of procedural unfairness. The
Proportionality Principle recognizes the different stakes these individuals
have regarding the decisions that need to be made about climate change and
climate engineering, and it translates these different stakes into varying de-
grees of influence over the decision-making process. While still recognizing
the ideal of equality at the justificatory level, the Proportionality Principle
does a better job of capturing fairness at the institutional level.

§5 FEASIBILITY CONSTRAINTS

The previously outlined principle of procedural justice in which power over
political decisions is allotted in proportion to the claims individuals have to
that power is certainly not uncontroversial. It nonetheless represents a plau-
sible interpretation of fair terms for a decision-making process, terms that all
interested parties, if fully informed and motivated to reach agreement, could
accept. To place it within the context of geoengineering governance, the
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Proportionality Principle is a plausible interpretation of what the normative
criterion of procedural justice demands when it comes to an institution over-
seeing the intentional manipulation of the planetary environment. But there is
a clear problem with the principle. Even if one accepts it as theoretically
plausible, it seems regrettably infeasible. It is clear that no such decision-
making process in which individuals have power proportional to their claims
will govern geoengineering (or any large-scale political decision-making
process in the foreseeable future, for that matter). To the extent that we want
our conceptions of justice (procedural justice included) to aid us in designing
and assessing institutional arrangements in the real world, this may seem like
a damning criticism. However, despite the infeasibility of perfectly instan-
tiating such a principle of procedural justice in the decision-making process
around geoengineering, there is value in identifying what ideal procedural
justice demands.

First, remember that what we are looking for is a general principle that
can provide content to the normative criterion of procedural justice to be
used in assessing the legitimacy of an institution set up to oversee SAI. And,
as was explicated in Chapter 4, legitimacy assessments are not binary. An
institution can be more or less legitimate depending upon the degree to which
it satisfies the various normative criteria that are appropriate for the kind of
institution it is. The institution need not perfectly conform to any of the
normative criteria in order to be worthy of the kind of respect we grant it to
perform its functions. So, despite it being highly unlikely for a geoengineer-
ing governance institution to perfectly instantiate the Proportionality Princi-
ple in its decision-making process, the principle nonetheless gives us an ideal
to aim at. As Brighouse remarks, “when designing institutions, we choose
those that can best realize the principles we’ve offered, even if they cannot
realize them fully.”31

Second, identifying an ideal principle and the reasons that support it can
help us in comparative assessments of institutional arrangements even when
such arrangements are not explicitly implementing the ideal principle.
Understanding the reasoning that leads to the ideal principle, institutional
arrangements can be assessed according to the degree to which they instan-
tiate similar reasoning. For instance, if we recognize that the reasoning lead-
ing to the Proportionality Principle is based in the idea of the moral equality
of persons, to the extent that certain institutional arrangements fare better or
worse in recognizing such equality—even if they are guided by a different
principle altogether—we can judge them as being closer or further from what
our ideal principle of justice demands.

Third, there are at least two different ways of understanding the claim that
a certain principle is infeasible—only one of which is, in fact, a problem for
ideal theorizing. To say that a principle is infeasible could, on the one hand,
mean that it does not currently enjoy any politically realistic possibility of
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being implemented. We can call this “political infeasibility.”32 On the other
hand, to say a principle is infeasible might mean that it is infeasible even
under the most conducive of circumstances. We can call this “theoretical
infeasibility.” Now, it seems clear that the Proportionality Principle is politi-
cally infeasible, but I think the charge of theoretical infeasibility is mis-
placed. It is not impossible to imagine a scenario in which decision-making
power over geoengineering is apportioned according to the stakes that indi-
viduals have in the outcome of the decisions. In fact, to cite a common
example, the Proportionality Principle seems to be the standard underlying
the decision-making process for publicly held companies. Power or influence
over the decision-making process is directly proportional to the stakes
(shares) one has in the company. This isn’t to say that public companies are
models of procedural justice, but merely to show that the principle is theoret-
ically feasible. Furthermore, the charge that the Proportionality Principle is
politically infeasible is a charge that could be leveled against many principles
of justice. For instance, the difference principle is a politically infeasible
principle of justice given the current political climate of the United States.
But that doesn’t mean that the difference principle cannot help guide us in
our assessment of the current basic structure of U.S. institutions. Thus, if the
Proportionality Principle enjoys theoretical feasibility, the charge that it is
currently politically infeasible is not a damning criticism. Still, we’ll want to
know what a governance institution guided by the Proportionality Principle
would look like.

§6 PROCEDURAL JUSTICE IN PRACTICE: MAKING DECISIONS
ABOUT GEOENGINEERING

In this penultimate section I’ll explore some possible implications of using
the Proportionality Principle to guide the SAI decision-making process. Even
if we recognize that the principle is unlikely to be perfectly instantiated in the
decision-making process, it can still help us in identifying certain characteris-
tics of an institution overseeing such a process.

§6.1 All Included

When it comes to certain decisions, it will often be difficult to evaluate the
claims to inclusion of various parties. To look back at the example of Arrhen-
ius about the territory of Northern Ireland, clearly the Northern Irish are
affected in a morally relevant way that legitimizes their claims to inclusion.
And the same could be said of the rest of the inhabitants of the island, and
perhaps even the rest of the British citizenry as well. But there will be
difficult cases along the spectrum of claims that count as clearly legitimate to
claims that are clearly illegitimate when it comes to inclusion. Fortunately,
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evaluating the claims to inclusion of those affected by geoengineering is not
quite as difficult.

Stephen Gardiner notes that, by definition, geoengineering will have
forceful effects on the climate system. “The climate system,” Gardiner
writes, “is a basic background condition of human life and social organiza-
tion on this planet.”33 Affecting that background condition would engender
morally relevant effects on the entirety of the world’s population both
present and future. From the occurrence of floods and droughts, and cyclones
and hurricanes, to the price of food and the stability of various govern-
ments,34 altering the climate system will have profound and morally relevant
effects on every single person on this planet, whether they are aware of such
effects or not. And even if, somehow, someone ends up being unaffected by
geoengineering, the fact that they may have been affected or that they may
have been put at risk entitles them to a say. This gives nearly everyone
currently alive and those who will come to live in the near and distant future
a legitimate claim to inclusion when it comes to decisions surrounding the
controversial technology.

§6.2 Representation

Now, if everyone has a claim to inclusion in the decision-making process
around SAI, what does that entail for participation? The fact that everyone
has a claim to participate in the decisions pertaining to SAI does not neces-
sarily require the decision-making process to directly include everyone. The
Proportionality Principle is perfectly compatible with representative forms of
decision making. In fact, representatives would be required for those who are
unable to effectively represent their own interests, such as children, future
generations, and the cognitively disabled.

Incorporating the idea of representation, the principle would imply “all
individuals should have their interests effectively represented in proportion
to their stakes.”35 The most plausible kind of representation on the interna-
tional stage comes in the form of state representatives. Ideally, state represen-
tatives would deliberate and discuss on behalf of the populations they repre-
sent. The well-known problem, of course, is that some state representatives
do a decent job of effectively representing the interests of their constituents,
while others represent interests that barely correlate with those of the individ-
uals for whom they are supposed to stand. For instance, it could be assumed
that the interests of the people of a state like Switzerland are represented
decently well during international negotiation, given Switzerland’s strong
democratic credentials. However, it is doubtful we can say the same for the
interests of the people of North Korea. Of course, merely identifying that
some states are more effective representatives of their constituents’ interests
doesn’t solve the problem. And here we face a dilemma. On the one hand,
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including the chosen spokesperson of an unrepresentative state fails to effec-
tively represent the interests of those residing within the state. However,
excluding such representatives is no solution either (since then they are not
only denied effective representation, but formal representation as well). Per-
haps all we can do here is note that states can be unrepresentative of their
population’s interests to different degrees. And where we can identify agents
who represent the interests of certain state populations to a greater degree
than the representative appointed by the state, then such agents could act as
fiduciaries for the people in lieu of their state-appointed representative. This
is clearly far from an ideal solution. But the issue of poorly represented
populations on the international stage is difficult to address, to the say the
least.

§6.3 Populations

Another foreseeable implication of the Proportionality Principle is that it
would require a stark break with the current international decision-making
process of “one country, one vote.” The idea of one country one vote places
strong weight on the idea of sovereignty. In contrast, the Proportionality
Principle may imply that state representatives have decision-making power
that is proportional to the size of the population they represent, and thus it
may go much further in recognizing the moral equality of persons. Even if
we were to assume that the stakes for each individual were the same, how
could we expect individuals residing in China (the world’s most populous
nation) to accept terms of participation in which their representative had the
exact same decision-making power as the representative of Tokelau (the
world’s least populous nation)?36 In guiding the decision-making process
around SAI by the Proportionality Principle, population size would have to
be considered.

§6.4 Strength of Claims

The Proportionality Principle implies not just that representatives wield deci-
sion-making power in proportion to the population they represent, but also
according to the strength of the claims of those populations. Nothing yet has
been said about how we should consider the strength of claims to participa-
tion when it comes to decisions about SAI. Remember that the Proportional-
ity Principle says that power (or influence) in any decision-making process
should be proportional to individual claims. Claims to participation were
equated with the legitimate stakes one has in the outcome of the decision. But
this immediately invites the question of how to measure the legitimate stakes
people have in the decisions surrounding SAI.37 There will certainly be dis-
agreement in the real world about how to determine what is legitimately at
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stake for each participant. Different metrics for legitimate stakes could be put
forward.38 But as a rough approximation, perhaps the most plausible way of
understanding the stakes that individuals have in the decisions surrounding
SAI is to think of their climate vulnerability. Insofar as someone is more
vulnerable to climate change, their stakes in decisions about SAI will be
greater. We could again rely upon the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Index
to determine the vulnerabilities of individuals within countries. Of course,
the vulnerability of each individual will differ, but multiplying the country’s
average vulnerability score by their population will achieve the same result
as adding up all individual vulnerabilities (assuming that the index is an
accurate representation of the country average). Understanding claims in this
way, what we would come out with is a procedure whereby each state repre-
sentative’s decision-making power would be weighted according to the pop-
ulation they represent multiplied by the average vulnerability of that popula-
tion.39

§6.5 Voting

Finally, the Proportionality Principle implies that decisions will most likely
have to be made through voting. And recognizing that influence in the deci-
sion-making process should track the strength of the claims of the parties
involved sheds light on the appropriate choice rule. Choice rules determine
the formal process used to reach a particular substantive outcome when
agreement about that outcome is lacking. At one end of the spectrum lies
unanimity, at the other lies decision by a simple majority. Unanimity is an
unacceptable choice rule for at least the following three reasons. First, una-
nimity fails to recognize the genuine disagreement about the best substantive
outcome of a decision-making process. We are interested in procedural jus-
tice precisely because unanimous agreement about the substantive end is
lacking. Thus, in the face of genuine disagreement about substantive out-
comes, unanimity is a non-starter. Second, given that every representative
essentially has a veto power over the issue being voted upon, unanimity has a
built-in status quo bias, allowing those who prefer the status quo to withhold
their assent and get their way. This gives them unfair influence over the
process. Third, unanimity accords the same influence to all parties involved,
regardless of their legitimate claims to participation. There is surely no rea-
son to allocate influence in the decision-making process according to the
claims of participants if all decisions must be made unanimously. For at least
these three reasons, unanimity is a reasonably rejectable choice rule for col-
lective decision making guided by the Proportionality Principle.

Majority rule, on the other hand, avoids all three of the previously men-
tioned objections. Now, majority rule has historically been susceptible to the
pernicious problem of the “tyranny of the majority,”40 or the potential for the
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majority to exercise their power in bringing about substantive outcomes that
are unacceptable to minorities. However, while the tyranny of the majority is
a real concern for traditional majority rule when accompanied by equal pow-
er in decision-making, majority-rule decisions guided by the Proportionality
Principle are actually able to prevent majorities from unjustifiably imposing
their will on minorities. The fact that simple majority rule will sometimes
lead to the violation of basic rights of the minority is what leads to the
moderate proceduralism advocated by Christiano that was mentioned in sec-
tion 2 of this chapter. But the recognition of basic rights and liberties of a
minority can be accounted for by the Proportionality Principle, since the
greater stakes of those who stand to have their basic rights violated will
translate into greater influence in the decision-making process, which will
curtail the “majority’s” ability to deprive the “minority” of their vital inter-
ests.41

There may indeed be other prominent characteristics of a geoengineering
governance institution guided by the Proportionality Principle. But these five
suggestions provide a good starting point. The Proportionality Principle
would imply that everyone should have some say over the decisions we face
with respect to SAI. The inclusion that all are entitled to could, for practical
purposes, translate into everyone being effectively represented, either by a
state actor or an agent better positioned to do so. The power each representa-
tive would wield would be proportional to (a) the number of people she is
representing, and (b) the strength of the claims of those individuals. Finally,
the representatives would gather and deliberate about the decisions we face
with respect to SAI. After deliberation and discussion, a vote would be held,
with each representative’s vote being weighted according to the power they
ought to wield.

These are all just suggestions of how the Proportionality Principle could
be instantiated in a governance institution tasked with overseeing geoengi-
neering. I am under no illusion that the Proportionality Principle would be
adopted or perfectly manifested by a geoengineering governance institution.
And I don’t mean to argue that the above-mentioned considerations are
perfectly ideal for geoengineering governance. Still, by recognizing the im-
portance of the Proportionality Principle, we will be able to judge certain
decision-making procedures as closer or further from what procedural justice
demands. If we are convinced by the idea that the world’s most vulnerable
populations should have a significant say over if, how, and when geoengi-
neering is to be pursued, then perhaps we could grant veto power to particu-
lar representatives. One thing is certain: however decisions are made about
the intentional manipulation of the planetary environment, the world’s most
vulnerable populations should have a central voice.
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§7 CONCLUSION

This chapter started off by noting that, along with substantive justice, we also
want geoengineering governance to sufficiently satisfy the normative criter-
ion of procedural justice. But, to requote Rawls, it was acknowledged that
“the justice of a procedure always depends . . . on the justice of its likely
outcome, or on substantive justice.”42 Remember that the kind of procedural
justice we pursued in this chapter was what Rawls calls “quasi-pure procedu-
ral justice,” implying that the outcome of the procedure would be just, pro-
vided that it falls within the range of just substantive outcomes. The thought
is that decisions about SAI can be considered just if they are the product of a
procedure guided by the Proportionality Principle. However, that outcome
would have to fall within the substantive constraint identified in the previous
chapter—the benefits and burdens of any decision would have to heavily
favor the least well-off members of the global community. So, is an SAI
decision-procedure guided by the Proportionality Principle likely to meet the
demands of substantive justice? If we assume that the representatives of the
least well-off members of the global community are effective at actually
representing the interests of their constituents, the fact that these representa-
tives would have the greatest influence over the decision-making process
should tend to make the outcome of the process coincide with the demands of
substantive justice. Of course, this is not guaranteed. But such a process
seems likely—and perhaps more likely than available alternative processes—
to adhere to what substantive distributive justice requires.
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Chapter Seven

Conclusion

§1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous six chapters, I’ve attempted to make some headway toward
addressing normative issues raised by the prospect of engineering the cli-
mate. I argued that research should go forward, that deployment may not be
unjustifiable, and that we should regulate geoengineering with a legitimate
governance institution guided by, among other things, norms of substantive
and procedural justice. But even if I have made some headway addressing
these normative issues, I have also most certainly fallen far short of address-
ing every concern about climate engineering, let alone addressing every con-
cern adequately. Before concluding this book, I’d like to briefly outline some
of the remaining complexities a technology like stratospheric aerosol injec-
tion (SAI) raises. I want to briefly say something about (1) our non-ideal
situation, (2) intergenerational justice, and (3) anthropocentric ethics.

§2 OUR NON-IDEAL SITUATION

Take a second to return to 1988. James Hansen has just testified in front of
the U.S. Congress, proclaiming: “Global warming has begun.” We know
now that Hansen’s projections of what was to come were astoundingly accu-
rate.1 If we had known then what we know now, what would have been the
ideal response?

In 1988, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases were at 410
ppm, and yearly global greenhouse gas emissions were roughly 35 Gt of
CO2eq.2 If we had started mitigating global emissions immediately, the curve
toward net zero emissions by 2050 would have been rather gradual. We
could have started with five years or so of simply stagnant global emissions.
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We then could have transitioned to decades of slowly declining emissions at,
say, 2–3 percent decline per year. Eventually, after renewables had actually
become more cost-efficient, we could have arrived at net zero emissions.
And this all could have been done while making sufficient investments in
adaptation projects to address any of the climate change that had been locked
in by historical emissions. This would have been a kind of ideal scenario for
addressing climate change. I certainly don’t want to imply that this would
have been the ideal scenario, and that anything that deviated from this would
have been suboptimal. There are a number of different scenarios that could
have achieved similar results. Still, this would have been a great response to
the problem at hand.

Unfortunately, the path we’ve actually followed has deviated drastically
from the one just outlined.3 Remember that global GHG emissions in 1988
were at roughly 35 Gt CO2eq. Thirty years later in 2018, rather than having
decreased, global GHG emissions have risen to over 50 Gt CO2eq, an in-
crease of over 40 percent. As of 2017, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration measured atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations to be at
493 ppm.4 According to the IPCC, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse
gases need to stabilize at roughly 450 ppm if we are to likely limit warming
to 2°C.5 Thus, if we need atmospheric GHG concentrations to stabilize at
450 ppm and last year we were at 493 ppm, we may already be committed to
relying heavily upon carbon dioxide removal (CDR) technologies.

At the request of the parties to the UNFCCC, the IPCC just released its
special report on limiting climate change to 1.5°C.6 Every scenario they
present that is consistent with limiting warming to 1.5°C relies upon CDR
technology. The problem with relying upon CDR technology is that its scal-
ability is uncertain; no one knows whether the technology can be scaled up to
the magnitude envisioned, especially in the short time frame available. Take
bioenergy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS), for example. The bo-
nus of BECCS facilities is that they create energy while also capturing car-
bon emissions. To put things into perspective, there are currently three
BECCS power plants in use. According to research by Lenzi et al., these
three BECCS facilities would have to grow to 160,000 by 2050 in order to
capture the amount of CO2 required by some of the IPCC scenarios.7 And
this investment in research and development of CDR technologies would
have to happen alongside emissions decreasing at an unprecedented rate.
Carbon Brief has put forward a scenario in which we likely limit warming to
2°C, but such a scenario requires global emissions to drop by 5 percent each
year until 2023 and then drop by 9 percent every year for the next decade.8

These are emissions reductions that some contend are incompatible with a
growing economy.9

All of this is merely to say that the scenario in which we currently find
ourselves is far from ideal. It is this far-from-ideal scenario in which recom-
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mendations about SAI are being made. I doubt many would have advocated
for research into SAI in 1988 (myself included). The window to address
climate change through conventional measures was still wide open. But, in
2018, there was significant uncertainty as to whether avoiding catastrophic
climate change was still attainable through mitigation and adaptation alone.
The window is certainly being closed, if it is still open at all.

It may be the case that CDR and SRM technologies will not work or that
they won’t be feasible on the scale needed. This has led scholars like Henry
Shue to consider CDR technology to be an unjustifiable gamble—unjustifi-
able since the gamble is one in which current generations are gambling on
behalf of future generations, and future generations are the only ones that can
feel the loss.10 There are significant intergenerational justice concerns at
stake. But right now, given the dim prospects of sticking with mitigation and
adaptation only, continued research and development of these technologies
appears to be the safer bet if one is thinking about future generations. It
seems better to leave more options on the table than fewer, especially given
the significant uncertainties involved. Indeed, this is the thought behind
Rawls’ “principle of postponement,” that says, roughly: if in the future we
may want to do various things—that is, mitigate, adapt, remove carbon from
the atmosphere, reflect incoming sunlight—then, other things equal, the ac-
tion we take now should leave these different options on the table.11 The
reasoning behind the principle of postponement seems right. We don’t know
whether we will want to use SRM. But it is better to continue research and
have the option on the table should it prove useful in the future. The situation
would be different if it were still 1988.

§3 INTERGENERATIONAL JUSTICE

The topic of the previous paragraph—intergenerational justice—is some-
thing I haven’t addressed in any detail throughout the book. This is partly
because I agree with Stephen Gardiner that our current political and ethical
theories run into great trouble when it comes to thinking about justice at the
intergenerational level.12 This makes arriving at sound normative judgments
about integrational issues particularly difficult. Entire books have been writ-
ten on the topic, and so all I hope to do here is outline some of the issues and
highlight their relevance to climate engineering. Hopefully, in the near fu-
ture, there will be more thought put into the ramifications that climate engi-
neering technologies pose for the project of intergenerational justice.

First, I want to make clear what we are referring to when we talk about
intergenerational justice. Traditionally, discussions of justice have been con-
fined to discussions about the competing claims between contemporaries.
More specifically, prior to Rawls’ discussion of the topic in 1971, justice had
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often been narrowly conceived of as a proper balance between the competing
claims of individuals and groups within overlapping generations. But since
the publication of A Theory of Justice, there has been a rich body of literature
devoted to theorizing about justice between noncontemporaries; individuals
and groups within non-overlapping generations. But what is it that we owe
future generations? What does justice demand we do for those who will be
born in the distant future?

To be sure, there are some who maintain that we have no justice-based
obligations to future generations.13 But to most people, this seems implau-
sible. Granting that we do, in fact, have justice-based obligations to future
generations, the question is: What are those obligations? What does justice
demand in an intergenerational setting? There are myriad ways one can an-
swer that question, but consider first a utilitarian answer.

§3.1 Utilitarian Intergenerational Justice

Utilitarianism is perhaps one of the strongest moral theories developed to
date. While some associate utilitarianism only with moral theory, even one of
the founding fathers of the theory—John Stuart Mill—recognized the impor-
tance of justice.14 Utilitarianism, in the abstract, says that actions are right in
so far as they produce the greatest amount of net utility (with utility being
happiness, pleasure, preference satisfaction, or perhaps rational preference
satisfaction). In my mind, the most pressing criticism one can make of a
utilitarian theory of justice relates to its disregard for the distribution of
utility.15 When it comes to justice between contemporaries, utilitarianism has
been criticized for allowing utility losses for some to be offset by a sufficient
quantity or quality of utility gains by others. For instance, if Policy A were to
decrease the welfare of 100 people by 10 units each, this may not condemn
the policy on utilitarian grounds. If Policy A were to also increase the welfare
of 100 other people by 10.1 units each, then the policy would be justified.
And, of course, there is a whole spectrum of other scenarios that would also
justify Policy A. For instance, if it were to increase the welfare of 10 other
people by 100.1 units, this would also justify the decrease in welfare for our
original 100 people. And if the policy were to increase the welfare of one
single individual by 1,000.1 units, this, too, would justify imposing the loss
of 10 units of welfare on the original 100 people. Worse yet, even policies
that require huge losses for some group can be justified as long as there is a
large enough group that gains something from such a policy. For example, if
Policy B were to provide 1,000 people with an increase of only 1 unit of
welfare, such an increase could be said to justify imposing a welfare loss of
999 units on a single individual. As long as the policy produces a net increase
in utility, utilitarianism supports it. It is exactly these kinds of sacrificial
scenarios that led Rawls to say: “Each person possesses an inviolability
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founded on justice that even the welfare of society as a whole cannot over-
ride. For this reason justice denies that the loss of freedom for some is made
right by a greater good shared by others.”16

And the problem with disregarding the distribution of utility when it
comes to intergenerational justice is parallel to the problem of disregarding
distribution with respect to intragenerational justice. Insofar as utilitarians
are committed to a long-termist view on the consequences of actions, the
welfare of one generation could be sacrificed even if it produces only a
miniscule increase in welfare across a number of future generations. Imagine
that we are considering deploying SAI this year. And imagine that such a
deployment would carry with it catastrophic consequences for the next thirty
or forty years while we worked out all the possible kinks. Imagine further
that SAI would eventually stabilize the climate for a much larger number of
generations (with presumably even larger populations) stretching into the
distant future. Insofar as we are committed to assessing policies based upon
their consequences stretched across a long time horizon, such a deployment
of SAI could be justified. But sacrificing one generation for the benefit of
others seems as repugnant as sacrificing one individual for the sake of the
whole. In fact, it seems even more repugnant if we are to (reasonably) as-
sume that future generations will be better off than previous generations.

§3.2 Sufficientarian Intergenerational Justice

The problems with utilitarianism have led many to look elsewhere for a
conception of intergenerational justice with more palatable implications. One
of the most plausible conceptions of intergenerational justice is a sufficien-
tarian conception. A sufficientarian conception of justice requires that we
distribute resources so that everyone meets some minimum threshold of suf-
ficiency, and that inequalities above that threshold can be tolerated. Thus,
with respect to intergenerational justice, a sufficientarian conception would
require that we leave or pass along enough resources to future generations so
that they, too, are able to enjoy this minimum level of sufficiency. The first
systematic expression of a sufficientarian conception of intergenerational
justice comes again from Rawls.

Rawls split his theory of intergenerational justice into two stages: an
accumulation stage and a steady-state stage. According to Rawls, the mini-
mum threshold that should be considered sufficient is whatever it takes to
establish and maintain a just basic structure of society. At any time prior to
which society has established a fully just basic structure, this is considered
the accumulation stage. Once society reaches a point at which the basic
structure is just, we are then in the steady-state stage.

When in the steady-state stage, all that intergenerational justice requires,
according to Rawls, is that current generations pass along enough resources
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for future generations to maintain the just basic structure. But in the accumu-
lation stage prior to the establishment of fully just institutions, a different
principle for intergenerational justice applies: the just savings principle. The
just savings principle requires current generations to set aside resources for
future generations at a particular rate. The particular rate at which genera-
tions have to save, as with just about everything in Rawls’ theory, is deter-
mined by Rawls’ contractualist method of justification: the original position.

The original position is a hypothetical situation in which parties come
together to agree upon principles of justice. Of course, with full knowledge
of their specific characteristics, parties are likely to advance principles that
would favor people with their particular characteristics. Thus, Rawls has the
parties reason from behind the veil of ignorance. The veil of ignorance hides
from the parties contingencies such as their place in society, their class, their
natural abilities such as intelligence and strength, their conception of the
good, and even their particular psychological dispositions such as aversion to
risk and tendency toward optimism or pessimism. And Rawls adds one’s
generation to this list, and then asks parties to agree upon a rate of savings
“subject to the further condition that they must want all previous generations
to have followed it.”17

So, according to Rawls’ sufficientarian conception of intergenerational
justice, we are not required to make inordinate sacrifices in order to produce
miniscule benefits for future generations. Rather, we are required to set aside
a certain percentage of resources so that future generations can continue to
strive for a just basic structure. While this seems clear enough, what isn’t
clear is what the just savings principle implies for climate engineering. Per-
haps one implication is that we, the current generation, could be asked to
make some sacrifices in order to help future generations secure just institu-
tions. For example, perhaps we are required to invest in research so that
future generations can help reduce some of the injustice associated with
anthropogenic climate change. Or, on the other hand, perhaps we are re-
quired to forgo engineering the climate and incur some burden so as to help
future generations make strides toward more just institutions. It really isn’t
clear what intergenerational justice demands with respect to climate engi-
neering, and the previous two vague suggestions are clearly not arguments.
What is clear is that more research is needed to determine what kind of
constraints and permissions are in play with respect to intergenerational jus-
tice when it comes to climate engineering.

§4 ANTHROPOCENTRIC ETHICS

The final topic I want to highlight in the concluding chapter is anthropocen-
tric ethics. Within the environmental ethics literature, significant ink has
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been spilled in attempting to correctly identify the proper scope of moral
standing. Nearly all of the analysis in the preceding chapters has focused on
anthropocentric issues—issues with humans as the kind of things that ulti-
mately are of moral concern. But, as was briefly alluded to in Chapter 3
during the discussion on respect for nature, one need not give homo sapiens
an exclusive seat at the moral table.

Peter Singer has a useful metaphor that he calls the expanding circle.
Morality, according to Singer, arose from an evolutionary disposition to
protect one’s family and close-knit community.18 Over time, the circle that
started with us looking out for ourselves and our friends and family expanded
to include others in our tribe, our city, our nation, and ultimately to all of
humanity. But many environmental ethicists argue that the circle should
continue to expand—that it should expand so as to include the interests of:
(a) all sentient creatures; (b) all life; or even (c) all ecosystems. 19

§4.1 The Expanding Circle

Singer is perhaps the most prominent supporter of drawing the lines of the
moral community so as to include all sentient life rather than just humans.
Noting that previous liberation movements—the abolitionist movement, the
women’s liberation movement, the movement for LGBTQ rights, etc.—had
expanded the circle of who was due equal consideration, Singer advocates
that we keep going. He writes, “I am urging that we extend to other species
the basic principle of equality that most of us recognize should be extended
to all members of our own species.”20 And Singer’s position is not a new
one. The founder of the utilitarian tradition, Jeremy Bentham, is famous for
saying that, when it comes to the moral considerability of animals, “The
question is not, Can they reason?, nor Can they talk? but, Can they suffer?”21

It is exactly this focus on the ability to experience pain and pleasure that
leads Singer to say that sentience is the only rational boundary at which to
draw the line of moral considerability.22 Given climate engineering’s pro-
found potential to affect nonhuman animals, those who focus on animal
ethics should be concerned.

Singer’s proposal to expand our circle of moral considerability has had a
huge impact throughout the world. But there are some who maintain that the
circle needs to be expanded even beyond the call put forth by Singer. It isn’t
just sentient creatures that need to be taken into account, it’s all life that
deserves moral consideration. Recall Paul Taylor’s biocentrism that was out-
lined in Chapter 3. He argues that there is inherent value in teleological
systems, and that all forms of life—humans, nonhuman animals, plants,
etc.—are teleological systems. To reiterate, Taylor’s position entails that we
have obligations not just with regard to nonhuman life, but to nonhuman life.
For example, if we wantonly destroy a shrub in the middle of Colorado, this
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act is wrong not because it is something we couldn’t justify to our fellow
humans.23 Such an act is wrong because we have failed to fulfill an obliga-
tion to respect the shrub itself.

The proposal to respect all life, sentient or not, is rather radical. But others
argue that the boundary of moral concern be stretched yet further. Writing in
the remote wilderness of Wisconsin, Aldo Leopold argues that humans
needed to consider the effects their actions would have not just on animals,
nor merely on different plant species, but on the land in its entirety. Develop-
ing what he would call the land ethic, Leopold argues, “a thing is right when
it tends to preserve the integrity, stability and beauty of the biotic commu-
nity. It is wrong when it tends otherwise.”24 And Christopher Stone pushes
the land ethic even further. “I am quite seriously proposing,” Stone writes,
“that we give legal rights to forests, oceans, rivers, and other so-called ‘natu-
ral objects’ in the environment—indeed, to the natural environment as a
whole.”25

§4.2 A Broader Anthropocentrism

In previous chapters, we saw that SAI has the potential to assuage some of
the risks associated with anthropogenic climate change. For instance, SAI
could lessen the increase in average global surface temperature, thus provid-
ing some breathing room for humans, nonhuman animals, and plants and
ecosystems that are acutely sensitive to heat increase. If we were following
Leopold’s rule—that something is right insofar as it preserves the integrity of
the biotic community—such a use of SAI may fall into the category of
morally permissible (or even obligatory) actions, given our current situation.
But, remember the second part of Leopold’s rule: “It is wrong when it tends
otherwise.”

We know that along with a potential to bring about great good, SAI also
has the potential to exacerbate some of the ills associated with anthropogenic
climate change. For example, we know that climate change threatens the
biodiversity of both animal and plant species. But a SAI program gone wrong
could prove even worse. Biologist Christopher Trisos and colleagues have
modelled the potential impact SAI could have on biodiversity if it were
implemented and then abruptly halted. Relying upon integrated assessment
models that incorporate both temperature and precipitation change and the
ability of various species to migrate away from temperature and precipitation
anomalies, Trisos et al. conclude that “rapid geoengineering termination
would significantly increase the threats to biodiversity from climate
change.”26

It should come as no surprise that a sudden and rapid termination of a
large-scale geoengineering program would engender substantial harms for
humans, nonhuman animals, and entire ecosystems alike.27 But if geoengi-
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neering were to be either bad or good for all communities that deserve moral
consideration, then we could hope for what Bryan Norton has termed “the
convergence hypothesis.”28 The convergence hypothesis states that, despite
having radically different rationales, anthropocentrists, animal ethicists, bio-
centrists, and ecocentrists might actually converge on similar environmental
policy recommendations. But Svoboda has cast doubt upon the convergence
hypothesis when it comes to implementing geoengineering.29 He has shown
that there are plausible scenarios in which geoengineering could be used to
assuage the effects of climate change for one community—the human com-
munity—while doing nothing for or even exacerbating the effects of climate
change for other communities. It is interesting to think about what we should
do when geoengineering would preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of
one community, but undermine others. How do we go about making deci-
sions when SAI may preserve the integrity of, say, human communities, yet
seriously harm oceans, mountains, and the plants and animals that occupy
them?

It can be difficult to reach sound normative judgments when dealing with
situations in which the interests of multiple communities conflict. Building
upon the ecocentric land ethic of Leopold, J. Baird Callicott argues that what
we need are hierarchically ordered principles. Leopold’s principle, the
thought that something is right if it preserves the integrity of the biotic
community, is the first principle. But when we have obligations to preserve
some parts of the biotic community that clash with obligations to preserve
other parts, Callicott offers two second-order principles to deliver a conclu-
sion. “The first second-order principle (SOP-1) is that obligations generated
by membership in more venerable and intimate communities take precedence
over those generated in more recently emerged and impersonal commu-
nities.”30 Thus, with respect to climate engineering, our obligations to our
fellow humans would take precedence over our obligations to nonhuman
animals, plants, and other parts of the earth’s ecosystems. But, “the second
second-order principle (SOP-2) is that stronger interests . . . generate duties
that take precedence over duties generated by weaker interests.”31 Thus, if
the interests of nonhuman animals and plant species that were at stake with
respect to climate engineering were to be significantly greater than the inter-
ests of our fellow humans, we ought to side with the stronger interests rather
than the closer community.

Callicott’s ethic of tiered principles is certainly an improvement on Leo-
pold’s beautiful, yet vague, prose. But it is doubtful that even Callicott’s
formulation of the land ethic will be able to deliver a justifiable conclusion in
every situation we could face with respect to climate engineering. The idea of
“more venerable communities” seems clear enough. But how do we go about
totaling up the myriad “interests” of the various communities at stake in
SOP-2? Is there really a particular amount of harm that could be done to a
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grassland in Patagonia that would trump the lives of 10, or 1,000, or 100,000
human individuals? It is clear that we need to broaden our ethical thinking
beyond a narrow anthropocentrism. But how much broader it needs to be is
far from clear. More work needs to be done in environmental ethics in order
for us to reach sound normative judgments about tough cases like the kinds
of trade-offs that an engineered climate is sure to engender.

§5 SUMMARY

After these short suggestions of avenues down which we can pursue future
research, a quick recap of the book is in order. I note in Chapter 1 that the
purpose of this book was to examine some of the ethical and political com-
plexities engendered by the prospect of geoengineering. The hope was that
by analyzing and scrutinizing these complexities we could gain some ground
in arriving at appropriate normative judgments about the technology. In
Chapter 2, I argue that, despite worries about moral hazards and slippery
slopes, research into geoengineering should go forward. I argue that the
supposed hazard was empirically uncertain, and that, even if such a hazard
were to exist, we would want to know whether the hazard isn’t offset by the
potential benefits that research could yield. The slippery slope argument,
remember, had two premises: that research would lead to deployment (the
empirical premise); and that we had decisive moral reasons to avoid deploy-
ment (the normative premise). Both premises, I put forward, require more
justification. We would both need some kind of evidence to support the
empirical claim that research would lead to deployment, and we would also
need to know more about SAI to know whether we have decisive moral
reasons to avoid its deployment. Ironically, in order to be in a better position
to appraise each premise, it is exactly more research that is needed. The
conclusion from Chapter 2 was that these arguments shouldn’t count as a
sufficient ground against research.

But would we ever want to actually deploy SAI? In Chapter 3 I argue that
the ideas of respect for nature, precaution, and playing God could not ground
a moratorium on future deployment of the technology. Engineering the cli-
mate seems like the kind of thing that would count as “disrespecting nature.”
But Jamieson’s approach seems right: we should perhaps in general be more
modest when it comes to our domination of nature, but sometimes we are
justified in manipulating nature for our purposes. But even if one buys this
anthropocentric reasoning, one might think that the precautionary principle
should guide our thinking about climate engineering. I argue that when the
precautionary principle is vaguely formulated, it is attractive but fails to help
guide our action. But when it is made more specific—for instance, when it
takes the form of minimax reasoning or a Hartzel-Nichols-type of catastroph-
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ic precautionary principle—the conditions that make the principle a reason-
able guide for action don’t hold. And, finally, worries about the prospect of
climate engineering creating novel distributions of winners and losers was
explored while looking at the playing God argument. I cast doubt upon the
sharp distinction between doing and allowing at the institutional level, and
explored how the doctrine of double effect could serve as a possible justifica-
tion for a decision to deploy, even if this would be worse for some. The point
of Chapter 3 was not to show that there are no morally troubling aspects of
deploying climate engineering technology, rather, the point was to show that,
despite some worries that have been expressed, it would at least be possible
for deployment to be morally permissible. The fact that geoengineering may
be able to deliver significant benefits, curtail the devastating environmental
effects of climate change, and improve the lot of many—especially those
most vulnerable to climate change—gives us reason to continue research and
think about justifiable deployment scenarios.

But we shouldn’t be naïve and assume that just because the technology
has the potential to lessen the impact of climate change, alleviate suffering,
and further the cause of justice, that it will be researched, developed, and
deployed in this way. Indeed, there is always the chance that the technology
will be used to further the interests of the few at the expense of the many. For
this reason, legitimate regulation of the technology is a must. In Chapter 4 I
outline a broad concept of institutional legitimacy and propose appropriate
normative criteria to guide our judgments about legitimate geoengineering
governance. For an institution overseeing climate engineering to be justifi-
ably labeled legitimate, it should deliver a comparative benefit in a transpar-
ent way while also being accountable to those whose action it is attempting
to coordinate. Most importantly, the institution must do so in a way that
sufficiently satisfies the demands of substantive and procedural justice.

Chapter 5 is devoted to exploring the normative criterion of substantive
justice. The fact that climate engineering could create a world with, on aver-
age, fewer climate perturbations in the face of anthropogenic climate change
than one without such an intervention is interesting. But averages can hide
things that are of moral importance. This is why Chapter 5 focuses on the
distribution of potential benefits and burdens of SAI. I argue that substantive
justice requires the benefits and burdens of the pursuit or abandonment of the
technology to be skewed heavily in favor of the least well-off members of the
global community. This is because they bear the least causal responsibility,
the least beneficiary responsibility, and are most vulnerable to the threats of
climate change. These three facts point toward the conclusion that it would
be unjust to foist significant burdens upon them, even if doing so led to a
world that was, on average, better off.

Finally, in the previous chapter we saw that the substantive outcome is
not our only concern—we also care about who gets to make decisions re-
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garding geoengineering and how those decisions are made. That is, along
with concerns about the distribution of substantive benefits and burdens, we
should also pay close attention to the distribution of decision-making power.
What we want is a decision-making process that is governed by terms that no
one could reasonably reject. More specifically, we want a decision-making
process that provides fair terms of inclusion and fair terms of participation. I
argue that decision-making power over intentionally manipulating the cli-
mate system should include everyone affected by the decision, and should
apportion that power according to the extent that each is affected.

§6 FINAL REMARKS

What should be clear by now is that even just the prospect of intentionally
manipulating the planetary environment gives rise to some incredibly perni-
cious and intractable normative difficulties. We would be in a much better
situation if previous generations had recognized the climate change problem
for what it would become. Still, with any luck, geoengineering will never
need to be deployed. Perhaps some of our fundamental assumptions about
the climate system are mistaken; perhaps climate change will not carry with
it the grave harms to human health and the natural environment that our
models currently predict. Or maybe the global community will change course
and start seriously cutting emissions and investing in adaptation and negative
emission technologies. Such a change would be welcomed with open arms.
Unfortunately, even at the writing of this book, such a change still looks like
a pious wish.32

In the event that it does make sense to include geoengineering as part of
our response to climate change, we will have many decisions to make. Some
of the decisions will require technical knowledge about the natural world.
But even with all the answers to the technical problems of geoengineering,
we would still be in the dark with respect to the question of What should we
do? An answer to this question requires a careful analysis of the ethical and
political complexities raised by the prospect of engineering the climate. And,
especially given our less-than-perfect response to climate change thus far, it
is of the utmost importance that we get the ethics and politics of geoengineer-
ing right. Hopefully, this book has made some modest contribution to doing
just that.

NOTES

1. Gavin Schmidt, “30 Years after Hansen’s Testimony,” Real Climate (blog), accessed
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